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 Insubordinate Gestures and the Ends of Life is a study of the aesthetics of gesture in the 

work of Henri Michaux, César Vallejo, and Diamela Eltit. Focusing on the process of creation 

and the tension between theory and practice, language and thought, I read the writing of gesture 

as a Cynical practice through which these authors create vital signs without presuming to define 

the contents of the self. By examining how gesture configures form as a site of struggle, this 

study seeks methods of reading the materiality of language and the body beyond the 

materialism/signification divide. Writing in different genres across the twentieth century, each of 

these authors offers a means for thinking the conditions of the emergence of sense and the 

subject, and art as praxis. I begin with Michaux’s writing, where gesture is both a shifting idea 

relative to other concepts in his work and an embodied practice of painting through which, I 

argue, he re-creates the conditions of his oeuvre and himself. Whereas Michaux's 'gesture-signs' 

and 'passages' invoke a physics of the phrase beyond words, Vallejo's late poetry probes the 

limits of the body's role as a signifying economy by re-imagining the technē of writing as a 

practice of the body. The last chapter examines how the gestural kinetics of Eltit's sentences 

disrupts biopolitical dispositifs, and considers how gesture creates an aesthetic form that 

articulates the precarious situation of bodies through the tension of its material inscription.  



     

 This dissertation thus interrogates the ‘ends’ of gesture in a double sense: as a suspension 

of formal ends, and in terms of the stakes or end its aesthetics has in life. In tracing the 

malleability of gesture as a concept and phenomenon across these authors’ works, it does not 

seek to develop a continuous theory of gesture, but to mine the differences between them; each 

chapter reflects critically on the previous chapter to elaborate gesture's constitutive paradoxes. 

This project therefore conceives itself as an indirect response both to contemporary critiques of 

the linguistic turn and of biopolitics as ‘thanatopolitics.’  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

"From within language experienced and traversed as language, in the play of its possibilities extended to 
their furthest point, what emerges is that man has 'come to an end', and that, by reaching the summit of all 
possible speech, he arrives not at the very heart of himself but at the brink of that which limits him."  
 
      - Michel Foucault, The Order of Things, p. 383 
 

 Insubordinate Gestures and the Ends of Life interrogates the link that subtends the 

relationship between the aesthetic representation of life and the politics of life itself. The nature 

of this intersection can be described as a conflict between at least two different types of 'ends': 

between the finitude or 'end' of life, and an aesthetics and politics that takes life as its end, that it 

is for life. While the latter conjures the utopian projects of avant-garde aesthetics in the early 

twentieth century and their aim to create a vital art for life's sake, we can also hear it in a more 

negative, biopolitical key, as a politics that aims to capture, exploit, and contain the contingency 

of life. Less a declarative statement in favor of one or the other than a putting-into-question of 

these two extremes, this dissertation contends that the way we think about performance, and 

specifically gesture, is critical to an elucidation of the problem. This project thus investigates the 

'ends' of gesture in a double sense: as a question of formal ends, and in terms of the stakes 

gesture's aesthetics has in life.   

 Let us begin with a performance. Three pieces of cardboard lie placed on the stage. One 

reads "in disarray"; by the end, another will read "is and isn't." As the dancers push and pull 

against the boards, sliding under and squeezing between them one at a time, one dancer narrates 

a furious, two-sided monologue in an unintelligible language that is actually lines from an 

Elizabethan play. Overhead, occasional supertitles invite an analogy between grammatical 

positions and bodies: "She is to them as they are to us"; "They are to us as we are to them." Each 

dancer moves with the finely tuned tension of a precise emotion and context, even as the 
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constant re-arrangement of boards strips the narrative down to the barest of relations, leaving the 

narrative particulars open-ended. Both like and unlike language, the boards are the strangest 

elements of all in this strange production: they are the joints and articulations that come between 

the dancers' interactions to articulate their relations and antagonisms, but also the material they 

interact with alone on stage. The action builds to an emotional crescendo when the dancers build 

a barricade to isolate one dancer, and then pile together in a makeshift tent, only to disperse 

again. At the end of the production we cannot tell whether the final title, “They were / and they 

weren’t”, contains the joyful artifice of a self-commentary commenting on its own disappearing 

act, or whether, as a reflection on the audience's powers of collective and imaginative 

construction, in some way it marks a loss. With its juxtaposition of grammatical positions and 

bodies, and the anachronistic pairing of a contemporary setting with a language now inaccessible 

to the audience, the dance brings to mind the more ominous scene painted by Foucault in the 

epigraph that opens this introduction, in which the coming into being of language coincides with 

man’s discovery of his own finitude as a biological being.  

 The performance is William Forsythe's Sider, a piece layered with compositional and 

real-time unpredictability1, whose meaning, though in constant construction, is punctuated by 

primal questions of community. Implicit in Sider's aesthetic is a question about the way that the 

structuring of sense makes or unmakes community, and in this, it anticipates the concerns of the 

authors in the present study. Before posing the parameters of this investigation, which concerns 

the intersection of performance and language, we must first address the critique of the ethical and 

political potential of linguistic performance that has been emerging from various quarters of 

                                                            
1 The technical components of unpredictability, though crucial, could fill the space of this introduction: 
the dancers move in response to the soundtrack of a filmed production of an Elizabethan play that only 
they can hear; a second level of unpredictability is added, as the dancers are also hearing Forsythe's 
instructions to speed up or slow down during their performance.  
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literary theory over the last decade. If the philosophical contribution of Marxism was to propose 

“a method…of explaining man's 'knowing' by his 'being', instead of, as heretofore, [in Hegel] his 

'being' by his knowing'", as Engels writes, in this post-theoretical moment, the risk of the 

linguistic turn of the last third of the twentieth century is that, as Foucault predicted, his language 

will replace his being. That postmodern readings of politics in literature tend, in the first 

instance, to identify the ‘indeterminacy’ of the signifier with the ‘materiality’ of language—

which is then, in a second instance, read back into the social as the ‘indeterminacy’ of identity, 

signals the extent to which the materiality of social and political life has become an operation of 

reading, indeed, the very material of its process. As Allan Stoekl succinctly puts the issue, the 

social becomes “an operation of the sublime through an “infrastructure” that is the material of 

reading”, such that, in effect, it is language rather than matter that is elevated to the level of the 

‘transcendental signified’ (Stoekl 62). Similarly, Rey Chow likens the change that materialism 

undergoes in post-structuralism to the “sublime object” that Slavoj Žižek defines in the context 

of the transformation of money:  

We have touched a problem unsolved by Marx, that of the material character of money: 
not of the empirical, material stuff money is made of, but of the sublime material, of that 
other ‘indestructible and immutable’ body which persists beyond the corruption of the 
body physical…the immaterial corporeality of the ‘body within the body’ gives us a 
precise definition of the sublime object (quoted in Chow 227-8). 

 
The resonance of Žižek 's passage is not incidental. 

 If the analogy between linguistic and economic materiality enabled French theorists of 

écriture in the 1960's (grouped loosely around Roland Barthes, Philippe Sollers, Tel Quel, 

Blanchot, and Derrida) to incorporate linguistics and literature into a program for widespread 

change on a political, sexual, and philosophical level, the historical outcome of the linguistic turn 

in theory, particularly the Levinasian-inspired ethics of Derrida, has made the relevance of this 
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analogy anything but figurative. In a recent dossier in the PMLA aptly titled "Value | Theory | 

Crisis," Christopher Nealon and Joshua Clover go so far as to draw parallels between the 

messianic dimensions of linguistic performance in literary theory and the theoretical game 

models that enabled the rise of finance in the second half of the twentieth century. Because value 

is actualized retroactively in the "future anterior" of the speech-act (Žižek 52), but performed in 

the present, in effect, credit is the “truth of value itself” (Clover, PMLA 127.1, 112). In Žižek's 

reading, the linguistic enactment of ethics has uncomfortable parallels with the metonymic 

conflation of speculative value and actual value in structural linguistics. The rise of the concept 

of immaterial labor finishes what this mutation of value (or, rather, of its source) begins, 

facilitating an economic view in which value is no longer 'what is' but "what might come into 

being" (Warsh in Nealon 102). Eventually, these economic models become so adept at adjusting 

to the contingency of the future that the present comes to look like its prefiguration. Although 

Clover and Nealon go on to show how the current turn to 'speculative realism' in theory runs the 

risk of producing the same effect, they are not arguing to dispense with literary reading or 

theory—far from it, their critiques aim to locate these points of intersection so as to go beyond 

the political impasses associated with language and the literary after the linguistic turn.   

 While these critiques of theory recall the trenchant debates about the relationship between 

theory and politics that dominated theory in the 1980s and 1990s, then divided between a 

Marxist approach and deconstruction, to say nothing of the debates launched internally within 

structuralism,2 nonetheless, the issue seems to have been compounded by the constructivist 

readings of the subject that followed closely on its heels.3 Certainly, the notion of ‘experience’ 

                                                            
2 See Jonathan Culler's account in Structuralist Poetics, "'Beyond' Structuralism: Tel Quel," pp. 241-254.      
3 In a now dated, yet still relevant essay, Martin Jay significantly summarizes the 'linguistic turn' with a 
reference to Joan Scott: “Experience is at once always already an interpretation and something that needs 
to be interpreted” (Joan Scott, "The Evidence of Experience," Critical Inquiry 17:1, 787). Depending on 
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encompassed in the limit-experience of Georges Bataille and Maurice Blanchot presents a more 

paradoxical notion of experience than the discursive construct it became folded into in post-

Foucauldian readings of disciplinary power. In its resistance to being reduced to anything so 

discursive as an intentional project or a self-coherent subjectivity, the limit-experience compels 

us to go "beyond the sterile choice between naive experiential immediacy and the no less naive 

discursive mediation of that experience that has for too long seemed its only alternative" (Jay 

169). Yet, if the concepts traditionally associated with post-structuralism were generated with the 

aim of combatting ideology by escaping systems of thought, it is by virtue of this fact that they 

are often seen as incompatible with the practical, finite ends of political programs and 

participatory politics. We are still faced with the dilemma of reconciling such paradoxical, limit 

conceptions of being with the practices of everyday life.4 If the work of art as a poeisis or 

conscious making is included among the ideological projects to be rejected, what imaginative 

resources do we have for addressing the post-Enlightenment imperative for thinking beyond 

instrumental forms of appropriation and mastery alongside the no less urgent task of finding 

sources of resistance and community in the articulation of an increasingly uncertain and volatile 

present? 

 For our purposes, the persistence of the sublime in postmodern thought can be better 

understood through the decline of the human as a species and ideal. The twentieth century is 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
one's point of view, the current return to notions of structure in theoretically-oriented readings of 
literature could be evidence of a certain forgetting of the initial divergence between the literature and 
criticism of the limit-experience and structuralism in the sixties and seventies. Thematizing broadly, one 
might note, for instance, the reliance of disparate areas of current theory on notions of structure to sustain 
the analogical transference between language, identity, and politics (e.g. time, which returns as structure 
in queer theory; and mathematics in speculative realism).  
4 I refer to this gap as a problem, but from the perspective of many of the writers loosely grouped around 
the thinking of the limit-experience and the event this is not such a problematic divide in the sense that 
politics and ethics are absorbed into the alterity of art. To cite one possible critique of ethics thus 
understood: "It is the fundamentalism of the proper which is overturned into a fundamentalism of the 
absolutely other" (Rancière 215). 
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often characterized as a century in which the possibility of carrying out the total destruction of 

the human species became, for the first time, an imaginable reality. In the wake of the atrocities 

of the last century, the dehumanization of human beings also indicts with it the normative 

category of the human. Whereas for philosophers of the second half of the twentieth century the 

ethical demand this presents is to bear witness to the inhuman5, for writers and artists it becomes 

a problem of figuration. If the French Revolution represented the last possibility for man to 

obtain secular immortality by writing his own history, in the wake of the war, Blanchot tellingly 

looks to the French Revolution for an image of the writer, comparing the writer to a 

revolutionary Terrorist. But what begins as a straightforward analogy about the world-

suspending act of writing—ends as an account of the "true language" that the writer establishes 

through literature, and which belongs to him as his "most intimate possibility" (Blanchot 330). 

Reading Heidegger’s theory of Dasein and being-for-death as man’s 'most intimate possibility' 

through Mallarmé and Rilke, Blanchot’s signature reversal of the relation between language and 

death is a way of endowing literature with the value of authenticity and risk it possessed during 

the Occupation. Although the war had passed, it left his generation changed: the impossibility of 

writing became the necessary condition of literary production. 6  

                                                            
5 For examples, see: Blanchot, L'espace littéraire (1955), p.309; Agamben, Remnants of Auschwitz 
(1999), p.121; Derrida, The Animal that Therefore I Am (2008), p.27.   
6 The elaboration of the Paulinian 'impossible' and of "pouvoir sans pouvoir" [power without power] 
through writing is of course central to Blanchot's criticism. Cf. "L’espèce humaine", pages 191-200, and 
"La Parole Plurielle", pp. 59-69 in L'Entretien infini (1969), and L'Écriture du désastre (1980). Just as 
Blanchot reads Artaud's writing (or its impossibility) as the suffering of thought that yields the possibility 
of writing, for Lyotard the suspension of mastery is the 'suffering of time' in which the creative 'word, 
phrase, color' can arrive: “La douleur…est la pensée elle-même en tant qu’elle se résout à l’irrésolution, 
décide d’être patiente, et veut ne pas vouloir, veut, justement, ne pas vouloir à la place de ce qui doit être 
signifié. Révérence faite à ce devoir, qui n’est pas encore nommé. Ce devoir...c’est peut-être seulement le 
mode selon qui ce qui n’est pas encore, le mot, la phrase, la couleur, viendra. De sorte que la souffrance 
de penser est une souffrance du temps, de l’événement,”  L’Inhumain, p. 28.  
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 Extending modernism's periodizing frame to include the postmodern, Lecia Rosenthal 

identifies an aesthetics of 'lateness' in modernism's ambivalent relation to the power of the 

aesthetic. As Rosenthal contends in Mourning Modernism: Literature, Catastrophe, and the 

Politics of Consolation, "modernism’s drive for the ‘new’ and its utopian longing for 

catastrophe’s end" (2) are two sides of the same coin: the writing of the event as a 'remainderless 

end' can be read against the loss that it stands in for, that is, as a substitute for the failure of a 

radical revolutionary event. The failure to think the ultimate catastrophe or event and the 

necessity of thinking it, so as to bring about catastrophe's end, coincides with the fetishization of 

the limit. From this perspective, it is easy see how the experience of modernity, as an imminent 

and immanent end brought on by industrial and technological innovation, creates the conditions 

for capital accumulation to thrive; how the dialectic of finitude and survival fuels the market 

economy's cycle of scarcity and demand. In terms that recall the conjoined relation of proximity 

and distance in the epigraph, Rosenthal writes, “The writing of the last of extimate earth and the 

fantasy of the end of distance are, like the event of originary accumulation, iterative in their lines 

of exhaustion and their annexations of the final frontier” (5). Within this apocalyptic imaginary, 

where the limit between organic life and natural death is increasingly indistinct, the biopolitical 

administration of populations that "seizes life from within" knows no bounds.  

 My purpose in drawing out the parallel between the traumatic structure of the sublime in 

poststructuralist thought and the spectral notion of life in biopolitics is to show how together they 

present a conjoined problematic for the period of twentieth-century literature that concerns us 

here.7  It is but a short step from catastrophe's logic of paradoxical inclusion/exclusion to 

                                                            
7 In theory, deconstruction posits the possibility of "thinking différance as an economic detour" that 
maintains the fantasy of full presence at the same time as its "irreparable loss" (Marges de la philosophie, 
p. 20). However, as Anne-Lise François eloquently puts it: "as the history of deconstruction suggests, the 
preference given the second alternative makes impossible the question's own closure, and precisely this 
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Agamben's interpretation of Western modernity, which cuts an even deeper breach between 

experience and articulation. 8 While the ethics of witnessing the inhuman requires rhetorically 

invoking the future as a completed time ("it will have been") so as to ensure that the future will 

not be a repetition of the past—or what Lyotard calls the paradoxical post-modern condition of 

the "future anterior,"9 in Agamben's thought, the ethical response is no longer a response so 

much as the product of a structural given. But, in rendering explicit what in Lyotard remains only 

an implicit potential, Agamben's biopolitical thought indirectly reveals their commonality.   

 Note, for instance, how the language of undecidability returns with a vengeance in the 

sovereign's decision to separate those whose lives are valued (bios) from those who represent a 

threat to valued life (zoē) and must therefore be cast out of the protection of the law:  

Life...can in the last instance be implicated in the sphere of law only through the 
presupposition of its inclusive exclusion, only in an exceptio. [...] The sovereign decision 
traces and from time to time renews this threshold of indistinction between [...] nomos 
and physis, in which life is originarily excepted in law. Its decision is the position of an 
undecidable (Homo Sacer 27). 

 
As numerous commentators have pointed out, the relationship between bare life and sovereignty 

bears the same structure of inclusion/exclusion developed in Agamben's earlier theory of 

language, which is based on the presuppositional structure of language. Among the various 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
absence of closure ironically ensures the endless productiveness of deconstructive reading as an 
interminable performance of a never sufficiently realized loss", Open Secrets: The Literature of 
Uncounted Experience (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2008), footnote 70, p. 49. In this context, 
one could also discuss spectrality or hauntology in Derrida's thought, but a lengthier review is beyond the 
scope of this introduction. For a more detailed overview of the confluence of trauma and the sublime in 
postmodern thought, I refer the reader to Rosenthal's Mourning Modernism and the first chapter of Anne-
Lise François' Open Secrets, "Towards a Theory of Recessive Action."  
8 Of course, there are also direct lines of connection, such as the influence of Bataille and Blanchot's 
notion of désoeuvrement on Agamben.  
9 "The postmodern would be that which in the modern invokes the unpresentable in presentation itself, 
that which refuses the consolation of correct forms, refuses the consensus of taste permitting a common 
experience of nostalgia for the impossible, and inquires into new presentation—not to take pleasure in 
them, but to better produce the feeling that there is the unpresentable. Post-modern would be 
understanding according to the paradox of the future (post) anterior (modo)", The Postmodern Explained, 
eds. Julian Pefanis and Morgan Thomas (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), p. 14-15. 
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'thanatopolitical' strands of biopolitics that could be referenced, Agamben's theory is particularly 

important for us because of the importance given to gesture in his thought. Like Benjamin and 

Adorno before him, gesture is, for Agamben, the measure by which the human element is 

definitively sensed as lost: "for people who are bereft of all that is natural to them, every gesture 

becomes a fate" (Infancy 151). Like the cinematic and photographic technologies that attempt to 

capture gesture at the moment of its disappearance, Agamben's historical periodization of gesture 

to the end of the nineteenth century in fact operates a shift out of the milieu of embodied history 

and into the "pure means" of speaking which will become the 'pure' sphere of politics. The vision 

of gesture developed in the works that follow, however, will be very different from this fateful 

reading. 

 Whereas Agamben's totalizing vision of biopower's dominion over life pre-empts the 

possibility of individual or collective political action, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri affirm 

the vital power of affective life (potentas) to escape capture by biopolitical apparatuses 

(dispositifs) insofar as life precedes them.10 Certainly, we can agree with Jean-Pierre Deranty's 

assessment that the "critical counterpoint to [Agamben's] understanding of the inhuman is that it 

is inhuman, in the normative, critical sense...to establish separations where there are none" 

(Deranty 183). However, conceiving of zoē as a "relentlessly generative force"11 also risks 

elevating life into a concept no less divided from the human.12 If the relations between affect and 

                                                            
10 While Negri introduces a difference in biopolitics ("in biopolitics intended as biopower [biopotenza], it 
is the bios that creates power, while in biopolitics intended as biopower [biopotere], it is power that 
creates the bios" [Negri and Casarino 167]), he stresses that this antagonistic relation is not symmetric: 
there is an "ontological dissymmetry" between the biopolitical apparatuses of power (potestas) and the 
constitutive power (potentia) of bios. This power is the creative "praxis of the commons" and that of the 
multitudes in Multitudes (2004) and Commonwealth (2009).  
11 Rosi Braidotti, "The Politics of "Life Itself" and New Ways of Dying" in New Materialisms: Ontology, 
Agency, and Politics, eds. Diana Coole and Samantha Frost (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010). 
12 In the concluding section of Deleuze's Cinéma 2: Image-Temps, 'Life' is that which exceeds (and is 
thereby separated from) the human. Although there are significant differences between the "non-
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signification, body and sign, are not innocent, then how can we conceive of the body as the site 

of the production of meaning without reifying that which its study presupposes?   

 One avenue for thinking through this question emerges from Foucault's late work on the 

practices of the self in Greco-Roman Antiquity, which he began investigating in The Care of the 

Self and developed in a series of seminars delivered at the Collège de France from 1981 to 

1984.13 While Foucault’s lectures on the Cynics will offer potential avenues from which to 

elaborate an alternative to the negative ethics of biopolitical production,14 which will be 

addressed further on, the aesthetics and politics of affect underscore the need to scrutinize the 

methods of signification by which life is made to signify. It is through the medium of writing, 

then, that the question of the intersection of form and life comes to the fore. I have therefore 

chosen to focus on non-dramatic genres. Understanding form as a site of struggle, this 

dissertation aims to think together the formal constraints of art and the contingencies of history 

and politics. In so doing, it contests the ethics of undecidability that would delimit politics as 

'always already impossible' by virtue of its interpretive deferral; the condition of 'bare life' as 

exempted from forms of mediation and articulation; and a vision of affective life as a life of 

trauma, mourning, and survival. This project is conceived, therefore, as an indirect response to 

the critique of the linguistic turn and of biopolitics as 'thanatopolitics.' 

 This study traces the multiplicity of gesture as a concept and phenomena individually 

across each author’s oeuvre and addresses different facets of gesture in conjunction across their  

                                                                                                                                                                                                
measurable" biopower that Hardt and Negri describe, which is located in the body, or bios, and the 
parallel concept in Deleuze, which in centered on the impersonal force of zoē , both can be qualified as 
'Spinozist political ontology.' For an overview of various political approaches to 'life' after biopolitics, see 
Rosi Braidotti, ibid. 
13 Subjectivity and Truth (1980-1981), The Hermeneutics of the Subject (1981-1982), The Government of 
Oneself and Others (1982-1983), and The Courage of the Truth (1983-1984). 
14 For a comprehensive reading of biopolitics' 'thanatopolitics' and the elaboration of alternative practices 
of bios, see Timothy Campbell, Improper Life: Technology and Biopolitics From Heidegger to Agamben 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2011). 
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works. The reader might be tempted to conclude then that our aim is to develop an over-arching 

concept or theory of gesture that would underpin and account for the multiple forms and 

permutations of gesture in these works. Further still, such a tracing of the aesthetics of gesture 

could suggest that gesture is itself the operating agent of a differential change: an irreducible 

remainder that propels each author out of his or her individual style, each literary work or 

‘oeuvre’ out of its systematic closure, or a supplement to the logos of inscription that is 

everywhere in play, but never subject to the representational laws it subverts because it precedes 

them. In other words, something akin to what Derrida undertakes in his grammatological project 

and develops as arche-writing. That is not to say that gesture does not disrupt the organizing 

logic of systems of writing, as we will see in the first chapter on Henri Michaux. However, to 

conclude that it is the only way that gesture operates would be to presuppose both an overly 

autonomous notion of gesture and an impoverished sense of language (as the mere 

communication of information). After all, as Irigaray and Butler remind us, it is as a result of 

such binaries that the body comes to appear as irreducibly material, and its difference then is no 

less susceptible to being incorporated as the 'constitutive outside' to the symbolic order.  

 Though clearly indebted to what one may call a deconstructive practice of reading that 

attends to moments when the text challenges and exceeds its conceptual framework, to its 

capacity to ignite a “performative space of contradiction” (as Eve Sedgwick felicitously puts it), 

I depart from the position that the limits of the linguistic turn and the limit-experience do not 

invalidate its guiding insights, but rather call on us to re-consider the value of reading in light of 

the impasses it poses for substantive forms of praxis. As a limit-theory of politics built around a 

"limit-figure" of life, Agamben’s thought exposes the political risk of trafficking freely between 

the linguistic and the ontological. Extending the exception (the experience of the camps) to the 
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level of the general (a transhistorical condition of all subjects) and recasting it as the theory of 

bare life and sovereignty risks not only naturalizing the particular conditions it seeks to 

understand, but also voids the philosophical and critical resources with which to generate a 

practical and political response to them precisely at the moment when these would seem most 

needed.  

 For these authors, the animalistic, inhuman existence of ‘bare life’ is not an abstraction, 

but the horizon within which their writing situates itself. To be sure, we cannot forget the socio-

historical particulars in which their works emerge, or the fact that Michaux was of Belgian origin 

writing in French; that Vallejo was a Peruvian with ties to Marxism living on the margins of 

Parisian culture and its dominant aesthetic movements; or the circumstances of mass murder and 

censorship during Pinochet's dictatorship under which Eltit first began writing. 

Methodologically, however, I privilege the literary as the site where history and politics can be 

articulated and re-configured. Just as the dispositifs of knowledge and power make life once 

again accessible and representable through the body,15 so too, in parallel, writing makes life 

accessible to the institutional organization of knowledge and power, as Nietzsche reminds us in 

his Untimely Meditations. If the ability to embrace rather than fear contingency expresses a 

particular freedom from the construction of a 'reasonable subject'—which, as we know, will pave 

the way for the animal existence of modern biopolitics, in which living can be separated from 

existence, in literature the question of contingency is intimately tied to literary history. In the era 

that concerns us here, literary history implies a particular relationship to modernity, a concern 

with the status of the 'new,' with the innovation of new forms, and the relationship between past 

and present—whether the past is embodied in philosophy, myth, or classical forms of literature.   

                                                            
15 Timothy Cambell and Adam Sitze, Introduction, Biopolitics: A Reader (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2013), p. 16-17.   
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 A common motif in this literature is its concern for the contingent, which Aristotle 

defines as the contradiction of necessity. One finds Eltit's Lumpérica constructed around the 

protagonist's repeated vertical falls and the gesture of letting her hand fall through the flames of a 

makeshift fire. This falling stands in for the golpe of Pinochet's coup, as an obstinate reminder of 

the cut in the nation's collective memory of the disappeared, those whose "case[s] it would be 

better to forget," to quote Eltit. As accident, the 'case' (casus) disrupts the regular order of things 

and introduces the contingency of the human. But, whereas the doctor reads the patient's body in 

an instant and organizes the patient's disparate symptoms into one narrative or pathology,16 the 

literary incorporation of the case critiques the universality of narrative and lyric forms. 

Implicitly, it also opens literature to non-literary genres, unhinging the author's voice from its 

singularity. Often merging, if not ceding, her authorial voice to medical and juridical cases, Eltit 

probes these cases for a counter-reading of the ideologies of power. For Michaux, too, the case is 

not treated as an exception, but the "trouble" that the writer places at the emotional center of his 

oeuvre. Tireless investigator of parapsychic events, 'mental alienations', pseudo-ethnographies 

and clinical cases, Michaux makes the 'case' a palimpsest 'à rebours' for the human subject and 

its abandoned selves. In this sense, writing is also an act of reading. The constitution of writing 

as reading, which is familiar to the essay form as literary genre, is also present in Vallejo's 

poetry. At once taking his body as an object of investigation and as a means of reflexively 

mediating an address to others, Vallejo's porous late poems present an acute barometer of the 

contingencies of life.  

  This brings us to a second meaning of contingency in this study, as an attempt and 

experiment. We can understand the 'attempt' on a personal level, as an experience or "technique 

of the self" that each author performs: in Michaux's painting of 'gesture-signs', and later, his 
                                                            
16 As Foucault writes in Naissance de la clinique. 
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ascetic exercises; in Vallejo's mining of his own body and its material economies in his poetry; 

in the symbolic performance piece that Eltit enacts during the writing of Lumpérica, which is 

subsequently written into the work and documented with a photograph of the author. That these 

authors make themselves the object of a practice also tells us about the practical aims of their 

writing on an aesthetic level. In narrative theory, the evenemential dimension of narrative is 

defined as a sentence that proceeds according to project, towards the completion of a known end. 

Taking the line or phrase as the unit of measurement, we will see that in this literature 

experimentation does not proceed towards the discovery of the known, but towards the unknown. 

Implicit in the gestural aesthetics of these authors is an experimental understanding of form, that 

is, form as an experience and experiment in which writing becomes a material event through the 

torsion of its rhetoric. Thus, what one might interpret simply as a question of temperament—for 

instance, Michaux and Vallejo's antipathy towards systematic thinking and their much-

proclaimed exuberance—is more profoundly related to their affective relation to thought and 

language in the sense that critic Jacques Bersani describes Michaux's contemporary, Jean 

Paulhan: "plutôt qu'un discours de la méthode [...] une méthode de discours. Ni simplement une 

rhétorique, ni proprement une dialectique: une physique" [rather than a discourse on method...a 

method of discourse. Neither simply a rhetoric, nor properly a dialectic: a physics.]17 The 

'physics' of this writing goes by many names: the passage, phrasé, épreuve, flexion, gesture, the 

accent, the kinetics of the sentence. 

  Within this context, I will discuss the theory and praxis of gesture in these authors as 

Cynical. Thus, another frame of reference for this study is the philosophy of the ancient Cynics. 

As mentioned earlier, the practice of the Cynics offers avenues for conceiving of an alternative to 

                                                            
17 Jacques Bersani, "Paulhan machiniste ou à chaque essai son double," Jean Paulhan le souterrain, 
Colloque de Cerisy, 10/18, 1976, p.426. I am grateful to Jérôme Roger for bringing this to my attention. 
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narratives of survival from within the biopolitical condition of modernity. If the limit-experience 

represents the possibility of putting the subject at risk to the point of opening the subject on to 

"something else entirely", we see a hint of the possibility of connecting it to a positive praxis in a 

1978 interview Foucault conducted with the Italian press, where he describes the constitution of 

limit-experiences into objects of knowledge as an experience that shows that "there is always this 

engagement with oneself inside one's own knowledge" (Dits et Écrits II 876). Through the 

Cynics, it becomes possible to re-envision objectification as a process of subjectivization, since 

the Cynic becomes a subject through the actions that he performs upon himself. The body 

becomes a "theater of the visible" in testifying to a true life through its style of existence. It is in 

this sense that Foucault will refer to the Cynic life as a ‘manifestation’ or ‘gesture’ of the truth. 

As a philosophy in which the true life emerges in and through the body, the Cynics provide a 

powerful example of the possibility of finding sources of resistance at the site of struggle. 

Foucault's work on the Cynics replaces dogmatic empiricism with a radically different type of 

empiricism, one that parallels the writing that emerges from the aesthetics of gesture in this 

study.    

 The basic sentiment of insubordination that aligns this writing with the dispossessed is 

summed up in the following statement by Michaux: "Dans la vie, dès qu’elle est exprimée au-

dehors, tout finit par servir. Elle s’est mise dans un certain ordre—parût-il désordre—de manière 

à servir, même s’il paraît révolte" (Oeuvres complètes, III: 523). [In life, as soon as it is 

expressed outside, everything ends up serving. It has put itself in a certain order—even if it 

appeared to be disorder—so as to serve, even if it appears to be revolt.] And then, he adds: "Mes 

gestes, si quelque chose au monde a de la gratuité, ont de la gratuité." [My gestures, if anything 

in the world has gratuity, have gratuity.] It is a statement that could have been uttered by 
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Rameau's nephew in Diderot's eponymous philosophical dialogue. In fact, much of the critical 

debate that Le neveu de Rameau has elicited since it was rescued from obscurity by Goethe stems 

from the fact that the Nephew's virtual pantomime is both gratuitous (it is his natural talent) and 

the instrument of his social debasement.18 The liberation from order that Michaux identifies with 

the ethos of gesture is central to Diderot's dialogue as well: the virtuality of the Nephew's 

pantomime and his position in the social order give him license to reveal the social order, or 

'beggar's pantomime', to which all are subjected. Diderot's Le neveu de Rameau thus works from 

a notion of gesture that is rooted in the sixteenth century, namely, that the meaning of man is 

informed by his place or station in the social hierarchy, while at the same time offering a 

materialist revision of the 'states' of the Ancien Régime: the meaning of the body is not 

determined by man's position but emerges from his relation to others, which is alterable. By 

deploying pantomime as a Cynical practice of truth-telling, Diderot critiques the growing 

inequality of the social order. (As we know, the emergence of bio-power at the end of the 

eighteenth century will contribute to the development of modern capitalism.) Neither as purely 

Cynical, nor as cynical as it appears, the dialogue and the debate it has engendered over time is a 

testament to the paradoxes of gesture as well. The virtuosic, shape-shifting pantomimes in Le 

neveu de Rameau are paradigmatic of the polymorphic form and transgression of genres that 

gesture gives rise to in the authors studied here. Gesture demands that we read with more than 

one sense—that we hear, see, feel, and apprehend language. Like a refrain, this writing calls on 

the reader to return to the body and its gestures as the sole ineluctable good. The body is free, but 

not exchangeable without an aesthetic impact (Eltit, El padre mío). 

                                                            
18 The difficulty of determining whether the philosopher or the Nephew 'wins' the philosophical debate 
and the position of the Nephew led Marx to consider it the model of dialectics, and Hegel the model of 
the 'unhappy consciousness' preceding the deterioration of culture and the onset of Terror. The debate 
continues to this day. 
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 To the extent that these authors interrogate the neutrality and legitimacy of their medium 

and this questioning is internal to the production of their work, they remain rooted in a critical 

understanding of modernity as an epistemic and socio-historical crisis, as I mentioned earlier. By 

referring to gesture as an 'economy,' I acknowledge that gesture bears relationships with a 

constellation of economies (linguistic, symbolic, material), while at the same time rhetorically 

maintaining its differential status vis-à-vis language: thus, one might say that gesture 

"economizes on language", as José Gil writes in his apt description of pantomime. This more 

figurative usage of 'economy' leads us to the second meaning, which is intended paradoxically: it 

refers to the multiplicity of modes that gesture takes both within and across their writing. That I 

primarily refer to an ‘economy of gesture’ in terms of literary production, however, clarifies the 

parameters of its scope: it is not an attribute of gesture in general (as if gesture were an 

alternative mode of circulation and production of sense), but a means of elucidating the 

relationship that gesture, in its instability and multiplicity, puts into play vis-à-vis the 

organization of each author’s oeuvre as aesthetic object and literary history.  

 The terms I frequently employ in this dissertation—that of ‘multiplicity’ and ‘paradoxical 

economy’—thus allude to the question of method in order to highlight the constitutive problem 

of reading and interpretation that gesture poses as an object of artistic and critical enquiry. If the 

specificity of a gesture's meaning depends on its context for its veracity in a way that verbal 

reference does not, by this definition, the conventional analytics of reading one might apply to 

gesture—treating it on the level of description (adopting a realist approach to the text) or, 

conversely, reading it as the ineffable or the sublime—would fail to adequately capture its 

impact and meaning. How, then, to approach its reading? From a distance, the problem of 

reading gesture might seem similar to what, in another context, we might think of as 
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"literariness," or the patterns and layers of language that make literature a source of moral and 

emotional complexity, one that is not easily reducible to a one-to-one correspondence with the 

world outside of the text without incurring significant distortions of reading. In practice, 

however, while we will engage with various theories of gesture, our purpose is not to extract a 

coherent narrative about the meaning of gesture in writing, so much as it is to multiply the 

differences between these authors and their deployment of gesture, so as to appreciate what 

gesture does and the manner in which it signifies.  

 Reading gesture for its effect, as an operation and practice and not only as a concept, 

helps us to go beyond the either/or binaries through which gesture has been traditionally 

theorized, and which tend to lead to the conception that gesture is either an attenuated form of 

signification (as bodily expression), a culturally encoded behavior (attitude, comportment, 

conduct), or an undifferentiated movement of matter. Gesture, as I understand it, is an elusive 

thing. It demands over-looking the specular apparatus of theory to apprehend the place where the 

physical phrasing of its passage crosses over with the virtual, and back again. In this sense, we 

draw on the tensions and paradoxes inherent in gesture to address the limits of representation and 

the space of articulation of politics in literature.  

 Needless to say, the development of these tensions does not proceed towards a unified 

theory about the aesthetics of gesture, because the aesthetic deployment of gesture is itself 

inscribed in our ideas about language, the body, and agency. Defined more by what it is not than 

by what it is, the history of gesture reads at times like a genealogy of the fluctuating currency of 

language and the tangled scene where these meet, indexing the organization of rational, social 

and political life. According to the OED, "gesture" is "a significant movement of limb or body", 

and the "use of such movements as expression of feeling or rhetorical device." Historically, the 
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codification of gestures and the representation of the body in treatises on conduct from the 

sixteenth to the eighteenth century played a critical role in establishing the idea of a fixed 

identity within a social, juridical, and religious order and the formation of a political subject.19 

The dialogic conception of language developed by Mikhail Bakhtin and his circle acknowledges 

the social nature of language because it does not separate corporeality from language, but 

conceives of them as a single unit. In this, it contrasts with the perspective of classical linguists, 

for whom gesture is limited to being a signal without the communicative capacity of a sign.20 

While non-verbal articulations such as pictographic codes and symbols can have recurrent 

meaningful units, from a semiotic perspective they lack the second level of articulation that 

distinguishes language. But a purely semiotic definition of language leaves out a host of affective 

realities of utterance that are not transcribed by words, such as intonation, inflection, rhythm, 

mood, effort—and if we extend these contextual markers further, also facial expression, posture, 

and other non-verbal markers.        

 For cognitive linguists, however, linguistic models provide a useful analytic tool for 

studying the significance of body movement.21 The parsing of gestures into signifying, 

operational units (or ‘gestemes’) became popular in the 1960’s with the growth of kinesics (the 

division of movement into units, or kinemes) and proxemics (the relation between 

communication and space; space is divided into units, or proxemes). The scientific study and 

notation of gestures is hardly new, though: in 1599, Arcangel Tuccaro attempted to come up with 

                                                            
19 That is, insofar as one's place in the social order is established through the organization and distribution 
of difference between people. For an overview of the cultural significance of gesture, see A Cultural 
History of Gesture, eds. Jan Bremmer and Herman Roodenburg (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1991). 
20 That is, the communicative capacity of signals simply indicates that they are conscious and intentional, 
versus 'expressive', or spontaneous (Eco 1977).  
21 Body language, as its name indicates, uses a pragmatic, linguistic model of syntax and applies it to the 
body, thus enlarging ‘composition’ to include non-verbal components that are divided into signifying 
units, both verbal and non-verbal. 
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a ‘gesturology’, or a scientific description of acrobatic movements to replace “global, metaphoric 

and magic designation” in his Three Dialogues on the Exercise of Jumping and the Flying 

Trapeze (Figure 1). 

        Fig. 1 (wikimedia commons) 

The limitations of a ‘gesturology’ become quickly apparent, however, when one attempts to treat 

the body like a language, dividing it into syntagmatic units and discrete volumes. While we can 

refer to acrobatics or dance as a choreographic composition of ‘steps’, ‘poses’ and ‘gestures’, 

comparing these movements to an inscription syntactically and rhythmically, they cannot be 

broken down with the denotative precision of a linguistic lexicon.22 At what point, then, does a 

gesture become a gesture (Shin Xue)? Can its effects be seen and heard in a performance, for 

instance, when a pianist uses gestures that are not written into the score?23  

                                                            
22 Albrecht Schneider in Musical Gestures, eds. Rolf Inge Godøy and Marc Leman (London: Routledge, 
2010),  
p. 79. 
23 This project, "Sensing Music-Related Actions," is currently underway under the direction of 
musicologist, Rolf Inge Godøy. For one study, Godøy and his team recorded pianists performing the same 
piece of music repeatedly and discovered that, while the gestures varied, each pianist would repeat the 
same gesture as before during a particular sequence of music, which suggests that these gestures do play a 
role in the execution of the performance.  
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 Like music, the regulated movements of pantomime seem to demand an expansion of the 

field of semiotic meaning. The analytic spectrum that linguists Adam Kendon and David 

McNeill established attempts to measure how close or distant from language a specific gesture is, 

from gesticulation (a motion that accompanies speech) to speech-linked gestures (gestures that 

occupy a grammatical slot in a sentence), emblems (conventionalized signs like 'ok'), pantomime 

(a sequence of gestures conveying a narrative without speech), to signs (sign language). The 

hypothesis guiding the organization of their classificatory system is that the obligatory presence 

of speech declines as one proceeds from gesticulation to sign language, which reveals that 

gesture can take on the traits of a linguistic system.24 Other linguists have gone on to suggest that 

pantomime should be the anchor for the gesture continuum rather than gesticulation, since, they 

argue, the introduction of fully-fledged, language-like structures into nonverbal gestures only 

occurs when gestures are intentional, rather than produced as an accessory to speech.25  

 The specific meaning of a gesture consequently depends on the context in which it is 

received. Not only can a particular gesture mean different things to different people individually 

and culturally; gesture can also function in contradiction with language to reveal a disconnect 

between what is being said and what is meant. In other words, it is not only a signal or a 

performance, but can take on a meta-linguistic, global capacity (Wall and Popelard 17). It is this 

capacity to express multiple, contradictory emotions at once that led Diderot to make gesture the 

center of his new bourgeois theater: "Il faut faire un geste chaque fois qu'il fait tableau", he 

wrote, instructing the dramaturge to write the plot around the play's gestures. Diderot's belief in 

                                                            
24 David McNeill, Introduction, p. 4, Language and Gesture, ed. David McNeill (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000). 
25 Jenny L. Singleton, Susan Goldin-Meadow, David McNeill, "The Cataclysmic Break Between 
Gesticulation and Sign: Evidence Against a Unified Continuum of Gestural Communication" in 
Language, Gesture, and Space, eds. Emmorey, Karen and Judy Reilly (Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates, 1995). After Dufour, they argue that the shift from gesticulation to gestures is a qualitative, 
not a quantitative shift. 
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the sublimity of gesture's expressions and his call for pantomime to render the "accent of life" is 

echoed by Artaud's rallying cry to shrug off the dead, written letter for the living one and 

Vallejo's desire to transcribe "el rítmo cardíaco de la vida" a century and a half later. Due to this 

identification of gesture with a more natural means of expression, however, for many twentieth-

century writers, gesture also becomes a reflection of alienation and of the profound inadequacy 

of language to render the subjective expression of a coherent interiority or identity, as Adorno 

stresses in his reading of Kafka's gestures. In a similar key, the perception that language is 

exhausted would lead Wittgenstein to locate gesture in a second dimension of reality behind 

language: in the ineffable which cannot be said, only experienced.  

 For others, like Charlie Chaplin and Brecht, on the other hand, gesture is neither purely 

an image of the comic, as in the degeneration of gesture into slapstick,26 nor an image of 

fatedness, but rather the source of alienation's reversibility. The capacity for presenting 

contradiction becomes the basis of gesture's critical function in Brecht's gestus: "Man has to be 

understood in his role as man's (the spectator's) own fate. It has to be a workable definition", 

Brecht writes (59-60). While Brecht's dialectical approach to gesture renders manifest a socio-

historical situation, the notion of gesture that Maurice Merleau-Ponty developed in The 

Phenomenology of Perception and his later work would go on further still to propose that the 

body, as an immanent meaning produced with others, is capable of inaugurating new forms of 

meaning in the material world. Like others, Merleau-Ponty was interested in the emergence of 

language and the extent to which human life is linked to linguistic acquisition. More generally, 

the interest in gesture at the turn of the century and into the first half of the twentieth century can 

be traced in part to the growth of the biological and anthropological sciences and the discovery 
                                                            
26 As Bergson memorably evokes in Le rire (1940), laughter is produced when the body is outstripped by 
its mechanical function. But as he emphasizes, the isolation from the social milieu is a key ingredient of 
the process of perceiving something as humorous.  
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of new sensible qualities that put into question the notion of interiority and the idea that 

expression is external to the object it expresses.  

 While opening a dialectical and evolutionary view of life, the growth of the natural 

sciences also raised the question of the relationship between mimesis and life. Psycholinguistics 

in particular converged around the possibility of finding a gestural origin of language. Following 

his study of primitive cultures, Marcel Jousse proposed that human beings have a tendency to 

spontaneously imitate their surroundings, inanimate objects, and nature. Gradually, this action 

became a mode of communication, which he called the ‘manual style’ (style manuel), which is 

followed by the oral style, and finally the development of writing. In identifying gesture as the 

first stage in the evolution of language, Jousse’s theory inverted the order of relation between 

gesture and sound, essentially concluding that speech and writing share a mutual origin in bodily 

mimicry. So persuasive was Jousse's discovery that it led Benjamin to remark that the expressive 

(gestural) means of language must then be as varied and ‘infinite’ as its representational means.27  

 Just as Jousse was uncovering the gestural origin of language, in parallel, André Leroi-

Gourhan proposed that gesture prefigures techniques. More than merely indicating "techniques 

of the body" (Mauss) in which actions are learned through imitation, Leroi-Gourhan suggested 

that the hand in itself contains “the basic potential for technicity” (Léroi-Gourhan 76). The 

hand’s ability to function as a tool requires the retention of memory, which is the basis for the 

evolution of "more complex operating chains", which lead to "the alteration of behaviors in the 

course of their performance” through sensorimotor feedback (76). That gestures need not adhere 

to alphabetic or notational forms to be meaningful or to have an effect has catalyzed interest in a 

more abstract notion of movement and the development of decentralized notions of embodiment 

                                                            
27 “Problems on the sociology of language,” Selected Writings, Volume 3: 1935-1938, eds. Michael 
Jennings and Howard Eiland (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006). 
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and agency in technology and new media studies. For Brian Rotman, for instance, the gestural 

source of language that Léroi-Gourhan uncovers provides further evidence of a material semiotic 

through which technology itself is seen to operate at a pre-discursive level on and in the body.28 

However, as Carrie Noland stresses in Agency and Embodiment, the kinesthetic and kinetic 

potential of gesture cannot be entirely assimilated into a virtual notion of agency: "If moving 

bodies perform in innovative ways, it is not because they manage to move without acquired 

gestural routines but because they gain knowledge as a result of performing them" (7; emphasis 

is Noland's).  

 Because gesture participates in shaping future behavior, gestures are intrinsically 

dynamic. As David McNeill proposes, this is true not only for behavior, but in the effect that 

gesture has on thought as well: when we consider gesticulations that function spontaneously 

together in the same time continuum as speech to produce thought, the disparity between the two 

modes of thinking fuels the production of thought and language.29 While this dynamic outward 

movement can also be thought of as a type of exogenesis in which language functions as an 

external prosthetics, or as a material semiotic that points to the existence of a plural, networked, 

and distributed self,30 this study proceeds in the opposite direction. It focuses on how this 

expropriation mediates the potential of the human from within the temporal existence of the body 

in order to generate “a new way of living in an explosive milieu, in the vitality of life itself” 

(Michaux, II: 1027-8).   

                                                            
28 See Brian Rotman, Becoming Beside Ourselves: The Alphabet, Ghosts, and Distributed Human Being 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2008). 
29 McNeill's argument is based on linking gesticulation to the production of an image. See David McNeill, 
Gesture and Thought, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005), p.4.  
30 Notably, Jacques Derrida, Bernard Stiegler and David Willis have written about the prosthetics of 
writing. See also Brian Rotman. For Derrida, this later line of thinking on technicity is considered an 
extension of the structure and mark of the trace. Thus it extends the domain of operation of the exteriority 
of language without modifying it in essence. For a specific critique of Derrida's notion of programmation 
in Of Grammatology, see Noland, ibid., pp. 110-118.  
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 In emphasizing form—whether it be the human form or literary form—this project shares 

more in common with Évelyne Grossman's work on de-figuration and Catherine Malabou's 

notion of "plasticity"31 (itself an operative concept for Michaux) than with that of either Noland 

or Rotman, despite their differences. Like Michel Guérin, Anthony Wall and Marie-Dominique 

Popelard, and José Gil, I take a dialogic and dialectical approach to gesture. Reading against the 

grain of either a strictly phenomenological approach to the body or a purely semiotic approach to 

language, I am interested in how gesture translates between expressive regimes, both 

participating in and contributing to forms of life through language. As José Gil puts it, to grasp 

the function and practical effects of forces is “to cease interrogating the semantic charges of 

forces, but rather to interrogate the energetic power of signs” (Gil xii). Although the kinesthetic, 

kinetic, and social aspects of gesture that Noland draws our attention to cannot be denied, 

psychoanalysis on the other hand shows that there are limits to such a worldly, embodied 

perception of gesture. As Catherine Cyssau argues in Au lieu du geste, the functions of the 

psyche and the unconscious are not reducible to linguistic and motor representation. Moreover, 

she argues, the 'positive' representation of gesture (as corporeal, visible, expressive, intentional) 

in fact facilitates an instrumental view of the body. In so doing, it masks the negative or virtual 

presence of the body that becomes audibly felt in counter-transference through gesture.    

 Though the approach to language and gesture adopted in the following pages 

encompasses what Cyssau would term as a 'positive' understanding of the body, her view is 

compelling and raises important concerns. If the theatrical ties us to the construction of a 

narrative about past and present acts (in its more philosophical and figurative sense of dramatic, 

                                                            
31 Malabou defines plasticity against the graphic, as the "double aptitude of being able both to receive a 
form (clay is plastic) and to give form (as in the plastic arts or plastic surgery).” See Malabou, Catherine 
(2007), “The End of Writing? Grammatology and Plasticity”, The European Legacy,12:4,431- 441, p. 
435. See also La Plasticité au soir de l'écriture: dialectique, destruction, déconstruction (Paris: Éditions 
Leo Scheer, 2005). 
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historical unfolding), performance as "twice-behaved' behavior" (Schechner) similarly 

emphasizes the symbolic actions of everyday life and the habitus by which human beings 

conform to a culture and society. While Judith Butler's concept of performativity emphasizes the 

agency of performance, so that the iterability of one's actions is also a source of resistance to pre-

existing determinations, as Noland argues, her notion of performance ultimately remains divided 

by its intentions and constrained by a discursive conception of the body.32 This discursive 

understanding of performance itself does not go far enough, however, to encompass the material 

of the artwork and the non-instrumental gestures that occur side by side with performance in 

these texts in ways that are not always easy to disentangle from one another. On an interpretive 

level, one could qualify as 'non-performative' the moments when something "is and is not"—for 

example, when it is impossible to tell between E. Iluminata's pretext and her pose in Eltit's 

Lumpérica, but then non-performance becomes, via its reading, a type of performance. Many 

would consider this a quintessential example of the artifice that has traditionally been the 

province of theatricality, if not the theater itself.33 That brings us closer to a more virtual notion 

of performance in keeping with Artaud's virtual Theater of Cruelty.34  

 Indeed, although the schism between textuality and performance has a long tradition 

within modernist studies and beyond, this divide has been increasingly challenged in recent years 

both from the direction of literary and theater studies in the work of Martin Puchner, Freddie 

Rokem, and Carrie Noland, for instance, as well as by theorists such as Nathaniel Stern, Brian 

Massumi, Mark Hansen, and others working at the intersection of philosophy and performance in 

                                                            
32 Noland, ibid., 180. More recently, Butler has addressed the performance of the body on its own terms. 
See “Bodies in Alliance and the Politics of the Street”, eds. Meg McLagan and Yates McKee, Sensible 
Politics: The Visual Culture of Nongovernmental Activism (New York: Zone Books, 2012), 116-137. 
33 Insofar as the depersonalization of highly stylized theater and avant-garde theater constitutes a break 
from classical theater.  
34 Or Peggy Phelan's notion of performance as "representation without reproduction" in Unmarked: The 
Politics of Performance (London: Routledge, 1993), p.3.  
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media studies, where the notion of 'performance' critically responds to the discursive trappings of 

a codified, displined subject by positing the ontological primacy of movement. Whereas 

extending the notion of performance through technicity is useful for conceiving a distributed 

notion of embodiment, it also leaves the problem of textuality we are concerned with here 

unchallenged. Framing this project in terms of gesture, in contrast, allows for a critical 

investigation of the relationship between the linguistic and the performative in terms of literary 

form, and therefore brings the intersection of gesture and biopolitics into view. Furthermore, it 

allows us to explore how gesture cuts across art forms and to probe the productive tensions that 

arise in considering gesture both in its phenomenon as an internal and external movement, in its 

conceptual and sensual, plastic and kinetic forms.  

 The authors of the present study desire the metamorphosis of life through writing, but 

none naively presume that the difference between aesthetics and politics can be simply forgotten 

or voided. If this makes of writing an "enclosed office," as Eltit writes, the enclosure of her 

monologous narratives will also open on to something else. More precisely, it is this tension 

between the desire for an efficacious language and the knowledge of its limitations that makes 

these authors not only modern, but political (even when they do not explicitly espouse a political 

desire, as in Michaux's case)—that is, more concerned with the production of sense than with the 

production of political content. Further, the interest of retaining the formal tension of the 

aesthetic—despite its potential to evoke familiar debates about modernism and aesthetic 

ideology—is that it elucidates the dynamic effect of gesture and the artwork's relationship to 

time. Considering the way that gesture 'counts' and what its dynamic effects are entails not only 

looking at the ways that gesture informs and intervenes in their writing on the level of the 

aesthetic object, but also at the aesthetic project as it develops and is expressed over time. 
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Implicit in this method of reading is the question of change, which is an aesthetic problem as 

much as it is a political one. On a second level, the question of time poses itself on an individual 

scale, as a question of finitude and mortality, and therefore returns us to the body and its 

aesthetic representation.  

 As Walter Benjamin would say, these authors "take the measure of the difficulty" of the 

place from which they speak, but if the writing of gesture is a site of struggle in which nothing 

less than the maximum of life is desired, at the same time, the ethical burden of this undertaking 

is only tempered by the relative ingenuity of the creative act it inspires. The experimental is the 

name for this undertaking, which ensures that the aesthetic work will not be so well adjusted to 

the contingency of the future that it comes to look like its pre-figuration. In what sense, then, can 

we still invoke a future-oriented, utopic purpose for literature? The challenge will be to think of 

the aesthetic effect that gesture elicits, not as an 'incalculable' difference that constitutes the 

artwork's irreducible singularity, but as a potential that is both immanent and non-immanent, that 

is actualized through the formal materials of writing and suspended through the multiplicity that 

it opens on to. In this sense, the utopic aspiration of these authors is not to conceive of a 

speculative community to come, but to make literature the site of the community-to-come in the 

here and now of its reading.  

 Insubordinate Gestures and the Ends of Life is divided into three chapters.  

 The first chapter treats gesture as a dynamic element related to the organization of 

language and as a practice that changes over time. Reading across Henri Michaux's many genres 

of literary production, I trace the significant transformations in his notion of gesture, from La 

nuit remue and the "gesture-signs" of Mouvements to the "emotions in signs" of one of his last 

published works, Par des traits. Focusing on Michaux’s use of gesture both as a notion referring 
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to the élan and pulsion of life, and as a specific practice of painting that transforms the act of 

theorizing, the first section of the chapter analyzes the torsion between sign and gesture in 

Mouvements. I look at the way he challenges the reader to assume an active role in relation to 

language by destabilizing the act of reading. I then go on to show how the hybridity of the line 

embodies the idea of gesture as a departure without arrival. The second part of the chapter 

extends this notion by linking the form-in-formation of gesture to the neotenic thought-in-

formation of the drug writings through the concept of the "phrase." By examining Michaux's 

painted gestures in conjunction with more abstract references to gesture tied to the 'reverie,' and 

other similarly malleable concepts in his lexicon that bridge the actual and the virtual, such as the 

passage and the phrase, I further the argument for conceiving of gesture as an impulse and a 

critical practice that brings language in accordance with forms of life.  

 The third part of the chapter on Michaux analyzes how the mutual interrogation of the 

theory and praxis of gesture evolves into a paradoxical movement of mobility and immobility, 

élan and retreat. While the ascetic detachment that will become both a practice and subject of 

Michaux's late writings appears to be a radical departure from his earlier work, I trace it back to 

the critical function of the tableau. Returning to his graphic works, I elaborate on Michaux's 

interest in detachment through the indeterminate, detachable syntax of his ideograms in 

Idéogrammes en Chine. Through such a mobile reading back and forth between writing and 

drawing, theory and practice, thought and language, and careful consideration of their 

continuities and breaks, I articulate both the conceptual malleability and plasticity of gesture and 

the ways it mediates between expressive regimes. The chapter ends with a consideration of the 

role that gesture plays in Michaux's oeuvre as a whole in light of his injunction to the reader to 

"return indefinitely to the hand" and his fundamental notion that the "problem underneath the 
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problem of the oeuvre" is how to remain in a state of "perpetual rebirth." While gesture allows 

his oeuvre to remain assembled only through its dispersions and reprisals, I argue, the utopic 

graphic signs of his last book on gesture, Par des traits, invite the reader to imagine the reading 

of these complex signs as an act of deciphering that sustains a community through the affective 

effort such reading requires. Whereas Michaux's 'gesture-signs' and 'passages' invoke a physics 

of the phrase beyond words, Vallejo's late poetry probes the limits of the body's role as a 

signifying economy by re-imagining the technē of writing as a practice of the body. 

 The second chapter considers further the relational aesthetics and ethics of language 

through César Vallejo's posthumous collection, Poemas humanos. Taking as its point of 

departure Vallejo's refusal of the revolutionary promise of avant-garde aesthetics, the chapter 

examines how gesture mediates between his aesthetics and his growing political commitment to 

Marxism. Considering the act of 'turning' as central to my reading of Poemas humanos as an 

encounter with mortality, I argue that poetic repetition dilates the action, creating a visceral 

experience of the line as a passage through sensation that materializes the experience of time. 

The second part of the chapter explores the limits of the body's productivity and potential as a 

site for the formation of a new political order in the sacrifice of the Spanish Republicans in 

España, apárta de mí este cáliz. Through such figures as the 'accent,' which doubles as the body 

and a political demand, I relate Vallejo's rhetoric to Cynic practices. By taking his body as a 

subject of writing and an object to be destroyed and re-made, Vallejo effaces the limit between 

the written and oral, scripture and gesture. Vallejo's poetic separation of action from intention, of 

organs from their functions, undoes their instrumentality, opening their affective, 'gestural 

meaning' (Merleau-Ponty). Through the interchangeability of lyric subject and interlocutor, and 
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the mutablility of the poem's economies of measurement, his poetry allows the reader to 

experience the aesthetic object as an unknown limit, and language as a visceral material.   

 The third and final chapter elaborates on the relationship between the economy of 

gesture, politics and desire to consider the specificity of the writing of gesture within the 

contemporary horizon of biopolitics and the late twentieth-century audiovisual and digital 

explosion of the arts. Specifically, this chapter examines gesture in relation to Diamela Eltit's 

sculptural use of language and the rhetorical effects of her writing. I begin by analyzing the 

evenemential function of the line as a spatio-temporal extension in Mano de obra, showing how 

it doubles for the body and takes the place of a subjective enunciation in the novel. The first half 

of the chapter takes off from these considerations of narrative space to examine the 

reconfiguration of the line in Diamela Eltit's experimental first novel, Lumpérica. Proposing that 

the novel develops the ‘one-image’ of the cross over the duration of the novel through the 

metonymic function of gesture and its parabolic commentaries of reading, I argue that the sign of 

the cross is re-conceived in its bodily, performative dimension, as a drama of lines meeting. A 

close reading of Eltit's Brechtian use of gesture reveals the capacity of gesture to function both 

emblematically, as a virtual image for the multiplicity of the lumpen in the novel's title, and as a 

site for the formation of a body politic. In this sense, the novel postulates a community to come 

through its reading.  

 The second half of the chapter takes a more global view of gesture in Eltit's oeuvre as the 

production of a historical counter-reading. Through a reading of the function of gesticulation in 

El padre mío and writing in Los Vigilantes, I argue that writing not only establishes a difference 

between physical and moral death, but presents a third possibility beyond life as bare survival by 

constituting an act of jouissance and a realization of what Christopher Bollas terms the "destiny 
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drive." Following Eltit's claim that gesture's instability "re-balances" the letter of writing, I 

examine the relationship between gesture, composition, and writing. As both the object of desire 

and what she calls "other side of discourse," gesture represents the tension between the idea of 

the work and its realization. Through this conflict between the writer's intention and the 

pragmatic practice of writing, the aesthetics of gesture creates the maximum tension between the 

work’s elements and their organization, therein generating a work that reflects the precarious 

position of its subjects in the relations of its formal materials. Literature becomes, then, a 

'support' for the "vital situation" of its subjects. The artwork paradoxically becomes an 'impure' 

evidence of what it proclaims through the economy of its gestural means.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

 
 

« Pour indéfinir » : Traces of Michaux’s Gestural Life 
 
 

             « Il est temps pour un écrivain de quitter la lettre écrite pour la  
       lettre…que le côté discursif disparaisse et que le côté actif apparaît ».35 

 
                                             ~ Antonin Artaud 

 
      « La vie intérieure passe, l’étonnante vie intérieure qui  
        procède et par coulées et par déclics ».36 
  

                     ~ Henri Michaux 
 
 

 A reader perusing Michaux’s oeuvre will be immediately struck by its exemplary 

transgression of genres, its serpentine, recursive assembly, and the intimate, conversational tone 

that inhabits his writing—all reflections of an oeuvre that never ceases to address an other and 

address itself as other. 37 It is in part this constant projection and displacement of the ground of 

his authorial address that instills Michaux’s writing with the presence of a voice, one that 

continues to resonate today among readers and critics alike.38 Among the subjects of his address, 

perhaps none is infused with greater affective charge than gesture. One has only to look at a brief 

                                                            
35 “It is time for the writer to leave the written letter for the letter…for the discursive side to 
disappear and the active side to appear.” « Un athlétisme affectif » (1935) in Le Théâtre et son 
double. 
36 “The interior life passes, the astonishing interior life that proceeds both in flows and in starts.” « Un 
certain phénomène qu’on appelle musique », Preface to Encyclopédie de la Musique (Fasquelle 1958), 
reprinted in Passages, 126. 
37 A practice that began in 1922 with Michaux’s first publications in the journal, Le Disque vert. Essays or 
poems are often initially published independently in journals, then as independent volumes, often to be 
later edited, re-distributed and assembled in anthologies. With the exception of Passages and 
"Mouvements" in Face aux verrous, all individual works cited refer to the Pléiade edition of Michaux's 
Oeuvres complètes in three volumes, edited and annotated by Raymond Bellour and Ysé Tran.  
38 As Borges, an early translator of Michaux’s Un Barbare en Asie, noted: “[O]euvres like My Properties 
remain without equal in the literature of our time and are, almost inexplicably, charged with alarm, 
fatality, oppression” (Cahiers de L’Herne 1966). More recently, Claude Lefort writes of the effect 
Michaux’s writing leaves of the “vibration” and “impression of a voice” in “Passages”, Poésie n° 68, 23e 
trim. 1994.  
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sampling of his many allusions to gesture to comprehend its centrality and the extent to which 

Michaux instills it with a value of nearly mythic proportions, even merging the narrative of his 

life with it39:  

La plus grande partie de ma vie, étendu sur mon lit, pendant des heures interminables 
dont je ne me laissais pas, j’animais une ou deux ou trois formes, mais toujours une plus 
vite, plus en favorite, plus diaboliquement vite que toute autre. Au lieu de lui donner 
couronne, richesses, bonheur, avantages terrestres comme on dit, je lui donnais, dût-elle 
rester très pauvre par ailleurs, je lui infusais une inouïe mobilité, dont j’étais le double et 
le moteur, quoique immobile et fainéant. Je la mettais sous tension, pendant que moi 
j’étais le désespoir ou le dédain des gens actifs. ("Afterword", Mouvements). 
 
Dans mes rêveries d’enfant, jamais, si je me souviens bien, je ne fus prince et pas souvent 
conquérant, mais j’étais extraordinaire en mouvements. Un véritable prodige en 
mouvements. Protée par les mouvements. Des mouvements dont, en fait, on ne voyait pas 
trace en mon attitude et dont on n’aurait pu avoir le soupçon, sauf par un certain air 
d’absence et de savoir m’abstraire (« Dessiner l’écoulement du temps », Passages 131). 
 
Pour moi, après tant d’années, le rêve assouvit encore un désir inapaisé de mouvements, 
d’intenses, excessifs mouvements, me faisant vivre surtout de gestes, de rythmes, 
d’actes.  
     La vie gestuelle à laquelle je me livre, je ne vois pas à quoi dans le monde le 
comparer. Dans cet état, je me livre à la véritable vie gestuelle, impossible 
autrement. (Façons d’endormi, façons d'éveillé, III: 523).40 

 

                                                            
39 With the exception of Passages and "Mouvements" in Face aux verrous, individual works cited refer to 
the Pléiade edition of Michaux's Oeuvres complètes in three volumes, edited and annotated by Raymond 
Bellour and Ysé Tran. Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own. In general, the English 
translation follows the French citation, except in longer citations. 
40 [For the greater part of my life, stretched out on my bed, during interminable hours in which I would 
not let up, I animated one or two forms, but always one faster than another, more favorite, more 
diabolically fast than the rest. Instead of giving it a crown, riches, happiness, terrestrial advantages as they 
say, I gave it, however poor it would otherwise remain, I infused it with an unprecedented mobility, of 
which I was the double and the motor, though immobile and good-for-nothing. I put it under tension, 
while I, I was the despair or disdain of active people.  
    In my childhood reveries, as far as I recall, I was never a prince and rarely conquering, but I was 
extraordinary in movements. A veritable prodigy in movements. Protean by movements. Movements of 
which, in fact, one could not see a trace in my attitude and which one could not have guessed, except by a 
certain air of absence and from knowing how to abstract myself. 
     For me, after so many years, the dream still assuages an unappeased desire for movements, of intense, 
excessive movements, making me live above all gestures, rhythms, acts…The gestural life I deliver 
myself to, I don’t know what in the world to compare it to. In this state, I deliver myself to the veritable 
gestural life, otherwise impossible.]  
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In the lines of these passages there emerges an initial portrait of gesture as an act that occurs 

within a dialectic of mobility and immobility; a movement that is not only imaginary, but 

requires an art or ‘savoir’ of absenting; as something that exceeds the limits of mundane value 

and can only be fully lived in dreams. However schematic the portrait, the notion of gesture in 

evidence here could not be more different from the dominant understandings of gesture theorized 

in studies as diverse as Marcel Jousse’s L’Anthropologie du geste, the kinesics of Edward T. 

Hall, and the field of semiotics, where it is primarily understood as a form of movement, an 

attitude, and a signifying, symbolic expression directed towards others, respectively. And yet, 

Michaux calls these gestures “movements” and “acts.”  

 If gesture is not—or not simply—defined by physical movement, then we should ask not 

only what gesture does, but moreover what it says and the manner in which it signifies. What is 

the significance of gesture such that—after a lifetime of producing and thinking about gestures— 

Michaux can assert “I do not know what in the world to compare it to”? However self-evident 

the meaning of his remark may be in context, the contention of this chapter is to take it seriously, 

for it points to a larger question about the way that Michaux fictionalizes his encounter with 

gesture. Gesture is as much an object of Michaux’s creation as it is a practice through which he 

re-creates the conditions of his language and his oeuvre. The objective of this chapter is to 

investigate the dynamics of this intersection and what it reveals about gesture.  

 
Voyages of expatriation 

« Sincère ? J’écris afin que ce qui était vrai ne soit plus vrai.  
Prison montrée n’est plus prison ».41 
 

                                                            
41 [Sincere? I write so that what was true is no longer true. Prison shown is no longer prison.] 
“Observations” (1951), reprinted in Passages, p. 95. 
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 It is often noted that Michaux transferred his ambivalence to the French language through 

a dual gesture of acceptance and refusal, of formation and deformation (« pas de métamorphose 

sans autophagie) » [(no metamorphosis without autophagy)]) 42, an ambivalence which can also 

be interpreted as a reaction to the legacy of positivism and its aspiration to create a complete 

lexicography.43 The visceral refusal of form that runs through his work stems from the 

perception that the visual form and the word is a veritable ‘term’ in the sense that Artaud 

describes it in Le pèse-nerfs and L’ombilic de limbes, as a termination and embalming of the 

present. In lieu of a monolithic oeuvre, in the “afterword” of La nuit remue (1934), he aligns his 

writing with the child, the insignificant, the failed (‘ratés’) and the mad, who « font leur 

personnage, selon leur force déclinante, sans construction, sans relief et la mise en valeur, 

ordinaire dans les œuvres d’art, mais avec des morceaux, des pièces et des raccords et fortune ». 

[[The mad] make their character, according to their declining force, without construction, 

without relief or value, ordinary in works of art, but with bits, pieces and joins of fortune.] (I: 

511). Like Artaud and others of his generation for whom the impossibility of writing became a 

necessary condition of literary production,44 Michaux converts this lack into the constitutive 

force of his oeuvre, declaring in “Contre!”: « Je vous construirai sans plan et sans ciment / Un 

édifice que vous ne détruirez pas » (Nuit, I: 457). [I will construct without a plan and without 

cement / An edifice that you will not destroy].  

                                                            
42 “Parenthèse”, OC II, p. 1028. 
43 See Christophe Lamiot, Eau sur eau: Les dictionnaires de Mallarmé, Flaubert, Bataille, Michaux, 
Leiris et Ponge. (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1997).  
44 As Denis Hollier puts it: “The aesthetic imperative this literature obeys is the ethical imperative turned 
upside down. Kant’s “You must, therefore you can” is inverted, replaced by the conjunction of 
impossibility and necessity, the affirmation of impossibility as necessity: “You cannot, therefore you 
must.” Absent Without Leave: French Literature under the Threat of War, trans. Catherine Porter. 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997), p.16.   
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 By centering his oeuvre around this void 'where the column should be',45 he makes his 

writing a defense of those who by definition are ‘defenseless’ and the site for the exploration of 

“regions encore inexplorées”46—explorations that would take him to Ecuador in 1927, India and 

China in 1932, Brazil in 1939; the mythic lands and peoples in Voyage en Grande Garabagne 

(1936), Au pays de la magie (1941) and Ici, Podemma (1946); the creation of ideographic signs 

and pen and ink drawings beginning with “Alphabets” and “Narration” in 1927 and continuing 

through “Mouvements” (Face aux verrous) (1951), Parcours (1967), Par la voie des rythmes 

(1974), Saisir (1979), to Par des traits, published in 1984, the last year of his life; and the 

hallucinogenic experience, attentively traced over the course of ten years (1956-1966) in 

Misérable miracle, L’Infini turbulent, Connaissance par les gouffres, and Les Grandes épreuves 

de l’esprit. 

 It is all the more revealing, then, that towards the end of his life, Michaux will 

metaphorically compare his relationship to the French language to the enclosure of a room that 

he has yet to emerge from:  

On pourrait également soutenir que toute ma vie est rabâchage, qu’elle n’est pas sortie 
d’elle-même, que je ne suis pas sorti de ma chambre (c’est-à-dire de l’interiorité) […] Et 
pourquoi la chambre ne figurerait-elle pas en outre la langue française ? (Façons, III: 
470).  
 
[One could equally maintain that all my life is a harping on, that it has not emerged from 
itself, that I have not emerged from my room (that is to say from the interiority) […] And 
why wouldn’t the room represent the French language as well?]  

 

                                                            
45 Michaux summarizes this movement in an interview with Robert Bréchon as follows: 
« J’ai écrit dans Ecuador que j’étais du vide. Je veux combler ce vide pour connaître ce qui ne peut pas 
être comblé » (I: XVII). [I wrote in Ecuador that I was the void. I want to fill this void to know he who 
cannot be filled.] This sense of a void is expressed most directly in his earliest works, such as Qui je fus 
(1927), Ecuador (1929) and La nuit remue (1935).  
46 In the words of Supervielle (Bellour, I: XCII). 
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However, he never ceases to believe in the utopic possibility of language to transform and dis-

alienate humanity, one capable of « créant* et développant une fonction différente en l’homme » 

[creating* and developing a different function in man], as he writes in Par des traits. By 

indirectly identifying word and form, form and life, Michaux not only implies that “there are as 

many forms of language as there are forms of life,” in the words of his contemporary 

Wittgenstein; he also implicates writing with the task of responding to the very dilemma it 

embodies. With the insolence and innocence of a Cynic, Michaux converts the aesthetics of the 

ethical imperative ‘turned upside down’ back into an ethics and practice of writing. 47  

 
The “trouble” of thought 
 
 The disjunction between theory and practice, or the impossibility of being an object and 

subject of thought contemporaneously is one that Michaux not only acknowledges, but places at 

the center of the operation of writing: « Un écrivain est un homme qui sait garder le contact, qui 

reste joint à son trouble, à sa région vicieuse jamais apaisée. Elle le porte » [A writer is a man 

who knows how to keep in contact, who remains joined to his trouble, to his vicious unappeased 

region. It carries him.] (“Observations”, Passages 96). Between the substantive (‘thought’) and 

the infinitive (‘to think’), « le véritable et profond flux pensant » [the veritable and profound flux 

of thinking] escapes conscious thought, he will write in the “Postface” of Plume in 1936, and 

later in Passages, this time foregrounding the problem of thought as a problem of language:  

Après quelque temps, toujours le « penser » s’arrête. Écrit, c’est ce qu’on appellera une 
pensée. […] L’univers impensé se défend. Encore très, très, très peu de ce qui est, est 
pensable. (« Notes au lieu d’Actes », Passages 151)  
 

                                                            
47A tradition he inscribes himself in at the outset of his first major publication, Qui je fus in 1927, by 
placing a cross-hatched portrait of himself opposite an epigraph of Diogenes. For a contextualization of 
Michaux’s work in terms of the related ethical practice of the “essay” see chapter one, “Mosaïques de 
l’Essai,” in Jérome Roger's Henri Michaux: poésie pour savoir.  
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[After a certain time, “thought” always stops. Written, it is what one will call a thought. 
[…] The unthought universe defends itself. Again, very, very, very little of what is, is 
thinkable.]  

 
As a product of the movement of life, it is precisely this “unthought universe,” however, that 

demands to be thought. Positing that the unity of identity (“moi”) is nothing more than a 

“prejudice” held together by will, he goes on to fault philosophers (singling out Aristotle, the 

philosopher of non-contradiction, in particular) for taking up “false positions of equilibrium” at 

the expense of the “la vie cachée de son corps” [the hidden life of their bodies]. In short, the 

thought of an “author” « importe moins aussi que la perspective où elle surgit » [matters 

less…than the perspective from which it arises] (I: 663-664). The subject, in other words, is an 

orientation.  

 However illusory or false the philosophers’ positions may be, the very invocation of 

thought as a “position” transposes the metaphysical into physical terms, and indeed, the 

substitution of philosopher for ‘author’ is not haphazard. A glance at Michaux’s titles reflects the 

extent to which he configured writing in corporeal terms—as orientation, experience and 

transitory movement: Épreuves, exorcismes, Passages, La vie dans les plis, Face aux verrous, 

Face à ce qui se dérobe, Par la voie des rythmes, L’Infini turbulent, Parcours, Les Grandes 

Épreuves de l’esprit et les innombrables petites, Une voie pour l’insubordination, Par des traits, 

Déplacements, Dégagements.48  

 Writing at a time when the innovation in the sciences and psychoanalysis were 

increasingly capable of penetrating the borders of the exterior and exposing the secrets of the 

interior, Michaux was both galvanized and preoccupied by these developments, and in fact 

initially intended to write his own alternative studies: an Essai sur le rire on Charlie Chaplin, an 
                                                            
48 Ordeals, Exorcisms; Passages; Life in the folds; Facing the locks; Facing that which flees; By Way of 
Rhythms, Turbulent Infinity; Route; The Great Ordeals of the Mind and the Countless Little Ones; A 
Course for Insubordination; Stroke by Stroke; Displacements, Disengagements. 
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essay on the “parapsychic” (Rêves, jeux, littérature et folie), and an anthropological study of 

language, “Rudiments d’une langue universelle idéographique contenant neuf cents 

idéogrammes et une grammaire” [Rudiments of a universal ideographic language containing 900 

ideograms and a grammar].49 These projects are quickly abandoned, along with the ambition to 

write a long novel in the fashion of Marcel Proust, where “tout, tout autour de la moindre chose” 

[everything, everything around the least thing] would be included.50 Nevertheless, these fleeting 

projects continue to dictate his work throughout, as they embody Michaux’s expectations for 

literature and painting to be revelatory documents of the interior.       

 Ever attentive to the dangers of figuring the body and of making it signify more or less 

than it does,51 Michaux’s concept of painting as an infravisual representation of the “fantôme 

intérieur” [interior phantom] of the temperaments conforms the image to the (affective) reality of 

space, which does not stop at the limit of the body (I: 859). Echoing Giacometti’s certainty that 

“cet espace qui entoure la sculpture…est la sculpture même” [this space that surrounds the 

sculpture…is the sculpture itself]52 Michaux locates the form of the work in the ‘combat’ that 

arises in the encounter between painter and subject, which resembles a vector of forces crossing 

each other, he writes in “En Pensant au Phénomène de la Peinture” [In Thinking about the 

Phenomena of Painting] (1946) (863): 

Le portrait est un compromis entre les lignes de forces de la tête du dessinateur et la tête 
du dessiné.  
     Le trajet définitif est le résultat de la lutte. 
 

                                                            
49 He does publish an essay on Charlie Chaplin, “Notre Frère Chaplin” (Disque vert, 1924), Les Rêves et 
la Jambe, and much later, the parapsychic investigation, Une voie pour l'insubordination.  
50 Letter to Franz Hellens, March 16, 1923. 
51 “Danse”: “De tous les signes…le corps humain est…le plus destiné à influencer, à empieter, à fausser; 
celui qui vous fait dire plus que vous ne voulez, et moins, quand il fallait plus” [Of all the signs…the 
human body is …the most destined to influence, to impinge, to falsify; that which makes you say more 
than you want, and less, when it is most needed]) (I: 697-699). 
52 Giacometti, Écrits, 23.  
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 Je voudrais pouvoir dessiner les effluves qui circulent entre les personnes. 
 J’aimerais aussi peindre l’homme en dehors de lui, peindre son espace.  
… Dans la joie, l’enthousiasme, l’amour, l’élan combatif, l’exaltation de groupe, il est 
hors de lui. C’est là qu’il faudrait le peindre. 
 
[The portrait is a compromise between the lines of forces of the head of the drawer and 
the head of the drawn.  
The definitive trajectory is the result of a battle. 
 
I would like to be able to draw the emanations that circulate around people. 
I would also like to paint man outside of himself, to paint his space. 
…In joy, enthusiasm, love, combative élan, the exaltation of a group, he is outside of 
himself. It is there that one must paint him.] 

 
Given his views, it is perhaps not surprising that, in the same way that his initiation into writing 

was neither immediate nor certain, Michaux did not perceive the potential of painting until his 

encounter with the surrealist painting of Klée, Ernst, and de Chirico in 1925. By 1936 he would 

begin to paint seriously53 and by the 1940s and 50s he would be recognized as a painter and 

considered one of the figures of the art informel movement, his paintings exhibited alongside 

those of Jean Dubuffet and others. 

 While Michaux’s dual involvement and recognition as a writer and visual artist is unique 

and perhaps unparalleled among his contemporaries, his interest in languages and the painting of 

gestural signs participated in the general currents of his time, which witnessed the postwar art 

movements of art informel in France; the explosion of Abstract Expressionism in the States; 

advances in the study of the sign; and a growing interest in the Chinese language in literary54 and 

artistic circles, following Ernest Fenellosa and Ezra Pound’s study in 1908.  Michaux remained 

                                                            
53 The importance of this event is reinforced in Michaux’s publications during this period, in which he 
includes drawings for the first time (in the selected writings of Entre centre et absence,1936) and the 
addition of writing to his paintings in Peintures in 1937. He would continue the practice of including 
drawings as frontispieces in many of his literary publications. He also continues to describe, respond to, 
and invent narratives for the tableaus of others in Peintures: Lecture de huit lithographies de Zao Wou Ki 
(1950), « Leurs secrets en spectacle » (1956), En Rêvant à partir de peintures énigmatiques (1964), Les 
Ravagés (1976) and « Essais d’enfants, dessins d’enfants » (1982). 
54 In Apollinaire, Victor Ségalen, Paul Claudel.   
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remarkably prolific throughout his life (1899-1984), publishing one or two books a year. We will 

see how the mutual interrogation between sign and gesture, the linguistic and the visual, not only 

opened the very possibility of writing and painting for Michaux, but propelled each domain 

forward.  

 
Gestures of “la vie impulsive” 

“The present is the goad of the unfinished birth.”  
  
                ~Peter Sloterdijk, Infinite mobilization  
 
 In the absence of an adequate language or “a sole principal sign” with which to ground 

all others, Michaux turns to drawing and painting gesture-signs as a way of liberating and 

detaching himself from the conventions of language and everything attached to the “circuit” of 

communication (« race humaine, nation francophone, classe d’intellectuels d’Occident, cercle de 

lecteurs » [the human race, francophone nation, class of intellectuals of the Occident, circle of 

readers]) (“Signes”, II: 429; Façons, III: 534). In reaction to the functionary language solidified 

in the dictionary that reduces the multiplicity of words and by extension, human existence, into a 

single “sedentary”, “calm multiform response”, the outpouring of pictographic ‘signs’ evocative 

of human forms in Mouvements (1951) is intended to give voice to "the multitude of being 

human", life and its infinite impressions and desires to be” (“Idées de traverse,” Passages 19).  

 While the explanatory asterisk that opens Mouvements notes that the movements are 

“signs representing movements” rather than a codification of movements in signs (emblems), it 

becomes clear that the ‘movements’ referenced in the poem do not represent actual movements, 

but internal states; they represent the assertion of the impulses and latent possibilities of being, or 

what Michaux calls the “pre-gestures” (“pré-gestes”) that precede and are greater than the visible 

gesture (Face aux verrous 13; 16-17):  
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Mouvements d’écartèlement et d’exaspération intérieure plus que mouvement de la 
marche / mouvements d’explosion, de refus, d’étirement en tous sens / …des envies 
impossible / …mouvements à la place d’autre mouvements / qu’on ne peut montrer, mais 
qui habitent l’esprit […]  
 
Gestes / gestes de la vie ignorée / de la vie, / de la vie impulsive / / /  
de la vie à la diable, de la vie n’importe comment. 
 
[Movements of agonizing struggle and internal exasperation rather than movements of 
walking / movements of explosion, of refusal, of stretching in every direction /… of 
impossible desires / … movements in the place of other movements / that one cannot 
show, but that reside in the spirit […]  
 
Gestures / gestures of the ignored life / of life, / of the impulsive life / / /  
of the hell of a life, of life no matter how.] 

 
In the borders of the poem Michaux scatters the structure of the human form, stretching its limbs 

in every direction, multiplying varieties of forms in series across the page until the space 

between them jostles with movement and the page resonates with energy, becoming a visible 

manifestation of the impossible dimensions of « la soif jamais étanchée / si l’on donnait un corps 

» [the thirst never quenched / if one gave it a body]. (Figure 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Mouvements. © 2013 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris 
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Michaux distances these gestures from the representation of external movements even more 

decisively in “Signes” (1954), when he revisits these drawings, calling them “interior gestures, 

those for which we do not have limbs but the desire for limbs” (II: 431): 

Mais étaient-ce des signes ? C’étaient des gestes, les gestes intérieurs, ceux pour lesquels 
nous n’avons pas de membres mais des envies de membres, des tensions, des élans et tout 
cela en cordes vivantes, jamais épaisses, jamais grosses de chair ou fermées de peau. 
Leur danse faisait l’homme-écrevisse, l’homme-démon, l’homme-araignée, l’homme 
dépassé, cent mains, cent serpents lui sortant de tous ses côtés en fureur. 
 
[But were they signs? They were gestures, the interior gestures, those for which we do 
not have limbs but the desire for limbs, tensions, élans and all this in living cords, never 
thick, never heavy with flesh or closed with skin. Their dance made man-crawfish, man-
demon, man-spider, man surpassed, a hundred hands, a hundred serpents emerging from 
all sides in fury.] 

   
If the 'dance' of gesture surpasses the limits of the human body, transforming man into “man 

surpassed”, then gesture is more than a mechanical movement of the body. It would not be quite 

right to assume either, though, that the body becomes a symbolic sign in the writing of its 

'interior gestures.' While the sign is harnessed to express “ten thousand ways of being”, it is also 

reshaped in the image of gesture, as he acknowledges in “Signes,” reflecting that his 'signs' are 

perhaps a « dérobade devant le signe, devant ce qu’il a de riche, de fixe, d’échangeable, 

permettant de recevoir comme de donner » [evasion before the sign, before what it has that is 

rich, fixed, exchangeable, permitting to receive as well as to give] (430). In short, this is, avant la 

lettre, what Catherine Malabou today defines as the "plasticity" of the sign, a resonant term for 

Michaux as well: "Plasticity designates the double aptitude of being able both to receive a form 

(clay is plastic) and to give form (as in the plastic arts or plastic surgery)” (Malabou 435). In 

Malabou's reading, the "emptying of forms" would be, more precisely, an emptying out of their 

power, as plasticity is the ‘nonwritten’ part of writing that enables its extension, and not the other 

way around.  
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 Neither physical movements nor linguistic signs, then, the 'gesture-signs' of Mouvements 

destabilize the categorical clarity of both ‘movements’ and ‘signs,’ enabling and provoking the 

reader to discover in the space of their mutability an unknown language, "la sienne au moins" 

[one's at least], beyond the determinations that have been inscribed in advance, “faite pour 

gagner contre vous, comme une roulette bien réglée” [made to win against you, like a well rigged 

roulette] (Michaux, Face aux verrous 18). If language needs to be remade, it is in part because 

the discoveries of the biological and psychiatric sciences at the turn of the century posed an 

increasing crisis for speculative thought, exposing the relative inadequacy of linguistics to 

encompass these newly discovered domains. Reflecting on the recent appearance of signs in 

painting, Michaux for his part speculates that it can be attributed to the fading of language proper 

in the twentieth-century: the object becomes “eminently manipulable” and extractable from its 

domain at the moment of its disappearance (“Signes,” II: 431).  

 In his “literary and philosophical essay” of 1923, Les Rêves et la jambe, Michaux 

performs a manipulation of another sort on Bouffon’s often-quoted formulation, “Le style, c’est 

l’homme même” [Style is the man himself], translating the defense of French rhetoric into the 

calcified reduction of plurality that style represents for him: “le style morceau d’homme” [style 

piece of man]. But he adds a further twist gleaned from Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams: only 

one part of the body (the leg) is awake and conscious of “l’homme total” (I: 19). The division 

between the two is insoluble, however, since this psychological situation in reality reveals a 

permanent state of dis-integration. For the “morceau” represents not only the body part that 

possesses silent knowledge of the unconscious dream, but also the content of the dream—that is, 

the ‘pieces of personality’ (“morceaux de personnalité”) that have been “sacrificed” in choosing 

one particular life over others.  
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 However, the physical obliteration of man also weighs heavily in the inter-war texts of 

Textes épars 1936-1938 and later, Épreuves, exorcismes, 1940-1944. Under the threat of the 

disappearance of the “human counting as human,”55 the human form returns incessantly in the 

form of dispersed, explosive signs: “Dans des centaines des pages, un à un, comme 

énuméré…l’homme m’arrive, me revient, l’homme inoubliable.” [In hundreds of pages, one by 

one, as if enumerated… man arrives to me, returns to me, the unforgettable man.] (Émergences-

Résurgences, I: 580). From this perspective, it is interesting to consider that the torsion between 

sign and gesture, word and image in Mouvements indirectly hinges on the reader’s 'differential' 

practice of reading one against the other and thus requires the symbolic retention of the fixed 

form (or sign) that it rallies against. To be sure, this is true for all interpretation, as the act of 

hearing depends on the recognition of a codified language and the hierarchical structure that it 

verifies (Barthes, L’obvie et l’obtus 229). But, by leaving the reader free to circulate within the 

structure of discourse rather than simply changing positions within it, the deviation in hearing 

that Michaux performs works at a more internal level on the position of the reader vis-à-vis the 

relations of power that support the discursive structure.  

 Put it in a different context, if the difference between the plastic arts and writing can be 

measured in the time it takes to decode each work,56 Michaux’s writing would be considered 

more figural than lexical. Significantly, it is the tableau that he proposes as a model for reading: 

Pas de trajet, mille trajets, et les pauses ne sont pas indiquées. Dès qu’on le désire, le 
tableau à nouveau, entier. Dans un instant, tout est là. Tout, mais rien n’est connu encore. 
C’est ici qu’il faut commencer à LIRE. (Passages 75) 

                                                            
55 Cioran’s account of his conversations with Michaux is telling: « Nous parlions de l’homme au passé, et 
cela tout naturellement. Et cependant Michaux est un “optimiste” ». [“We spoke of man in the past tense, 
and quite naturally at that. And yet, Michaux is an “optimist.”’] (Bellour, I:  XLIII).  
56 Jean-François Lyotard makes this distinction in Discours/figure: “On peut poser en principe que moins 
une ligne est “reconnaissable” plus elle est à voir; et ainsi elle échappe davantage à l’écriture, et se range 
du côté du figural” [One could say that in principle the less a line is “recognizable” the more it is to be 
seen; and so it escapes writing, and puts itself on the side of the figural.] (Lyotard 217). 
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[No trajectory, a thousand trajectories, and the pauses are not indicated. As soon as one 
desires it, the tableau anew, complete. In an instant, everything is there. Everything, but 
nothing is known yet. It is there that one must begin to READ.] 

 
The tableau is double-sided: on the one hand, its total presentation gives it the quality of 

evidence; on the other hand, its lack of syntax offers no directional cues for its comprehension, 

making it enigmatic and an endlessly renewable narrative that is, as he writes in the same essay, 

open to everyone. Contrary to the text that demands passive assimilation, the tableau, by barring 

the possibility of decoding, becomes an experience for the viewer.  

 As the searching questions of “Signes” indicate, Michaux’s call to the reader to re-

appropriate language as his or her own is not merely a rhetorical 'gesture.' In the act of painting 

the gesture-signs he too enters into a direct, immediate relation with language, as he recounts in 

the Afterword of Mouvements.57 Rather than proportioning emotion to form, the élan of the 

stroke (“trait”) overtakes the tracing of the form, inverting the causal order of representation, 

such that Michaux is himself carried forward by the object of his creation:  

Les traits lancés, voltigeants, comme saisis par le mouvement d’une inspiration soudaine 
et non pas tracés prosaïquement, laborieusement, exhaustivement façon fonctionnaires, 
voilà qui me parlait, me prenait, m’emportait. (Émergences, III: 548) 
 
[The traits lanced, flying, as if seized by the movement of a sudden inspiration and not 
traced prosaically, laboriously, exhaustively like a functionary, that’s what spoke to me, 
took me, carried me.] 
 

He goes on to describe how, in painting series upon series of forms, the rhythm of the gestures 

outstripped the rational process behind them, propelling him into his body and transforming him:  

…progressivement les formes « en mouvement » éliminèrent les formes pensées…Leur 
mouvement devenait mon mouvement. Plus il y en avait, plus j’existais…Les faisant, je 
devenais tout autre. J’envahissais mon corps…Je l’avais comme un cheval au galop avec 
lequel on ne fait qu’un. J’étais possédé de mouvements, tout tendu par ces formes.  
 

                                                            
57 The “Postface” is printed in the first edition of 1951 and retracted, along with the drawings, in the 1954 
re-printing. 
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[…progressively the forms “in movement” eliminated the thought forms…Their 
movement became my movement. The more there were, the more I existed…Making 
them, I became completely other. I invaded my body…I had it like a galloping horse with 
which one is one. I was possessed by movements, completely extended by these forms.]  

 
The division between movement and thought that organizes the tempo of the narration, its 

paratactic sentences striving to reproduce the momentum of the rhythm it describes, serves as a 

reminder of the temporal divide that exists between the process of painting and that of writing. 

As Michaux had written years earlier in Qui je fus (1927), the problem of articulation is that 

thought is always in advance of speech,58 such that the process of thinking invariably becomes an 

incessant backwards movement (a ‘retour-en-arrière’ or ‘retroparcours’) that trips on its own 

footsteps (“autocritique de l’autocritique, esprit constamment en marche à reculons à se traquer 

lui-même” [autocritique of the autocritique, mind constantly walking backwards in pursuit of its 

self]) (Nuit, I: 76). By comparison, in painting the dynamism of the form lanced annuls the time 

of formalization entirely, creating traces “tout vivants.”  

 In making language an exercise of his own existence through the gesture of painting 

rather than a blind adherence to a set of norms, Michaux instills the form of language with the 

“maximum of being”59 and the exercise of painting, in turn, becomes the space of his own auto-

creation, allowing him “to rediscover, by the intermediary of the hand, a certain mastery of 

space”60 that had been lost in bourgeois culture. As if to underscore this subjectivization through 

movement, he goes on to explain this experience by humorously postulating that it must be a 

compensation for his childhood years of inactivity, when he would act as “double and the 

motor”, powering forms (“Je la mettais sous tension”) so as to infuse them with an 

                                                            
58 « Nous manquons de quoi nous exprimer. Les hommes ne peuvent s’entendre. La parole, si vite qu’elle 
soit, n’est pas à la vitesse de la pensée. C’est un express poursuivant une dépêche » (OC I 78). [We lack 
the means to express ourselves. Men cannot understand each other. Speech, as fast as it is, is never at the 
speed of thought.] 
59 Émergences, III: 594. 
60 Robert Bréchon, “L’espace, le corps, la conscience”, Cahiers de l’Herne. 188. 
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“unprecedented mobility”, thereby liberating himself from the obligation to be active. The 

continuity of the description of both scenes in effect makes the second episode a re-writing of the 

first—an inversion that Michaux seems to acknowledge in the lapidary afterthought that « 

Je n’aurais fait ici que répéter, tant mal que bien, sur papier, à l’encre de chine, quelques-unes 

des innombrables minutes de ma vie inutile… » [I have only repeated here, after a fashion, on 

paper, in Chinese ink, a few of the innumerable minutes of my useless life.] (II: 598-599; my 

emphasis).  

 The Afterword thus confers on gesture a dual status as an act of the imagination and a 

practice. And yet, how can gesture be both imaginary and active, at once the only mode of 

relating to the world and to oneself?61 Furthermore, how can it provide the foundation both for a 

universal and a singular language?62 If we think of the transitivity of the subject and object-

position in the “Postface”—in the first scene, Michaux modifies his relation to himself through 

the practice of painting, and in the second, he acts as both ‘double’ and ‘motor’ to the imaginary 

forms, it would seem that there is no evident opposition between theory and practice. Gesture in 

this case resembles the spiritual exercise in ancient philosophy, which aimed at the 

transformation of one’s vision and internal self. As the historian Pierre Hadot argues, in Greco-

Roman antiquity the discursive reasoning of philosophy was always given in oral form because 

the purpose of the dialogue was to “produce a psychic effect in the reader” and “to form more 

                                                            
61 At times Michaux claims that gesture is his only way of relating to the world: « Je ne puis m’associer 
vraiment au monde que par gestes » [I can only associate myself truly with the world through gestures] 
(Passages). Elsewhere, however, he states that gestures are a way of relating to what is most intimate in 
himself: “Si je tiens à aller par des traits plutôt que par des mots, c’est toujours pour entrer en relation 
avec ce que j’ai de plus précieux, de plus vrai, de plus replié, de plus « mien » ” [If I decide to proceed 
through traits rather than words, it is always in order to enter into relation with what I have that is most 
precious, most true, most hidden, most ‘mine.’] (Émergences, III: 549).  
62 The dream of a universal language or “esperanto lyrique” (René Bertelé) would also be a singular 
language, one in which « cratylisme flottant serait offert à chacun quand bien même il exprimerait la 
vérité vibratoire du corps d’un seul » [the floating cratylism offered to each person would also express the 
vibratory truth of the body of only one person], as Raymond Bellour eloquently puts it.  
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than to inform”63 (Hadot qtd in Davidson 20). In ancient philosophy the difference between 

theory and practice is eliminated, for the “life of theoria is… the “exercise of a life”’(29). It 

could be said that in recounting his experience Michaux pre-emptively resolves the question that 

the poem poses to its readers,64 but then, philosophy as a way of life teaches through example, 

which is how the “Postface” concludes:  

Qui, ayant suivi mes signes sera induit par mon exemple, à en faire selon son être et ses 
besoins, ira…à une vie nouvelle ouverte, à une écriture inespérée, soulageante, où il 
pourra enfin s’exprimer loin des mots, des mots, des mots des autres (II: 599). 
 
[Who, having followed my signs, will be induced by my example to do the same 
according to his being and his needs, will go…to a newly opened life, to an unexpected, 
alleviating writing, where he will finally be able to express himself far from the words, 
the words, the words of others.]  

 
In stating that writing should be in accordance with one’s needs, or proposing language as a form 

of life, Michaux, after Lautréamont, not only puts language in the service of “practical ends”; he 

also treats language as a practice of self-transformation.  

 The desire for an efficacious language is evident throughout his work, from the triptych 

of poems in Poésie pour pouvoir, which are designed to be therapeutic, in the desire for words as 

efficacious as weapons, to his lifelong fascination with the life of saints and demons, who 

presented the possibility of becoming more than what one is.65 It would be tempting to stop here, 

at the idea that gesture is a “technique of the self,” as Foucault called the spiritual exercises of 

                                                            
63 This formulation is Victor Goldschmitt’s. According to Davidson, it was influential to Hadot’s thinking. 
64 This may explain why Michaux omitted the “Postface” in the second edition. As to why he omits the 
drawings as well, one can surmise that he felt the poem and drawings were not interwoven enough 
because they are presented separately in the first edition.  
65 See Poésie pour pouvoir in Face aux verrous, “Tentative de commentaire sur les maledictions,” and 
Une voie pour l’insubordination, respectively. « L’homme, ses possibilités sont cent fois plus que ses 
réalisations […] Le Saint achève magnifiquement l’homme— », [Mankind, his possibilities are a hundred 
times more than his realizations […] The Saint finishes mankind magnificently—] Quelques 
renseignements (I: 997).  
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antiquity. Yet, even if the spiritual exercise does encompass Michaux’s notion of gesture, it still 

does not tell us why gesture assumes the form of the exercise.  

 
Sovereign Lances  

« Mes lances d’emblée traversent le ciel dans son entier.  
Jamais—sûrement—on n’en vit autant dans aucune bataille… ».66 
 
 
 One cannot underestimate the importance of Michaux’s assertion that in painting he 

acceded to “a new way of living in an explosive milieu, in the vitality of life itself” 

(« Parenthèse », II: 1027-8). 67 Above all, it provided a joyous way of "turning his back on the 

verbal" as he puts it and the possibility of investing language with the rhythms of life in the 

movements of his “morpho-creation.”68 But a strong notion of gesture predates Michaux’s 

practice of painting, so much so that at times he will refer to the painted ink drawings as a 

realization of the animated forms he had long ago imagined and one day hoped to realize.69 It 

remains to be seen then, how the displacement of gesture is mobilized not only against verbal 

language, but in what sense this displacement is internal to the work of gesture itself.  

                                                            
66[My lances immediately traverse the sky in its entirety. Never—surely—has one ever lived so much in 
any battle…], Façons d’endormi, façons d’éveillé (III: 523). 
67 « Avec la peinture je me suis refait une vie » [With painting I remade my life.] (Interview with Jean-
Dominique Rey, Henri Michaux 33). 
68 Michaux never ceases to refer to the liberating, positive effects of painting in relation to language. He 
refers to pictographic signs as “libérateurs”, a “desincrustation,” and “debrayage” in the “Postface” of 
Mouvements and a “deconditiong” from verbal language (III: 543, 660) and in “Dessiner l’écoulement du 
temps.”  
69 In “Parenthèse” (1959), he writes: « Puis les rythmes vinrent à moi…et dans ces rythmes je logeais 
précipitamment…des traces violentes d’êtres…dont, plein depuis l’enfance, je devais, je suppose, savoir 
obscurément qu’un jour nous nous retrouverions dans le plein air d’une surface extérieure » (II: 1027). 
[Then the rhythms came to me…and in these rhythms I lodged precipitously… violent traces of 
beings…of which, full since childhood, I had to know, I suppose, that one day we would find ourselves in 
the open air of an exterior surface.] Or in “En pensant au phénomène de la peinture,” where the 
dissolution of forms in the watercolors becomes a sign of a conception that precedes the image: « Enfin je 
voyais, non plus l’esquisse fuyante, mais le monde comme je le conçois dans son étalement prolifique » 
[Finally I saw, not the receding sketch, but the world as I conceive it in its prolific spreading] (I: 865).   
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 The painted strokes that Michaux describes as ‘lances’ that ultimately succeed in freeing 

him from the domination of his mind materialize the action of gesture that is privileged in his 

writing, from the veiled self-portraits of the early narratives70 to the last work, Par des traits. 

They are lances of decapitation and destruction that symbolically disengage the gesturer from 

“the static…the “predicted”, the fatal, the satisfied” (Émergences, III: 589). The eponymous hero 

of “L’Insoumis” [The Insubordinate] (1938) (Plume précédé de Lointain intérieur) presents one 

of the first examples of the kind of destruction that animates Michaux’s gesture. A fictional 

prototype of the vigilant, dissatisfied man “à la pensée caffeine” [with caffeinated thought] that 

appears at the end of “Ecce Homo” (1943), whose arms are ‘untiringly’ extended towards the 

future and who incarnates its hope, the Insubordinate bridges present and future by deserting the 

mundane, “odieux compartimentage du monde” [hateful compartmentalization of the world] via 

purely mental means71—an evasion that reveals itself to be a deviation through which his life 

“prend un tout autre sens” [takes a completely different direction] (I: 588).  

 The Insubordinate can be placed in a lineage with other figures with family resemblances 

such as Plume, Clown, and the fictional Mediosems, whose accidental posture of resistance 

derives from their ability to renounce the identity and significance represented by their form. In a 

style befitting the para-doxa of its representatives, the aphoristic formulation that summarizes 

this dialectic mid-narrative melds the Buddhist precept of strength through worldly abnegation to 

the idea of insubordination:  

                                                            
70 In “L’Insoumis” [The Insubordinate] (1938), Plume précédé de Lointain intérieur, I: 587-589), 
“Portrait d’homme” [“Portrait of Man”] (1936) (I: 531-537) and “Idées de traverse” (1942), (Passages 
17). 
71 A fact that is emphasized in the variation of his catalyst: « Attaquant son cœur à grands coups de café, 
ou même simplement de fatigue, ou même simplement d’imagination et du fluide intense de son désir, il 
décolle » [Attacking his heart with great knocks of coffee, or even simply from fatigue, or even simply 
with imagination and the intense fluid of his desire, he takes off] [I 588; my emphasis]).  
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Il médite l’évasion, car les « mous » sont les « durs », ne se laissent ni vaincre, ni 
convaincre, et se reforment entiers et agrandis sous la botte. 
 
[He meditates the evasion, for the “softs” are the “hards,” neither letting themselves be 
vanquished, nor convinced, and re-form themselves entire and larger under the boot.] 

 
The Insubordinate’s daydream is a manifestation of this idea, the power of which Michaux 

emphasizes in the polarity between the totality of avenues that are open to the ‘insubordinate’ by 

virtue of his supple mental evasion (“Tout les moyens lui sont bons”) and the decisive choice 

that this evasion grants him (“Tel est le Temps pour lui…Telle est sa vie”) (588-589):  

Tout les moyens lui sont bons. Pas besoin d’opium. Tout est drogue à qui choisit pour y 
vivre l’autre côté. […] Il est dans la trajectoire et la vie prend un tout autre sens. […] Il 
ouvre la fenêtre. Un instant après, il revient de plusieurs heures de vol. Tel est le Temps 
pour lui. Telle est sa vie. 
 
[All the means are good for him. No need for opium. Everything is a drug for he who 
chooses to live the other side. […] He is in the trajectory and life takes on a completely 
different sense. […] He opens the window. One moment later, he returns from several 
hours of flight. Such is Time for him. Such is his life.]  

 
In the same way that Clown « est appréhendé par ce qu’il ne possède pas, par ses manques plus 

que par ses attributs » [is apprehended by what he does not possess, by his lack more than by his 

attributes], the emphatic “such” (‘Tel’)—at once particular and non-descript—does not postulate 

attributes for an ontology of being but rather a manner or mode of being, or a being-in-the-

“trajectory” (Grouix and Gjorven qtd. in Vilar 36). Having no definite properties, “les mous” are 

polymorphous; they disfigure and reconfigure themselves like the earthworm in Baudelaire’s 

letter to Arsène Houssaye in Spleen or Rameau’s Nephew, who invokes the image of the 

earthworm that rises up when stepped on in defense of his right to abdicate his worth when and 

as he wishes.72  

                                                            
72 « Hachez-la en nombreux fragments, et vous verrez que chacun peut exister à part » [Chop it in 
numerous fragments and you will see that each part can exist apart.] Charles Baudelaire, Petites poèmes 
en prose (Le Spleen de Paris). The image of insurrection in the second part of the maxim also recalls 
Diderot’s Le Neveu de Rameau: “Je veux bien être abject, mais je veux que ce soit sans contrainte. Je 
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 The modal posture can only be considered a mode of resistance in a world that has lost 

the solidity of its attributes, where only the posture of resistance contains meaning, as Michel 

Beaujour writes:  

Autant qu’il est possible à un HOMME de le faire, Michaux se réduit à une condition 
d’INFANS, et limite son horizon à celui du ver de terre. Univers mou et asymbolique 
dont presque rien ne peut être dit, traversé de pulsions. Seuls la lutte pour la vie, le refus 
de s’anéantir complètement y proposent des sens, tandis qu’à son univers menacé, tous 
les sens du monde se pressent pour l’investir (Beaujour 135). 
  
[As much as it is possible for a MAN to do it, Michaux reduces himself to a condition of 
INFANS, and limits his horizon to that of the earthworm. Soft and asymbolic universe, 
traversed by pulsions, in which almost nothing can be said. Only the battle for life, the 
refusal to annihilate oneself completely make sense, while in the menaced universe, every 
sense in the world hastens to invest in it.]   

 
In such an universe where existence is perceived as “perpetual combat,” the protagonist’s 

destruction of the world also simultaneously constitutes its creation, including by extension his 

own engenderment, such that he becomes “sa propre légende; comme dans les épopées 

traditionnelles” [his own legend; as in the traditional epics] (Bellour, I: XLVI). Similarly, in 

“L’Insoumis,” as a final gesture the Insubordinate annihilates everything and it is in so doing, we 

are told (in the future anterior tense of the epic), that he will have been “a great builder” (Plume, 

I: 589):  

Capitaine à la débâcle…il accomplit la ruine. C’est ainsi qu’il aura été un grand bâtisseur. 
Sans remuer un doigt, il aura été un grand aventurier.  
Ni but, ni buter, il faut savoir dévaler.  
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
veux bien descendre de ma dignité…mais à ma discrétion, et non à l’ordre d’autrui. Faut-il qu’on puisse 
me dire: rampe, et que je sois obligé de ramper? C’est l’allure du ver; c’est mon allure; nous la suivons 
l’un et l’autre, quand on nous laisse aller; mais nous nous redressons, quand on nous marche sur la queue. 
On m’a marché sur la queue, et je me redresserai”, Le Neveu de Rameau et autres dialogues 
philosophiques. Paris: Gallimard, 1972. 71-2. [I’m quite willing to be abject, but I want to be abject 
without constraint. I’m quite willing to lower my dignity…but when I choose, and not at someone else’s 
bidding. Why should anyone be able to say: ‘Grovel!’ and I be forced to grovel? Grovelling’s natural to 
the worm, and to me; that’s what we both do when we’re left to our own devices; but we rear up when 
we’re stepped on. I’ve been stepped on, and I intend to rear up] (38). Trans. Margaret Mauldon, Oxford: 
Oxford U Press, 2006. 
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[Captain of the debacle…he accomplishes the ruin. It’s thus that he will have been a great 
builder. Without lifting a finger, he will have been a great adventurer.  
Neither goal, nor stumbling against, one must know how to slide down.]  

 
The reduction of the world orchestrates an entire reversal of order, as the existence of the world 

becomes irreversibly tied to the fate of the protagonist. I use the word “orchestrate” intentionally 

because this mutual cosmogenesis is described as a virtual orchestra in which everything enters 

into a state of visual and sonic resonance that accelerates into a whirlwind (“tourbillon”) of 

generating matter and culminates in the beating (“battre”) of his heart (588).  

 As Beaujour notes, the verb “battre” unites these two “complementary and contradictory” 

senses of creative destruction73: it denotes the mixing of molecules that creates matter 

(“barrater”) and the pulverization of calcified matter back into a state of fluidity. Furthermore, 

“battre” also denotes the beating of a perpetual rhythm and the structure of the Insubordinate’s 

flight, which is not driven by one dramatic narrative, but by a continual series of minor episodes 

and ‘retombés’ from the ‘side’ of life to fatigue, which then become the occasion for a reprisal of 

the trajectory. As we will see in the next section, the musical structure of the daydream is 

emblematic of its power, since the structure of music is « un modèle de construction, et en 

construction…un montage en l’air » [a model of construction, and in construction…a montage in 

the air] and therefore best equipped to render immaterial, ephemeral states of being (Passages 

124).  

 If in Mouvements the insertion of gesture into the writing of the sign enables a deviation 

from the codified use of language, the imaginary gestures of “L’Insoumis” indicate that gesture 

is more generally a deviation from the general order. Thirty years later, in Façons d’endormi, 

                                                            
73Or ‘de-creation,’ to use Giorgio Agamben’s term for the divine power that precedes from suspension in 
religious traditions and philosophy. As Beaujour and Roger have noted, Agamben’s notion of de-creation 
and the ‘infans’ work productively in relation to this particular moment in Michaux’s work. Cf. Infancy 
and the Destruction of Experience.    
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façons d’éveillé (1969), we find the author in the same role of epic hero battling the world to 

assure his existence in the same absolute terms. In creating his world, the sweep of the lance 

becomes the measure of the sky: 

Je lance des lances qui ne doivent pas atteindre quelqu’un. Ce n’est pas nécessaire. Mes 
lances d’emblée traversent le ciel dans son entier. Jamais—sûrement—on n’en vit autant 
dans aucune bataille, si nombreux que fussent les combattants.  
Mouvement fou, qui fait cesser—semble-t-il—tout autre mobilité, lances souveraines. Il 
n’y a pas de place pour les opposants (III: 523).  
 
[I lance lances that are not supposed to reach anyone. It is not necessary. My lances 
almost always traverse the sky in its entirety. Never—undoubtedly—has one ever lived 
so much in any battle, however numerous the combatants were. 
Crazy movement, that ceases—it seems—all other mobility, sovereign lances. There is no 
room for opponents.]  

 
Every sentence points to the sovereign nature of the act. Sovereignty is essential to Michaux’s 

notion of gesture, and not only in the context of the panorama of the menacing world of privation 

or ‘infans.’ Its sovereignty is intimately bound to the problem of expression in a productive sense 

as well: 

Dans la vie, dès qu’elle est exprimée au-dehors, tout finit par servir. Elle s’est mise dans 
un certain ordre—parût-il désordre—de manière à servir, même s’il paraît révolte. 
Mes gestes, si quelque chose au monde a de la gratuité, ont de la gratuité (523). 
 
[In life, as soon as it is expressed outside, everything ends up serving. It has put itself in a 
certain order—even if appears to be disorder—so as to serve, even if it appears to be 
revolt.  
My gestures, if anything in the world is gratuitous, are gratuitous.] 

 
Here, Michaux isolates the ordered structure of language in externalized expression or syntax as 

the underlying problem, over and above its signifying content. Our experience of language is not 

only anchored in time through the temporal unfolding of language; it is also determined by the 

rules of language that are formed through experience.  

 As Wittgenstein demonstrated, techniques, like gestures, are learnt through training and 

imitation. One's acceptance of the experience as a normative rule happens retroactively only after 
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experiencing it; when the rule has been mastered, it becomes a technique. In his Remarks on the 

Foundation of Mathematics, Wittgenstein takes the example of a child learning mathematics. 

Whereas for the child the result of the mathematical problem is still undetermined when he is 

calculating the problem, the adult expects the correct result and therefore comes to the view the 

result as necessary. For the child the calculation is still an experience. In contrast, the adult 

adapts his view of the situation (and his past) to accommodate the rule, rather than changing the 

rule (what Klaus Paul calls the “ruse” of the rule) (Volbers). Michaux’s gestures intervene at the 

level of the rule by disrupting our habitual uses of language. By making visible the distance 

between form and signification, Mouvements opens not just a new relationship to language, but 

an experience of it. 

 It is precisely as a result of these rules that the daydream, which is unconstrained by the 

necessity of externalized expression, is affirmed as the only arena where his “gestural life” can 

be lived fully. While the rule retroactively structures lived experience, narrowing the field of 

potential action and existence, in the daydream the path is not shaped or imposed, but a natural 

inclination whose formation is identical to the path of the protagonist:  

Une pente sans chemin l’emporte, où c’est lui qui va faire son chemin. Le jeu est ici, le 
vrai jeu. Pas de règles, ou changeantes constamment. C’est l’humeur joueuse qui 
compte…(Façons, III: 520) 
  
[A slope without a path takes him, or it is he who will make his path. The game is here, 
the real game. No rules, or changing constantly. It’s the playful mood that counts…] 

 
As the departing maxim of The Insubordinate asserts, « il faut savoir dévaler » [one must know 

how to slide down.] By informing his own path, in the practice of his imaginary gestures, the 

daydreamer encounters the nature of his true needs, which is why the reverie is affirmed as the 

real game and the 'pure art' that “takes the place of all the rest” (521).  
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The Continuum of the Line 
 
 In painting as in writing, Michaux conceived of the two domains as participating in the 

same transient movement:  

J’écris pour me parcourir. Peindre, composer, écrire: me parcourir. Là est l’aventure 
d’être en vie (Passages 93).  
 
[I write to traverse myself. Painting, composing, writing: to traverse myself. That is the 
adventure of being in life.]  
 

Affirming the continuity of his oeuvre in the ‘parcours’ (route) or the ‘trajet’ (trajectory) in 

which he becomes the material of the search, Michaux's concept of the “passage” in turn locates 

the continuity or the “transreality of the subject” in the borders of the dissolution of a fixed “I” 

(Roger 145). When it first appears in Ecuador (1929), the “passage” denotes the movement of 

the phrase or sentence (“la phrase”) between two points of thought and the virtual possibilities 

surrounding it, in effect endowing what is not said with as much importance as what is said (I: 

158-159). The Chinese epigraph of Yoshida No that opens Passages (« C’est l’incomplétude qui 

est désirable » [It is incompletion that is desirable]) transforms this precept into a leitmotif for 

the collection of heterogeneous observations. Nearly thirty years later, in “Dessiner l’écoulement 

du temps” [Drawing the flow of time] (1957), the 'phrase' comes to encompass Michaux’s 

aspirations for drawing: that of rendering the trans-temporal, interior reality, or what he calls « la 

phrase intérieure, la phrase sans mots, corde qui indéfiniment se déroule sinueuse » [the interior 

phrase, the phrase without words, cord that indefinitely unravels sinuously] (Passages 129) that 

registers the subjective impressions and imprint of life.  

 Just as the act of painting translates the world in its passage through the painter,74 

vivifying it, the shift from ‘phrase’ to ‘phrasing’ (phrasé) marks the passage of the phrase 

                                                            
74 Émergences-Résurgences, III: 644-5: « J’ai peint afin de rendre le monde plus « marquant », tout en 
refusant le « réalisme » des conduites, et des idées. J’ouvrais ainsi d’un côté, tenant fermé l’autre. […] 
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through the body of a speaker, through which the phrase assumes the shape and intonation of a 

situation. As he would later insist in Émergences-Résurgences: « Je veux que mes tracés soient le 

phrasé même de la vie, mais souple, mais déformable, sinueux » [I want my tracings to be the 

phrasing of life itself, but supple, but deformable, sinuous.] (III: 546).75 The modification from 

‘phrase’ to ‘phrasé’ not only reveals the true condition of every phrase, but also returns to the 

musical origins of the linguistic phrase as rhythmic segmentation.76 Indeed, in the unedited 

version, he compares the phrase to « une musique accompagnatrice, signifiante à voir, non à 

entendre » (my emphasis) [an accompanying music, significant to see, not to hear] (664). Subject 

to the innumerable formations and deformations of life’s movement, the “indefinite creation”77 

of the phrase brings the general discourse of the sign back to the historical particular of the 

subject (Dessons 42). As rhythm and intonation, the music of the phrase delineates the 

confluence of painting, writing and speech, which is also the contour of language that becomes 

visible in the lapses of signification.78  

 In the same way that the illustration of the story lines in Tristram Shandy (indexing the 

turns of the narration with squiggly lines, zigzags and dips of varying sizes) satirizes the 

possibility of description, Michaux’s ‘concept’ of the ‘phrase’ and of ‘passages’ between 

expressive regimes point to that which exceeds the determination and reduction of any given 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
Aspirant à plus de transréel, à y vivre toujours ».  [I painted so as to render the world more “marked”, all 
by refusing the “realism” of conducts, and of ideas. I opened thus by one side, keeping closed the other. 
[…] Aspiring to more transreality, to live there always.] 

75 The unedited version is less emphatic: « J’eusse voulu que mes tracés fussent signes, non tant des 
incidents de la vie, mais de la marche de la vie, du phrasé de la vie »  [I wanted for my tracings to be 
signs, not so much of the incidents of life, but of the march of life, of the phrasing of life] (III: 664). 
76 See Gérard Dessons, “La phrase comme phrasé.” La Licorne, n. 42, UFR, Poitiers, 4th trimester, 1997. 
77 Émile Beneveniste, Problèmes de linguistique générale, Gallimard, 1966, p. 131, cited in Dessons. 
78Indeed, in “Premières impressions” (1949), re-printed in Passages, Michaux describes his “ignorance” 
in almost identical terms. 
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medium to mere information or explanation.79 Can we not think of gesture in a similar way, as 

the dynamism that remains when the notational aspect of forms is stripped away? If the 

occupation of the author is to “modulate” his whole oeuvre against one “sentiment porteur” 

[transporting feeling], without which his writing would be a “mere notation without importance,” 

it is gesture that embodies the vital transport of this moment or “emportement” (“Observations,” 

Passages 96; unedited version, Émergences, III: 679). In Saisir (1979) Michaux provides 

perhaps his most direct and comprehensive definition of gesture:  

Plus particulièrement ce que je voulais n’était pas le mouvement tel qu’on le voit en 
photographie, mais le mouvement initial, essentiel, à la base, tel qu’on le ressentirait les 
yeux bandés. […] 
  J’aurais voulu dans un homme représenter le geste, partant de l’intérieur, le 
déclenchement, l’arrachement ; l’irruption coléreuse de cette intense, subite, ardente 
concentration d’où va partir le coup, plutôt que le coup arrivé à destination (III: 962-963). 
 
[More exactly what I wanted was not the movement the way one sees it in photography, 
but the initial, essential, movement at the root, the way one would feel it with bandaged 
eyes. […] 
  I would have wanted to represent in a man the gesture, departing from the interior, 
the unleashing, the extraction; the irascible irruption of that intense, sudden, ardent 
concentration from where the blow will erupt, rather than the blow arrived at its 
destination.] 

 
In defining gesture as the “concentration from which the blow will erupt, rather than the blow 

arrived at its destination,” Michaux distinguishes it not only from a movement that is relayed in 

external reality and captured through photography, as he says, but moreover delimits gesture as 

non-intentional. As if striving to capture the impossible photograph of this irruption, the prose 

functions like a stop-motion camera, slowing down the moment of gesture’s apparition, layering 

the vision with a concentration of synonyms that stop and start the motion of the sentence (« le 

mouvement initial, essentiel, à la base »…« le déclenchement, l’arranchement; l’irascible 

                                                            
79 See Shklovsky’s distinction between the concept of plot (syuzhet) and the story line (fabula), “The 
Novel as Parody,” Theory of Prose. p. 169-170. Dalkey Archive Press, 1998.  
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l’irruption de…»), intensify further into a series of adjectives (« intense, subite, ardente »), only 

to return to the “concentration” of the blow at the end of the sentence.  

 The rising and falling of Michaux’s description conveys the impulse of gesture that the 

“initial, essential” movement ultimately signifies. The pulsion of gesture derails the causality of 

the intention and its passage towards a finished construction; it is the explosion of the act rather 

than the arrival, the moment that precedes that act rather than the act itself. Although gesture is 

non-intentional, defining gesture as the opposite of action is inadequate, since gesture exceeds it 

(Troche 144), or as Barthes writes in the context of Cy Twombly’s drawings, it is « quelque 

chose comme le supplement de l’acte » [something like the supplement of the act]. Whereas the 

act targets an object and contains an objective, gesture represents everything that surrounds the 

act: 

la somme indéterminé et inépuisable des raisons, des pulsions, des paresses qui entourent 
l’acte…[les] effets retournés, renversés, échappés, qui reviennent sur lui et provoquent 
dès lors des modifications, des déviations, des allégements de la trace. (Barthes, L’obvie 
et l’obtus 148) 
 
[the indeterminate and inexhaustible sum of reasons, pulsions, idlenesses that surround 
the act…[the] effects that are reversed, overturned, escaped, that return to him and then 
provoke modifications, deviations, simplifications of the trace.] 

  
The idea that the process of art entails a material, corporeal encounter that occasions a series of 

contingent effects in the artwork is paradigmatic of the shift that is often identified with modern 

art, from the intentionality of the artwork to the accident. The artwork is the presentation of the 

residues of the encounter between the artist’s intention and the material; in the disjunction 

between the two, the work presents the “effect” of its original subject.80  

 Similarly, in “Art Today” Jean-Luc Nancy defines gesture as “neither a movement nor 

the outlining of a form” but rather “the accompaniment of an intention…one that, in itself, 
                                                            
80 Cf. “L’opaque”, Louis Marin, L’art, l’effacement et surgissement de figures, Hommage à Marc le Bot. 
(Paris: Publications la Sorbonne, 1991).  
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remains foreign to the intention” (Nancy, "Art Today" 97). Nine years before Michaux published 

his first drawings in Entre centre et absence, he drew a line on the cover of a review in homage 

to Léon-Paul Fargue (Figure 3). The drawing looks as if it was drawn with a single line; one can 

imagine it having been begun in a moment of distraction, and out of the continuation of the line 

haphazardly turning inwards on itself the outline of a figure lying down or a mountainous 

landscape begins to emerge. The contents of the drawing remain entirely indeterminate; it is up 

to the reader/viewer to deduce the object based on the density of the lines. Compared to the 

classically curved lines of Matisse or Picasso’s drawings, the truly scriptural quality of 

Michaux's drawing becomes apparent. However, from the opposite perspective, it is certainly a 

graphic line and, though flat, the perspective opens the two-dimensionality of the page. In fact, 

when Michaux placed the drawing as the frontispiece of Émergences-Résurgences, he placed it 

facing an epigram that would seem to point to its mediation of the line away from writing, while 

still being in proximity to it: « Né, élévé, instruit dans un milieu et une culture uniquement du 

« verbal »* / je peins pour me déconditionner   *et avant l’époque de l’invasion des images » [Born, 

raised, instructed in a milieu and a culture that was solely « verbal »  * I paint to decondition 

myself   *and before the epoch of the invasion of images].  

              Fig. 3. Untitled. © 2013 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris 
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 In its extension as “Une ligne plutôt que des lignes” [One line rather than lines], in the 

spacing of its impulsion, the errant line of drawing embodies the élan of gesture as a departure 

without arrival (Michaux E-R, OC III 146). While the graphic line mediates between drawing 

and writing (Figure 4), the mediation of the also line depends on the hybridity of writing or 

écriture (as opposed to language), as the end of the prose poem “Lignes” suggests: 

Pas pour expliquer, pas pour exposer, pas en terrasses, pas monumentalement 
 
Plutôt comme par le Monde il y a des anfractuosités, des sinuosités, comme il y a des 
chiens errants 
 
une ligne, une ligne, plus ou moins une ligne… 
 
En fragments, en commencements, prise de court, une ligne, une ligne… 
 …une légion de lignes 
 
Échappées des prisons reçues en héritage, venues non pour définir, mais pour indéfinir 
[…]  
 
Dévalantes, zigzagantes, plongeantes pour rêveusement, pour distraitement, pour 
multiplement…en désirs qui s’étirent, qui délivrent. […]   
 
D’aucune langue, l’écriture— 
Sans appartenance, sans filiation 
Lignes, seulement lignes. (Moments OC III, 730-1) 
 
[Not to explain, not to expose, not in terraces, not monumentally 
 
Rather just as throughout the World there are anfractuosities, sinuosities, the way there 
are errant dogs 
 
one line, one line, more or less one line… 
 
In fragments, in beginnings, taken short, one line, one line… 
…a legion of lines […] 
 
Escaped from prisons received in heritage, arrived not for defining, but for indefining 
[…] 
 
Hurtling down, zigzagging, plunging dreamily, distractedly, for multiplying…in desires 
that stretch, that deliver.  […]  
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Of no language, writing— 
Without membership, without filiation 
Lines, only lines.]  

 

  
 

Fig. 4. “Narration” (1927)  © 2013 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris 
 

 
Like the discrete, terrestrial movement of the serpent, the power of the line to dismantle and 

shake the monumental “prisons” of inheritance resides in the modest, innocuous accumulation by 

which one line suddenly becomes “a legion of lines” that hurtle down and ‘deliver.’ The 

serpentine movement of the line is further amplified by its circulation between linguistic and 

physical traits (at times its dimension is physical [“In fragments, in beginnings, taken short”]; 

elsewhere it is personified [“Escaped from…plunging dreamily”]), all of which is held together 

by a string of suspended, fragmented clauses. In place of the formation of a sentence with logical 

links between clauses, the line returns like an incantation and becomes the measure of its 

segmented movement: “Not to explain…Rather just as…there are afractuosities, sinuosities, 

the way there are errant dogs / one line, one line, more or less one line”). The analogical 

comparisons in effect disperse the semantic movement of the line, so that it proceeds not only 
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horizontally but laterally as well, like the sinuous shape of the serpentine line.81 Finally, the 

repetition of “one” makes the line both singular and multiple: “Of no language, writing— / 

Without membership, without filiation.”  

 If the last line of the poem (“Line, only lines.”) reaffirms the movement of the line over 

its signification, that is because the meaning of the line here is the manner of its movement. As 

Dégas often said of drawing: it is a subjective impression or « La manière de voir la forme » 

[The manner of seeing the form] (Valéry 149). In Degas Danse Dessin, Paul Valéry describes 

the process as a mediation or co-participation of the hand and eye: the eye gives the hand a 

certain direction towards its object, but by that very encounter with the object, it also draws the 

hand further away from its command: « Se gardant d’« arriver », ligne d’aveugle investigation » 

[Keeping itself from “arriving”, line of blind investigation] (Émergences, III: 545). In eroding 

the possibility of quantifying the line, the repetition of “more or less” and “one line” in “Lignes” 

translates the mediated process of drawing and the “moyen” (means) of the line, perennially 

caught in the milieu between the departure towards the object of vision and the delay of its 

attainment.  

 The incessant prolongation of the line instills in the drawer the sense that his work would 

only be finished after « une quantité indéfinie d’études, et puis, d’une série d’opérations » [an 

indefinite quantity of studies, and then, a series of operations.], and even then, he adds, « Je crois 

bien qu’il pensait qu’une œuvre ne peut jamais être dite achevée … »  [I truly think that he 

                                                            
81 In associating the line with the movement of the serpent, Michaux invokes a conception of the line 
dating back to the ‘skirt dances’ of Antiquity. The interest in the serpentine line and dance during the first 
half of the twentieth century arises in the context of a general critique of the notion of signs and structure 
and the development of phenomenology that was catalyzed by the discovery of new qualities of sensation 
(of Gestalt) in psychology. It can be followed through Mallarmé, Valéry, Henri Ravaisson, Bergson and 
later Merleau-Ponty. For an overview of the history of the serpentine line, see Edwidge Phitoussi, « La 
danse, « acte pur des métamorphoses » in La Part de l’Oeil, “Ce qui fait danse: de la plasticité à la 
performance”, numéro 24, (Paris: Le collectif des éditeurs indépendants, 2009), 53-63. 
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thought an oeuvre could never be called finished…] (116; italics are Valéry’s). The drawing that 

results from the hand’s intoxicating desire to reproduce the mental image becomes « une action 

forcenée qui se dévore elle-même, s’alimente, s’accélère, s’exaspère d’elle-même » [a frenzied 

action that devours itself, aliments itself, accelerates, exasperates itself] (157). Whereas for 

Valéry the ideal act of drawing requires the mediation of the hand by the intellect and spirit, his 

description nonetheless captures the mania of Michaux’s gestures, the incessant involutions and 

crochets of his graphic lines, the “efforts tournants” [turning efforts] of Mouvements, and the 

nature of “pour indéfinir” in “Lignes.” The affirmative “pour” clarifies the direction of the 'in'- 

prefix: it points to the intensification of an involvement through indeterminacy, rather than 

indifference. “Indéfinir” intensifies the modal, 'indéfini' (undefined, indeterminate) by 

transforming it into a permanent position. Like the thought that turns inward “à se traquer lui-

même” [hunting itself] the labyrinthine structure that emerges from the incessant reprisals and 

superimposition of terms in Michaux’s oeuvre immerse the reader in the continuation of the 

work at the same time that it extenuates the possibilities of each variation.  

 As the impulse or inspiration for the artistic act in general, gesture activates a sense of 

form that is open and unfinished rather than finite. As Jean-Luc Nancy writes in La Plaisir au 

dessin, gesture is a “form-in-formation” (forma formans) that approaches the formless or the 

beyond-form. 82 The pleasure of art—what attracts us to it and seizes us as if through affective 

“contagion”, or what Nancy calls methexis83—resides in the tension of this approach and 

                                                            
82 The term “formation des formes” derives from Juan Manuel Garrido.  
83 Nancy defines the relation between mimesis and methexis in Au fond des images as: “The absence of 
the imaged subject is nothing other than an intense presence, receding into itself, gathering itself together 
in its intensity. Resemblance gathers together in force and gathers itself as a force of the same—the same 
differing in itself from itself: hence the enjoyment [jouissance] we take in it. We touch on the same and 
on this power that affirms this: I am indeed what I am, and I am this well beyond or well on this side of 
what I am for you, for your aims and your manipulations. We touch on the intensity of this withdrawal or 
this excess. Thus mimesis encompasses methexis, a participation or a contagion through which the image 
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withdrawal between the line/trait (trait) and its retreat (retrait). Always drawing further and 

forward outside of itself, the line of drawing unveils something more primary than form, he 

argues, « plus profond et plus secret que toute visée de forme, une recherche ou une tentative » 

[more profound and more secret than all aim at form, a search or an attempt] (Nancy 121). 

Further, the pleasure of receiving the artwork requires a relation to oneself, which entails the 

incorporation of non-identity, or exteriority to the self. As a result, the line of drawing contains 

not only excess and exuberance, but rhythm, « une mise en pulsation, en différenciation, en 

écarts, plis et raccords de l’indifférencié, du simplement-égal-à-soi » [the engagement of a 

rhythm, a putting in pulsation, a differentiation, in gaps, folds and joins of the indifferentiated, of 

the simply-equal-to-oneself.] (89). 

 Indeed, in one of the last essays Michaux published, « Essais d’enfants, dessins 

d’enfants » (1981), he describes the pleasure of drawing that the child encounters. In contrast to 

the adult or the professional draftsman who approaches drawing with the intention of tracing 

geometric, identifiable forms, for the child drawing has not yet been separated from its gestural 

origin, from the unadulterated joy of free, indeterminate lines (III: 1328): 

C’est l’âge où l’enfant ressent pour tout ce qui tourne un plaisir sans pareil, où rien n’est 
plus désiré que de chevaucher des chevaux de bois qui tournent, en s’élevant et 
s’abaissant rythmiquement, l’âge où quasi magique est le cerceau, le ballon. 
 À présent de lui-même avec ses propres forces…le petit d’homme va faire 
s’accomplir des tours, de façon à en voir, à en retenir la trace. Mais plus que les traces, le 
geste compte, l’acte, le « faire » du cercle.  

[It’s the age when the child feels the most for everything that turns a pleasure without 
equal, where nothing is more desired than to stride the wooden horses that turn, in rising 
and falling rhythmically, the age when the hoop, the ball are quasi magical. 
 At present with his own forces…the little man will make turns, so as to see there, 
to retain the trace. But more than the traces, the gesture counts, the act, the “making” of 
the circle.] 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
seizes us” (9). 
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The intentionality of the act is absorbed in the pleasure of drawing. Its tracing becomes a 

prolongation of the act: 

Cercles. Désirs de la circularité. […] 
  
Au commencement est la   
REPETITION  […] 
 
Retour, retour, retour à n’en plus finir.  

 
 [Circles. Desires for circularity. […]  
 
 At the beginning is the 
 REPETITION [...] 
 
 Return, return, return to never finish it.]  
 
Repetition is the origin of the 'making' of the circle—itself an abstract symbol of life that here 

takes the place of the (biblical) word.   

 Suspended between writing and drawing, figuration and abstraction, we can think of the 

hybridity of the line as a dance in which each form of representation effaces the other and in 

which each regime of signification un-does the other. As Armand Colin eloquently puts it (12):  

En effet, chorégraphier c’est dé-mesurer, dé-peindre, dé-marquer l’espace ; écrire la 
danse c’est « désécrire » les formes. Danser c’est pratiquer physiquement la multiplicité 
des possibles dans leur déchiffrement cacophonique.  
 
[In effect, choreographing is to un-measure, to un-paint, to un-mark space; writing dance 
is to “un-write” forms. Dancing is to practice the multiplicity of possibles in the 
cacophony of their deciphering.] 

 
This is particularly true of Saisir (1979), which addresses the proximity between the desire that 

inspires gesture (to seize life) and the conceptualization or grasping (begreifen) inherent in the 

act of seizing. The competing desire to capture the inner dynamism of forms and the refusal of 

representation become inscribed in the “graphic signs” (“signe graphique”) themselves. While 

Saisir begins as a project of forming a nomenclature or bestiary of animals, humans, and insects, 
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the project is gradually displaced by a double 'seizing' that graphically undoes the first by placing 

an outline around the painted form: « Saisir s'abstrayant de plus en plus, saisir la tendance, saisir 

l'accent, l'allure, l'espace. Saisir ce qui sous-tend. / / / / Qu'est qui, entièrement, pourrait échapper 

aux signes? / / Saisir : traduire. Et tout est traduction à tout niveau, en toute direction. » [Seizing 

abstracting itself more and more, seizing the tendency, seizing the accent, the allure, the space. 

Seizing what subtends. / / / / What could, completely, escape signs? / / To seize: to translate. And 

everything is translation at every level, in every direction.] (Michaux, III: 959). 

 From the representation of individual signs, to that of a “situation” in signs, Michaux 

moves to the representation of rhythms in the purely graphic works of Par la voie de rythmes 

(1974) and Parcours (1967). Even these graphic works, however, are read against themselves or 

"translated," so to speak, through the combination of pictographic grids one might find in an 

ethnographic study with the regulated spacing of written lines.84 In viewing the involuted line of 

“Narration” (1927), the rhythmic cross-sections of the elements in Par la voie de rythmes, or the 

figures formed in the blank spaces between the oscillating lines of Parcours, where the figures 

are pressed together on the page in equidistant rows, each page seems to contain an entire world 

that is sustained solely through the rhythm of lines and figures (Figure 5). More than the 

coherence of the line and form, it is the tension of the multi-dimensional forms and the space 

surrounding them as they press together and compete for space that creates the sensible 

impression of rhythmic movement. In replacing the typographic linearization of the written page 

with a series of lines and forms occupying grid-like blocks on a single page, Michaux harnesses 

                                                            
84 See Carrie Noland's chapter on Michaux in Agency and Embodiment for further discussion of the 
influence of other writing systems in Michaux's work, pp. 130-170.  
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the power of syntax but mobilizes it in an entirely different direction. Instead of a "wall",85 the 

page, turned inside out, becomes an active support for the dancing lines.  

 

Fig. 5. Parcours. © 2013 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris 

 

Phrasing the mescalinian experience  

“Let us therefore act like that mad mathematician who used a different principle of measurement at each 
step of his calculation.”   - Samuel Beckett, “German letter” to Axel Kaun, 1934 

 
 Whereas the élan of gesture constitutes a free movement without the impediment of 

thought, in the “experimental thought” of drugs the domain of thought becomes a felt sensation 

that is transferred through the disintegration of the phrase. The hallucinogenic experience allows 

                                                            
85 Cf. “Première impressions” (1949) in Passages, p. 85: « Il ne faudrait pas que jamais j’oublie. 
J’étouffais. Je crevais entre les mots. J’étais paralysé devant les murs ». [I must never forget. I was 
suffocating. I was dying between the words. I was paralyzed before the walls.] 
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Michaux to abandon the strictures of the personal and discover that the only thing holding it 

together is the sense of belonging: « Serait-ce, comme il semble, l’ « avoir », qui maintient l’ego, 

hic et nunc, qui permet à chacun de continuer à être personnel ? C’est cet « avoir », brusquement 

pompé, qui, par sa soudaine désadhérence, a tout changé. » [Could it be, as it seems, that it is « to 

have » that maintains the ego, hic et nunc, that permits one to continue to be personal? It is this 

« avoir », suddenly pumped, that, by its sudden disadhesion, has changed everything.] 

(Misérable Miracle, II: 777). In experimenting with drugs that speed up the process of thought, 

Michaux places logical thought under duress, exacerbating the conditions of its appearance, 

thereby confirming that there is no “idée première” upon which a united ‘I’ could balance itself 

or take a position: 

L’intimité de cela je ne le dirai jamais assez et comme une idée est votre centre, et 
comme c’est destructible, maniable, désintégrable. Qui ne l’a connu ne peut ne peut 
savoir, comme elles sont désintégrables (738).  
 
[The intimacy of this I will never say it enough and how an idea is your center, and how 
it is destructible, maneuverable, disintegrable. He who has not lived it cannot know it, 
how they are disintegrable.]  

 
In the Addenda to Misérable Miracle, written retrospectively after the completion of the four 

volumes on his mescaline experience, Michaux implies that the published text is a corrective to 

the original text that was produced while under the influence of mescaline: « Le texte primordial, 

plus sensible que lisible, aussi dessiné qu’écrit, ne pouvait de toute façon suffire » [The 

primordial text, more sensible than readable, drawn as much as written, could not in any case 

suffice.] (II: 621). Despite his incessant disavowal of the sensible text written  during the 

experience, the problem of the drug writings is a problem of writing: of transcribing the extra-

verbal experience of madness and the “obliteration of thought.” In following the ex-centric line 
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of the mad or ‘les alienés,’ the anteriority of writing vis-à-vis reality is no longer an external 

condition but becomes internal to the writing process.  

 By the time of the last volume in the tetralogy of drug writings, Les Grandes épreuves de 

l’esprit et les innombrables pétits (1966), the problem of inscribing the extraordinary number of 

micro-perceptions and deviations of thought becomes part of the discovery of the text, for it 

liberates a view of the apparition or immanence of thought to itself (III: 316, 335):  

Faute de mener mes pensées, ma présence à mes pensées m’occupe. Je me vois avoir une 
pensée.  
 
[For lack of guiding my thoughts, my presence to my thoughts occupies me. I watch 
myself have a thought.]  

 
This implies a shift in the function of words, from the operational capacity of the sign to that of 

the signal: 

L’étranger qui, lisant ces phrases incohérentes, inachevées, tôt interrompues, les 
reporterait purement et simplement à un état d’incohérence mentale correspondant, se 
tromperait presque du tout au tout. Un vaste mouvement de cohérence était par-dessous. 
Mots-repères, que ces mots que la victime de l’agression psilocybinique jeta. Mots-relais. 
Elle s’essayait à de nouveaux relais. Ces mots qu’elle attrapait de-ci de-là (à revoir plus 
tard), dits, non tellement parce qu’elle voyait clair, mais en attendant d’y voir clair et 
afin d’y aider, doivent être saisis comme les fils encore mal attachés de la toile d’araignée 
de la compréhension qu’elle élaborait, pour tenter de recouvrir la nouvelle et 
constamment changeante situation bouleversée, dont elle n’acceptait pas le 
bouleversement. Mots pour la « ressaisir », pour se « ressaisir », cependant qu’elle 
subissait un traitement, et quel traitement ! (Connaissance par les gouffres 35; my 
emphasis). 
 
[The stranger who, reading these incoherent, unfinished, soon interrupted phrases, would 
attribute it purely and simply to a correspondent state of mental incoherence, and would 
be wrong almost in everything. A vast movement of coherence was underneath it. Word-
repairs, that these words that the victim of psilocybin aggression ejected. Word-relays. 
[The victim] tried to make new relays. The words that it trapped one way or another (to 
return to later), said, not so much because it saw clearly, but in waiting to see clearly and 
so as to help, should be seized like the threads still badly attached to the spider web of 
comprehension it elaborated, to attempt to re-cover the new and constantly changing 
situation overturned, of which it did not accept the overturning. Words to “reseize” [the 
situation], to “reseize” itself, all the while it was undergoing a treatment, and what 
treatment!] 
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The ‘mescalinian’86 phrase actualizes the virtual conditions of the “phrase,” such that the word 

actually becomes an evocative “point” that opens on to an infinity of other absent, virtual images 

and thoughts (“mot-réflexion”, “mot-charnière”, “mot-idée”), which are now no longer a product 

of the imagination but rather a direct “évocation involuntaire” [involuntary evocation] that 

emerges from the appearance of the word itself in a endless proliferation wherein « mille autres 

n’eussent pas suffi pour dévoiler ce qu’il y avait derrière ces mots » [a thousand others would 

not have sufficed to reveal what was behind these words] (47).87 Michaux terms this proliferation 

of virtual thoughts ‘behind the words’ that interrupt the linear completion of thought « la pensée 

néotonique », borrowing the term “neotenic,” which indicates somatic retardation, from 

neurobiology: 

Avant qu’une pensée ne soit accomplie, venue à maturité, elle accouche d’une nouvelle, 
et celle-ci à peine née, incomplètement formée, en met au monde une autre, une nichée 
d’autres qui semblablement se répondent en renvois inattendus et irrattrapables et que 
jusqu’à présent je n’ai pas réussi à rendre (47). 
 
[Before a thought has been completed, come to maturity, it gives birth to a new one, and 
this one, hardly born, incompletely formed, brings into the world another, a nest of others 
that seems to respond in unexpected and un-tethered relays that until now I have not been 
able to render.]  

 
By forcing the line of thought—and by extension, writing—to come into contact with its own 

“trouble de la composition”, to be unhinged from the normal speed of its syntagmatic, syntactic 

and grammatical unfolding, the mescalinian phrase exposes the distance between thought and 

                                                            
86 I use ‘mescalinian’ phrase to denote the phrase under the influence of drugs in general. Although 
Michaux experimented with several drugs in the ten years he wrote the tetralogy, such as psilocybin, 
L.S.D., and hashish and writes about those experiences—in this passage he is referring to psilocybin— 
mescaline is the primary drug.     
87 Michaux explores the ability of words to function as things and conjure images in two poems, “La 
Mescaline et la Musique” in section three of the same title, and « Tapis Roulant en Marche… » (IV. 
Cannabis Indica) of Connaissance par les gouffres. The fourth section performs its own proliferation of 
words through the commentary on what is ‘behind the words’ in « Tapis Roulant en Marche… », titled 
“Derrière Les Mots.”  
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expression, revealing the ability of thought to proceed independently from external expression. 

At the limit, the phrase can be extracted from its context and stripped of its material qualities, at 

which point movement becomes the last expressive indication in the form of purely abstract 

affirmations and negations (III: 37).     

 Through the reduction of sense to a mechanical oscillation of positive and negative pairs, 

the energetic, dynamic expenditure of thought is made manifest: in the place of a linear, ordered 

succession of words, Michaux writes, each word appears to be isolated from the others, 

proceeding through discontinuity and ending only with the loss of energy, like an electrical 

discharge, « par chute, par annulation pure et simple » [by a fall, by abolition pure and simple] 

(Grandes épreuves, III: 323, 339; III: 64). The line that emerges from the neotenic thought—« la 

ligne en coq-à-l’âne »—presents a liberation from the straightjacket of style, confirming the 

arbitrariness of words: “absence of stylization, of accommodation” (Connaissance, III: 64). If the 

destructive speed of mescaline opens thought to a process of thought-in-formation (“la pensée 

néotonique”) that expresses the internal excess and dynamism of language, or its ‘gesturality,’ 

what is the parti pris of gesture with the immanent thought of Connaissance par les gouffres?  

 The mescaline drawings that are included in these volumes, which Michaux will later 

describe as tracings of the “epiphenomena of thought,” present an interesting point of departure 

for this question, since the original “sensible text,” he frequently reminds the reader, is half-

drawn and half-written. Michaux indirectly raises this question in Émergences-Résurgences 

when he admonishes the reader not to mistake the baroque arabesques and serial repetition in his 

mescalianian drawings as decorative or superfluous. On the contrary, he writes, they demonstrate 

the “incoercible” force of repetition and its capacity for surviving the test or ‘épreuve’ of 

thought. The drawings take the inversion of realism to a point of paroxysm, presenting him with 
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the task of rendering a representation without representation, « le lieu sans lieu, la matière sans 

matieralité, l’espace sans limitation » [the place without place, matter without materiality, space 

without limitation] (Émergences, III: 625). Severed from the ends of representation, the graphic 

lines of the tableau and speech become interchangeable. Just as language and thought become a 

tableau when detached from syntax,88 conversely, the movement of lines produces the vibratory 

sensation of speech when detached from their mimetic function (III: 619). Even without the aid 

of a hallucinogenic, however, Michaux will describe the impulse to paint as arising out of the 

need to « montrer du monde concret son peu de réalité » [show the concrete world how little 

reality it has] and to testify to a world that escapes conscious comprehension.  

 Indeed, of all the subjects that could constitute Michaux’s initiation into painting it is 

significant that his first gouaches are of faces. Signifying flesh more than form, the face opens on 

to the informe and, as such, it is the epitome of the insensate image.89 In this sense, the face 

defines the singularity of painting’s domain, its ability to touch directly, without mediation, that 

which exceeds the contours of narrative: 

Je trouble d’abord le papier. Puis, autre trouble, un je ne sais quoi dont je ne tiens pas à 
prendre conscience ni en mots, ni en pensées, ni en vagues souvenirs. […] Papier troublé, 
visages en sortent… (III: 579). 
 
[I trouble first the paper. Then, another trouble, a je ne sais quoi of which I have no 
consciousness neither in words, nor in thoughts, nor in vague souvenirs. […] Paper 
troubled, faces emerge…] 

 
The description of painting as a “troubling” of the page captures much about the process of 

painting, from the fluidity of the medium to the indeterminacy of the face, and the action of 

painting, which seems to emerge from an immemorial time beyond words—precisely where 

Michaux locates the “trouble” of thought in the “Postface” of Plume and Passages.  

                                                            
88 Paix dans les brisements, II: 677. 
89 See Pierre Fédida, “Voir la chair” in Le corps de l’informe, ed. Évelyne Grossman, 55-61. 
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 In the absence of the power of nomination, “voir” becomes an extension of “savoir.” In 

the same way that the “ignorance de base” [fundamental ignorance] proceeds in conjunction with 

thought, allowing it to extend towards thought's apprehension,90 writing pivots around the aporia 

of the tableau, whose absent voice makes its “incomprehensible question” all the more insistent:  

Les yeux incendiants du destin me regardent, sans faire signe, me regardent faire, me 
regardent étaler et montrer le désastre que je ne comprends pas. Un sphinx douloureux, 
son regard insoutenable me pose une question. Une incompréhensible question. (« En 
pensant au phénomène de la peinture », Passages 73). 
 
[The scalding eyes of destiny look at me, without making a signal, watch me paint, watch 
me spread out and show the disaster that I don’t understand. A painful sphinx, his 
unbearable look asks me a question. An incomprehensible question.] 

 
The path between writing and drawing is already indicated by the incomprehensible rumor of a 

question that drawing poses, which must be answered in some way. In an early text, "Magie", 

Michaux obliquely inscribes painting at the origin of writing when the protagonist reveals that 

his method of making his “mental creations” appear is by painting mental tableaus (Nuit, I: 

484).91 If we recall that gesture is the pré-geste that precedes the external, visible gesture, or the 

latent impulse, then gesture can also be thought of as the mental image of potential movement. 

As Michaux wrote in Les Rêves et la jambe: « Tout représentation mental (chose vue en 

imagination) s’accompagne de mouvements commencés » [Every mental representation (thing 

seen in the imagination) is accompanied by the beginning of movements.] (I: 22). Is it any 

surprise then that gesture and the imaginary daydream are so often linked?   

                                                            
90 Poteaux d’angle, III: 1061. Consequently, the action of thought is never complete. Needless to say, 
Michaux’s oeuvre can be seen as a riposte avant la lettre to those who would object that the desire to 
articulate the ‘unthought’ simply recasts the totalizing impulse of thought that it opposes.  
91 As Bellour notes, while the narrative never mentions writing explicitly, it is everywhere implied, first 
from the fact that the mental images are rendered in words, and also because the narrative cuts short with 
the words, “Je vais être aveugle” [I am going blind], which suggests that writing can only proceed 
through the internal view of the words that the mental tableaus provide. 
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 As is well known, the pictorial tableau is the foundation of Diderot’s aesthetic theory for 

a new bourgeois theater. In “On Pantomime” (De la poésie dramatique) he states that:  

One must write pantomime every time that it makes a tableau; […] that it occurs instead 
of a response, and almost always at the beginning of scenes… Pantomime is the tableau 
that existed in the imagination of the poet when he was writing; and he wanted the scene 
to show it in every instant it was performed.  

The theatrical scene would convey the gesture or pantomime at every moment of the scene in the 

same way that every element in the pictorial tableau is expressive of its composition, which is 

founded on the body’s proportions. The painter’s genius is to compose the elements in such a 

way that they convey everything at a glance (“Composition”, Encyclopédie). In “Diderot, Brecht, 

Eisenstein,” Barthes distinguishes the tableau’s composition from its dioptric frame or 

découpage (cutting-out) and argues that the composition of the tableau’s elements counters the 

ideology of its gaze by affirming the integrality of the human body (through which the figure 

becomes the fetishistic repository of meaning) (Barthes, Image-Music-Text 71). For Michaux, the 

content of the tableau always exceeds its frame; it is a vehicle of alterity, dreaming and 

displacement into the unknown.92  

 Painting’s enigma effaces the effect of composition and reverses its découpage. In fact, 

Michaux’s use of the word ‘découpage’ tellingly does not apply to the tableau at all, but rather to 

the kinesthetic, rhythmic cut that is made on a group of words, and the singular cadence and 

rhythm that emerges from its cut since, he notes, « Une personnalité est faite de cela aussi, de ce 

calibre, de sa façon de composer, c’est à dire de décomposer les mots. » [A personality is made 

of that too, of that caliber, of his way of composing, that is to say, of decomposing the words.] 

                                                            
92 In “Les Ravagés (leurs secrets en spectacle),” Preface: « Devant leurs tableaux d’abord je rêvais » 
(Connaissance, III: 1157) ; « Aventures en Lignes » on Klée: « Pour entrer dans ses tableaux et 
d’emblée…il suffit d’être élu, d’avoir gardé soi-même la conscience de vivre dans un monde 
d’enigmes… » (Passages). See also the « Postface » of En rêvant à partir des peintures énigmatiques 
(III: 713). 
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(Grandes épreuves, III: 344). Thus inverted, the theoria of the frame becomes an instrument or 

support for the construction of a rhythm:  

Fondements 
fondements qui parle en battements […] 
 
Cadre qui lutte, qui répudie, qui combat  
qui commence une partie 
qui monte en ligne  
          (« Distraitement Frappés, Rythmes », III: 1204) 
 
[Foundations 
foundations that speak in beatings […] 
 
Frame that battles, that repudiates, that combats 
that begins one part 
that rises in line] 

 
By grounding the action of these lines in the substantives of the foundations and the frame (the 

apotheosis of structure and order, no less), the ‘beating’ becomes a property of the foundation 

and the frame’s un-structuring is phrased as a repudiation of itself. The internal contradiction in 

the signification of the ‘foundations’ and the ‘frame’ that emerges as a result of their duplicitous 

meaning in turn creates an internal rhythm or ‘combat’ within the form and word. This virtual 

rhythm of sense is multiplied and fans out on the level of sense by the synaesthetic reading the 

poem elicits in its interweaving of the verbal, visual, gestural, and musical.93 Michaux thus 

replaces the autonomy of the gaze of the découpage and its total presentation with the accidental 

development of a rhythm that, like the sinuous line of drawing, "indefinitely repeated," becomes 

"une mélodie pour radoter entre nous, elle et moi, me libérant de ma vraie bredouillante parole, 

jamais dite encore" [a melody to ramble on between us, she and me, liberating me from my true 

muttering speech, not yet said] (Passages 81).   

                                                            
93 Just to give a sense of how much movement there is between the different senses in the span of five 
lines, if one were to diagram them the action of the verse would proceed from: / linguistic-musical / 
physical-linguistic-physical / / visual. 
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 In endowing language with the possibility of expanding beyond the limits of the written 

page through the creation of a virtual rhythm, Michaux's writing demands to be seen, felt and 

physically apprehended in order to be understood. This kind of ‘parapsychical’ understanding is 

synonymous with the subterranean act of thinking that occurs on a subconscious level, between  

« l’impression de savoir » [the impression of knowing] and of « d’avoir su » [having known] 

(« Première Impressions », Passages 24). In the endlessly partitioned identity that the twentieth 

century gave rise to, the essential movement is the movement that is felt with bandaged eyes. 

One advances through privation, stitching together the elements piece by piece through the 

gaping void: 

Un bandeau sur les yeux, un bandeau tout serré, cousu sur l’œil, tombant inexorable 
comme volet de fer s’abattant sur fenêtre. Mais c’est avec son bandeau qu’il voit. C’est 
avec tout son cousu qu’il découd et recoud, avec son manque qu’il possède, qu’il prend.  
(La Vie dans les plis, II: 144) 
 
[A bandage on his eyes, a bandage all tight, sewn on his eye, falling inexorably like an 
iron shutter flapping against the window. But it is with his bandage that he sees. It is with 
all his stitch that he unsews and resews, with his lack that he possesses, that he takes.] 

 
If the impossibility of rendering the informe foregrounds the composition inherent in vision that 

ordinarily goes unnoticed, by which the “impressions of the eye are for us signs, and not singular 

presences, anterior to all the arrangements…” (Valéry 103, 105), as we saw, the gestural line of 

drawing unhinges vision from its customary construction through the extenuation of the hand, 

making present the “presence” of the world, “l’immédiat, les immédiats…le nouveau venu…in 

statu nascendi” (Michaux, III: 601).  

 By virtue of this role, the work of gesture often appears to be destructive rather than 

constructive. However, in reality, its deconstruction is a mode of re-organization, a form of “re-

aggregation” rather than “dis-aggregation”, Michaux insists time and again with respect to the 

interpretation of his drawings and paintings (III: 636). As the impulse that drives the act, gesture 
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does not adhere to a specific conceptual objective. However, contrary to the supposition that 

gesture cannot contribute to the conceptualization of thought or that thought necessarily entails 

the directionality of an intention, Michaux suggests that gesture—as the perpetual form-in-

formation and thought-in-formation—not only participates in their realization, but coincides with 

the true act of thinking. 

 

 
From Room to Atelier: the Art of ‘Casting a Glance’ 

“A great artist can make art by simply casting a glance. A set of glances could be as solid as any thing or 
place, but the society continues to cheat the artist out of his ‘art of looking,’ by only valuing ‘art objects.’”   
 
   - Robert Smithson, “A Sedimentation of the Mind: Earth Projects” 
 

 Like the protagonist in “The Sea,” who incorporates the in-definition of the sea in 

response to the “disarming” of ships, therein transforming the failed voyage into a permanent, 

internal one, Michaux’s “persistent desire for evidence”94 defines the terms of the search as one 

in which advancing is an encounter further into « l’impensable, de plus en plus impensable, 

l’inconcevable, l’indéfiniment insaisissable » [the unthinkable, more and more unthinkable, the 

inconceivable, the indefinitely unseizable.] (Chemins cherchés, III: 1184).95 In both Michaux’s 

exploration of painting and the hallucinogenic experience, what is sought and gained is a 

leveling of reality and the ground on which its authority is wagered; the creation of a true rather 

than a sublimated “tabula rasa” (Grandes épreuves, III: 316). If the ‘unthought universe’ 

                                                            
94« Le Champ de ma conscience », Vents et poussières, II: 208.  
95« La barrière des signes retient, la barrière des dénominations, la barrière des injonctions. […] 
Cependant ceux qui cherchent, rencontrent, en avançant, l’impensable, de plus en plus l’impensable, 
l’inconcevable, l’indéfiniment insaisissable » (Chemins cherchés, chemins perdus, transgressions, III: 
1184). [The barrier of signs retains, the barrier of denominations, the barrier of injunctions. […] However 
those who search, find, in advancing, the unthinkable, more and more unthinkable, inconceivable, 
indefinitely unseizable.] 
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disarms him, it is only in performing a similar disarmament of the tools at his disposal—in 

making words and signs absolutely inefficacious through the ascesis of gesture and the a-

grammatical phrase of the drug writings—that they can once again become instruments of 

creation “in solidarity with the human” (“Interview with Robert Bréchon,” III: 1463).96  

 By the time he broaches Les Grandes épreuves, Michaux will begin to conceive of 

thought as an action that is continuous with gesture, portraying it as a 'manipulation', an 

‘operator’ and ‘worker’ that selects from within a multiplicity of other thoughts. In other words, 

thought does not supplant gesture; rather, it actualizes a type of silent communication wherein, 

like a gesture or performance, something is given and received, fulfilling the flight of 

imagination with which “Signs” ends:  

Quelle émotion ce sera quand l’époque étant arrivé au point désirable, ayant pris 
l’habitude de penser en signes, on échangera des secrets en quelques traits 
« nature », pareils à une poignée de brindilles. (II: 431; my emphasis). 
 
What emotion it would be when the epoch, having arrived at the desirable point, will 
have taken up the habit of thinking in signs, we would exchange secrets in certain 
“natural” traits, similar to a fistful of twigs.]  

 
Though ostensibly granting an enlarged domain of action for thought, the comparison of thought 

to a “fistful of twigs” brings communication back to the hand through the visual resemblance of 

the two, echoing another description of gesture in Arbres des Tropiques (1942): “Par son 

extrème densité, la forêt ne montre guère de paysage. Il faut voir l’arbre à part, son geste. Il est 

tout geste” (I: 725). [Through its extreme density, the forest never shows the landscape. One 

must see the tree apart, its gesture. It is all gesture.]  

                                                            
96 By extension, the renewal of language also implies a renewed relation to truth. If the philosopher’s role 
after Socrates is to “detach truth from necessity so as to gain a new perspective on truth” (Volbers 118), 
then perhaps this explains why Michaux is the sole author to figure in the list of philosophers in 
Deleuze’s Foucault. 
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 Just as the tree becomes readable as a gesture only at the moment it is separated from the 

landscape of the forest, inversely, it matters little whether the imaginary gestures lanced at the 

world attain their target, for what is aimed at in the movements of gesture is a disengagement and 

displacement from one’s situation which opens a view on to it and thereby creates the possibility 

of internal transformation: « Mouvement, comme désobéissance, comme remaniement » 

[Movement, as disobedience, as redrafting.] (Émergences, III: 592, 595). The tableau does not 

offer an explanation; it provides a view of the ‘inexplicable’: « Cette aliénation…la voilà, 

faite œuvre » (635). Certainly, it is no coincidence that Michaux devotes passages in his early 

work to the analysis of fatigue, the state in which the unified sociality and composed appearance 

of the ‘I’ begins to wear down, or that gestures almost always begin in a state of fatigue, 

exasperation and immobility.97 Fatigue is the first act of separation that removes the frame and 

coordinates of one’s orientation (Passages 14). 

 The reparative force of separation becomes an increasingly central motif in the last ten 

years of Michaux's work, where he explores the virtues of ascetic disengagement and 

immobility. It is no longer simply a question of abandoning the external constraints of reality, 

but of systematically harnessing the potential of abandon itself in view of further freeing oneself: 

“combat sans corps…combat abstrait” [combat without body…abstract combat] (Poteaux 

d'angle, III: 1041). In turning the force of abstraction upon himself, he transforms detachment 

into displacement and contemplation into a practice with which to maximize the reception of the 

world: 

                                                            
97 For instance, in “Fatigue I”, “Fatigue II” (Qui je fus, I: 89-90); “Portrait d’homme” (I: 531); 
“L’Insoumis” (Plume précédé de Lointain intérieur, I: 587), and the non-fictional accounts of gesture in 
“Le Sportif au Lit” (La nuit remue, I: 426); the Postface of “Mouvements” (Face aux verrous); Façons 
d’endormi, façons d’éveillé II, III: 519-537). Or in “Clown”: “couché…pour le geste intérieur” (I: 874). 
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L’abandon, pour moi, meilleur que les actes. Y demeurer. Attente. Rien de plus. Aptitude 
à recevoir, à recevoir de l’indeterminé. […] Ne plus s’occuper de buts et tout sera 
approprié, par profondeur, par apaisement. 
(« Relations avec les apparitions », Face à ce qui se dérobe, III: 887) 
 
[Abandon, for me, better than acts. To stay there. Waiting. Nothing more. Aptitude to 
receive, to receive the indeterminate…No longer to occupy oneself with ends and 
everything will be appropriated, by profundity, by appeasement.] 

 
The abandonment of action, though it may seem apathetic, is in fact a more radical way of 

liberating the field of action. In suppressing the obstruction or translation of his gaze, or, to the 

degree that the reverie stays “active,” every object of contemplation becomes an expatriating 

vehicle: « Alors on peut regarder n’importe quoi, ou ne regarder rien…À nouveau, tout est 

possible » [Then one can look at anything, or look at nothing…Now, everything is possible 

again.] (Façons, III: 537). The same Taoist dialectic of everything-nothing and “equalizing 

detachment” is present in the force of the polymorphous, property-less characters of Clown, 

Plume, and the Insubordinate.  

 In 1975, the same year as “Relations avec les apparitions” (Face à ce qui se dérobe), 

Michaux devoted a book to Chinese ideograms, Idéogrammes en Chine, closing the circle on his 

voyage to Asia and the influences that he found there that continued to resonate throughout his 

career. There he describes the Chinese calligrapher in nearly identical terms to the daydreamer: 

the calligrapher ‘empties’ his hand so as to provide the least resistance possible to becoming a 

conduit for the expression of the world and becomes a passive “support” (III: 837). However, 

this retreat is a gathering of forces, a way of setting the stage for the maximal expenditure of 

energy, like a tiger readying himself for the pounce:   

le calligraphe doit d’abord se recueillir, se charger d’énergie pour s’en délivrer, ensuite, 
s’en décharger. D’un coup**  (837) 
 
[the calligrapher should first collect himself, charge himself with energy so as to then 
deliver himself of it, unleash it. With one blow**] 
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While the creation of the ideogram is likened to the transference of a single blow, the time of its 

reading is lengthened inversely. With its decomposable and re-composable attachments, the 

ideogram is the semantic embodiment of this paradoxical retreat98: its grammatical detachment 

multiplies the possibilities of composition, liberating a poetic sense of incompletion and 

indeterminacy. Through its mobile attachments, the ideogram becomes a seismograph that turns 

the page into a living, sensible medium: « Caractères variés à n’en pas finir. / La page qui les 

contient : un vide lacéré / Lacéré de multiples vies indéfinies » [Varied characters to never finish. 

/ The page that contains them: a lacerated void / Lacerated with multiple indefinite lives] (819). 

                                                            
98Significantly, poetry is the main genre Michaux turns to explore for the first time what it would mean to 
produce in the French language the grammatical indeterminacy of the Chinese ideogram, the other 
language and writing. There is not enough room to cover in depth the different valences of immobility in 
these poems, several of which allude to Michaux’s drug experiences, but I will sketch briefly the common 
movements. The purification from the material world is a common theme of Moments (1973) and Jours 
de Silence (in Chemins cherchés, chemins perdus, transgressions [1981]) and is figured as a progressive 
voyage into the immaterial: from earth to water to air. The retreat away from the phenomenal world gives 
way to the “disappearance of disparities” and an expansion into space. In Postures (Déplacements, 
dégagements [1985]) immobile contemplation becomes a mode of regaining mastery over one’s body and 
reaching a state of equilibrium. Formally, the poems perform this immobile mobility not through verbs 
but the circulation of substantives. The continuity and progression of images and metaphors between the 
poems create a sequence, in which the object of one poem becomes the subject of another, much like a 
musical “fugue” or “partition” of voices, or like the dilation and expansion of self described in the poems.  
Poteaux d’angle (1981), a series of prose fragments, externalizes or multiplies the absent possibilities 
through the spatial configuration of the text, where the coherence of the themes only becomes apparent in 
the non-methodical, circular progression of the text through these themes. Although the prose passages 
have the unaffected simplicity and force of private observations, by surrounding them with large sections 
of blank space, Michaux emphasizes their status as pieces (“morceaux”) or the titular “guideposts” in a 
non-directional text whose meaning can be organized in multiple ways and pieced together according to 
his or her needs. The idea of reading as a physical manipulation of pieces takes on particular resonance in 
the context of the central preoccupations of the text, that of internal and external blockages. The blank 
spaces become the symbolic repository of silent thoughts and all that is ‘not said’ (likewise implied in the 
aphoristic structure of the thoughts), as well as spaces for the reader’s contemplation and reflection. 
Finally, while the poem that closes Poteaux d’angle suggests that the passages can be thought of as 
moments in time according to Bellour, their physical presentation also solicits the reader to think of the 
passages as points of thought or musical notes, both joined and unjoined by the blank spaces. 
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In maximizing the indeterminacy of its sense, the ideogram invites the reader to dream as before 

a tableau, which remained the aim of his writing and also, more and more, its practice99: 

J’envisage les textes ci-près, et d’autres semblables, comme propres à une certaine 
rêverie, invitant, ainsi que le font des poèmes une fois lus, à demeurer par la pensée dans 
leur atmosphère qui perdure ("Preface," Affrontements, III: 1111). 
 
[I envisage the texts here, and others like it, as belonging to a certain reverie, inviting, the 
way poems do once read, to remain in thought in their atmosphere that endures.]  

 
By passing beyond language in language, Michaux’s radical detachment short-circuits the 

scission of expression and creates in its wake the silent influx of communication he envisioned in 

his passages. 

 The lasting influence of Chinese ideograms on Michaux's writing can be felt in Par des 

Traits (1984), the last work he devoted to gesture, which retains the hybrid nature of the 

ideographic space by offering one work in two separate genres, a poem and a quasi-

anthropological narrative on the formation of languages featuring a running margin of ink 

drawings, “Des Langues et des Écritures Pourquoi l’Envie de S’en Détourner” [Of Languages 

and Writings Why the Desire to Turn from Them]. As if finally writing the study he had once 

envisioned, the quasi-anthropological essay traces the progression of language from the pre-

verbal languages to the first pictographic signs, here imagined as vehicles of surprise within the 

family, to the current territorial uses of alphabetic language. Whereas the 'trait' or stroke in the 

poem performs the act of negation, barring the horizon of signification (“Insignify by 

traits…Against predestination…Negation, subtraction, RETREAT BY TRAITS”), in contrast, the 

essay re-imagines “signs” as the components of a language to come. The essay ends by calling 

                                                            
99 According to accounts of Paulhan, the time between the observation of the image and their 'description' 
in writing increased dramatically in En rêvant à partir des peintures and Les Ravagés (Leurs Secrets en 
Spectacle), works written in response to Magritte’s paintings and the drawings of psychiatric patients, 
respectively.  
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for a return to a more “modest, intimate language” that would be among friends, one whose 

functionality would be completely absorbed in the exchange of affect (III: 1285): 

Une langue sans prétention, pour des hommes sachant qu’ils ne savent pas. Pas 
vraiment une langue, mais toute vivant, plutôt des émotions en signes qui ne seraient 
déchiffrables que par la détresse et l’humeur ; [ …] Signes qui permettraient d’être ouvert 
au monde autrement, créant* et développant une fonction différente en l’homme, le 
désaliénant. 
 
*Rien des dessins, animés ou non, en provenance de la vulgarité et y retournant. Il s’agirait de 
signes demandant réflexion et nécessitant déchiffrage, jusqu’à un certain point capables de 
rééquilibrer l’Homme dissymétrique.  
 
Dans ce livre je n’ai rien entrepris du pareil. Cette tâche conviendrait à des dessinateurs plus 
ouverts sur le Monde. Au lieu d’un seul inventeur, j’imagine plutôt un groupe de trois ou quatre 
se comprenant bien, rejoints ensuite par quelques personnalités complémentaires. 
 

[A language…for men who know that they know nothing. Not really a language, but 
completely living, rather emotions in signs that would only be decipherable by distress or 
humor…Signs that would permit one to be open to the world differently, creating* and 
developing a different function in man, disalienating him. 
 
*Nothing of drawings, animated or not, owing to vulgarity and turning away from it. It will have 
to do with signs demanding reflection and necessitating deciphering, capable up to a certain point 
of rebalancing dissymmetric Man.   
 
In this book I have not undertaken anything similar. This task would pertain to drawers more 
open to the World. Instead of one sole inventor, I imagine rather a group of three or four 
understanding each other well, rejoined then by some complementary personalities.] 
 

Despite their differences, we can think of the two parts of Par des traits as working together, for 

it is only in completely erasing the present that the functions of language can become 

“unfinished functions, nude, primitive” (1356).  

 Yet, after creating the possibility by which others can reclaim a language “far from the 

words of others” through his own example, what kind of praxis is Michaux suggesting with his 

wish for a more “modest, intimate” language that would be “among friends”? After searching for 

ways to harness the force of one’s inner and outer adversaries, how are we to interpret his 

allusion to the need to rebalance man and the co-creation of signs created by a group of three or 

four “complementary” personalities? As we know, Michaux refrained from direct political 
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engagement, preferring instead to incite indignation and audacity in his public.100 And yet, this 

small circle of communication and understanding conjures images of a group not unlike that 

reserved for a manifesto. In fact, the polemical stance of the poem that accompanies the essay 

and the silent manifestation of emotions among friends join the two meanings of manifesto, that 

of violent speech and revelatory manifestation.101 Perhaps the best summation of Michaux’s 

political stance can be found, however, in his fiction when he writes,  

Quant à moi, je contemple, gêné, le plancher aux misérables, ne sachant au vrai quelle est 
ma part là-dedans et même je ne sais si je tiens tellement à la savoir. (Épreuves, 
exorcismes, I: 816) 

 
[As for me, I contemplate, troubled, the land of the miserable, not knowing truly what is 
my role in all of it and even if I really want to know it.]  

 
The task of the artist is not to assume a pre-ordained role, but to be part of the environment, to be 

exposed and moved by it so as to transform his existence into an experience—one that, through 

the transformation of art and the passage of time becomes evidence of a 'permanent style,' a 

                                                            
100 In an interview with Robert Bréchon, Michaux states that he regards politics with equal suspicion as 
science and concludes that his allegiance is with people rather than the mythic aims of politics: « …je suis 
très sensible aux peuples, aux races, à leur constitution physique, à leur langue, et surtout à leur 
permanence…J’ai le sens de ma solidarité avec l’espèce humaine (le fait que nous soyons hommes et non 
gazelles) plus qu’avec un ensemble régulièrement gouverné et politiquement groupé. Je rêve pourtant 
d’action audacieuses sur les peuples, disons, pour le moment, d’utopies » (III: 1462). 

[…I am very sensitive to people, to races, to their physical constitution, to their language, and above all to 
their permanence…I have a sense of my solidarity with the human race (the fact that we are men and not 
gazelles) more than with an ensemble that is regularly governed and politically grouped. I dream 
nevertheless of audacious actions on people, let’s say, for the time being, utopias.] 

101 As a call to inspire immediate action that has nevertheless not yet materialized into action, the 
manifesto is close to Michaux’s notion of gesture as the concentrated impulse of the blow, rather than 
“the blow arrived at a destination” (III: 996). The multiplication and expansion that surges from the 
dynamic force of gesture could easily take on the tonality of a revolutionary impulse. Furthermore, in 
creating an oeuvre whose polymorphous voice cannot be easily deciphered, one that requires an 
experience of language (or ‘épreuve’), it could be argued that he creates a more vigilant reader and 
awakens the “infinite” human being that he often gestures towards. Gilles Deleuze, one of Michaux’s 
most assiduous readers, uses Michaux’s “line” as it is developed in his drug writings—the “line of a 
thousand aberrations”, and the baroque line of the fold to invoke sites of future “creativity, mutation, 
resistance” when they become a diagram (Foucault).  
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'manner of being'102—or as Foucault would say, an “aesthetics of existence.” Thus, the 

restorative power (“le bien”) is always within the purview of the subject and the greatest good, 

“the good the least known”, is that of “being impressionable, of being unevenly induced to 

feel” (Connaissance par les gouffres, III: 140).  

 As the impulse or desire that precedes the visible act or creation of forms, gesture is not 

tied to a particular intention or project, but it is undoubtedly oriented towards the future. Insofar 

as gesture enables a return to the sovereign, true self and re-invests the forms of communication 

with meaning, it maximizes the possibility of sensation, of feeling and being affected by others, 

and with it, the possibility of being open to the chance of the future.  Prior to political intent, 

then, is the assumption of a sensing, sensible body—a Nietzschean morality that for Barthes was 

only materialized in the circle of friendship:  

[L]es amis forment réseau entre eux et chacun doit s'y saisir comme extérieur/intérieur, 
soumis par chaque conversation à la question de l'hétéropie: où suis-je parmi les désirs? 
Où en suis-je du désir? La question m'est posée par le développement de mille péripéties 
d'amitié. Ainsi s'écrit au jour le jour un texte ardent, un texte magique, qui ne finira 
jamais, image brillante du Livre libéré. (Barthes, Roland Barthes 66) 
 
[[F]riends form a network between them and each of them must seize himself there as an 
exterior/interior, submitted by each conversation to the question of the heterotopia: 
where am I among the desires? Where am I in desire? The question is posed to me by the 
million events of friendship. Thus one day at a time an ardent and magic text gets written 
that will never finish, brilliant image of the liberated Book.]  

 
Barthes’ beautiful description of friendship as the scene of an exchange of desires forming a 

network of signification that is created day by day and continuously with the texture of existence, 

producing a “text…that will never finish” brings to the fore the heterotopia of desire and its 

incompatibility with the closure of representation. Indeed, Michaux’s co-created “traits” or signs 

and the standardized, common language could not be farther apart. Michaux’s signs invert the 

                                                            
102 See Façons d’endormi, façons d’éveillé, III: 510. 
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priority between form and content: whereas in the official, standardized language form has been 

emptied or divorced from its signifying content, or the traces of its active usage, converting 

language into an “empty envelope”, the signs that Michaux proposes represent the situation in 

which “language and life are in maximal interaction” (S. Martin 5).  The reversal of the function 

of ‘signs’ at the end of Par des traits –in which signs would extend rather than limit the horizon 

of man, “creating* and developing a different function” in him, suggests a more profound role 

for language than merely the functionality of communication. If man is not to become an 

instrument of this newfound functionality, nonetheless, what is the critical difference that these 

signs introduce?  

 In proposing a language that consists solely of “emotions in signs” Michaux could not be 

clearer: they create and secure a world of relations with others. Although references to ‘gesture’ 

in the poem are eclipsed by the production of “signs” necessitating affective deciphering in the 

essay, we can think of these “signs” in terms of the immanent sense of “gestural meaning” as 

Merleau-Ponty understands it, namely, as the action of thought that occurs in the context of 

others, that is produced both through the subject’s singularity and “according to others” 

(Merleau-Ponty 208- 212). It is in this sense that the continuation of language becomes 

coterminous with the continuation of human life (Michaux, Émergences, III: 546):  

Je voudrais un continuum. Un continuum comme un murmure, qui ne finit pas, semblable 
à la vie, qui est ce qui nous continue, plus important que toute qualité. Impossible de 
dessiner comme si ce continu n’existait pas.   
 
[I would like a continuum. A continuum like a murmur, that doesn’t end, similar to life, 
which is that which continues us, more important than any quality. Impossible to draw as 
if this continuum didn’t exist.]  

 
Indeed, for all his resistance to words, Michaux never jettisons the idea of a language; what he 

retains from it is the dialogic aspect that is activated in reading and interpretation.  
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 Michaux’s memorable assertion in « Mes occupations »103 avowing his preference for 

combat over the undoubtedly more civilized choice of interior monologue highlights the sense in 

which the gesture of combat is like interior monologue, and not only because combat is « la 

forme extravertie de l’acte de l’introversion par excellence » [the extroverted form of the act of 

introversion par excellence] (Lourbier 97). Just as in interior monologue “I” become an object of 

my own discourse or an other to myself, through gesture I enter into a relation with myself and 

others by assuming an active, combative relation to language and the particularities of my 

situation.104 Rather than signifying the alignment of form and content in expression, where the 

vehicle of communication is forgotten through the consummation of sense, the technē of gesture 

resists the stability of finalized expressions. If it is a language, it is a “Langage à rien 

dire…sauf…l’extrême envie d’expression” [Language not to say anything except…the extreme 

desire for expression] through the continual indetermination or opening of form: « Gestes plutôt 

que signes / departs »… « pour revenir au départ, au départ qui permettra un nouveau départ » 

[Gestures rather than signs / departures]…[to return to the departure, to the departure that would 

permit a new departure]. 105 ‘Against the grain of the writer’ (“au rebours de l’écrivain”), the act 

of gesture resides, then, not in the production of an external effect but rather in its actualization, 

understood in the sense of realization and investment.  

 The process of gesture in Michaux’s work, which is one of élan and retreat, mobility and 

immobility, composition and de-composition, suggests that gesture is the effectuation of an 

                                                            
103 « Je peux rarement voir quelqu’un sans le battre. D’autres préfèrent le monologue intérieur. Moi, non. 
J’aime mieux battre ». [I can rarely see someone without fighting him. Others prefer interior monologue. 
Not me. I prefer to fight.] (Mes propriétés, I: 471). 
104 This dynamic extends to Michaux’s painted gestures: in the unedited version of Émergences-
Résurgences, he credits the interaction between graphic signs (“les mouvements inter-signes”) on the 
page and the signs of a “situation” to the discovery of how to represent a ‘gesture’ instead of merely 
representing a ‘being’ or a ‘mode of being’ (III: 679). 
105 “Relations avec les apparitions,” Face à ce qui se dérobe, III: 884; Par des traits, III: 1249; Façons, 
III: 520-521. 
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internal movement or modification before it is an external movement.106 As he writes in Par des 

traits:  

S’ARCBOUTANT SUR DES TRAITS [...] 
 
Survie par les traits 
Pour se déprendre, pour se reprendre, pour se redéprendre 
pour lâcher, pour déréaliser par des traits 
 
POUR CHANGER 
pour à la longue finir par réellement changer l’être] (III: 1250-1) 
 
[BRACING ONESELF ON THESE TRAITS [...] 
 
Survival by traits  
To untake oneself, to retake oneself, to reuntake oneself 
to let go, to derealize by traits 
 
TO CHANGE 
to in the end arrive at truly changing being] 

 
By cutting the link between form and being, or what he calls “the umbilical cord of 

resemblance,”107 Michaux’s notion of gesture detaches gesture from the presence of the body, 

suggesting that it can be as immaterial as a pause between two tensional fields or a breath of air 

(“le souffle est le mouvement” he writes in Moments) and it is this non-figurative movement or 

passage that most fully creates “Un champ de forces” “fêtant un devenir, un inattendu 

« devenir »” [a field of forces; celebrating a becoming, an “unexpected” becoming] (III: 520, 

660-601)].  

                                                            
106 Hence the overt superimposition of mobility and immobility in Michaux’s late work. See “Postures, II” 
for example. There Michaux plays on the invariability of the mental image that opens the poem (of the 
protagonist lying down) only to undermine our expectations in the next line: [laid out still / laid out, but 
this time stretched / the most stretched possible]. As the poem progresses, the same image denotes the 
state of abstinence through which the self, in losing its determinations, expands to fill the entirety of space 
and accedes to pure force: « arc-bouté / en attente…soi, /… être élastique / en conjunction avec une inouïe 
force balistique » [braced / in wait…self, / …elastic being / in conjunction with an unprecedented ballistic 
force]. (Déplacements, dégagements, III: 1367). 
107 Idéogrammes en Chine, III: 825. 
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 The 'function' turned against its functionality in Par des traits, the indeterminacy of the 

'passage', the transformations of gesture—all expose the technical efficacy of Michaux's 

concepts. His fondness for invoking a technical, yet vague, term like “operation” in the most 

varied of circumstances—from the processes of mental alienation to his own writing in the 

afterword of La nuit remue to the 'manipulation'  of gesture and the "gestes-signes" in 

Mouvements—conveys much about his desire to articulate change without 'territorial' qualities, 

one that as a result would be equally distanced from the narrative resolution he associates with 

the theatrical spectacle. 108 That is, after all, what Michaux called for in "Signes," namely, a 

language of signs that would be on par with innovative sciences, flexible and polyvalent:  

Puisqu’il faut en ce temps d’ingénieurs une langue nouvelle, pourquoi pas une, qui serait 
entièrement construite pour être un outil (et non à la fois flûte et outil) composé de 
signes, aux ligatures polyvalentes permettant des superpositions précises et de vastes 
développements, sans être encombrée de sens anciens (II: 430). 
 
[Since in this time of engineers we need a new language, why not one that would be 
entirely constructed to be a tool (and not at once flute and tool) composed of signs, with 
polyvalent ligatures capable of precise superimpositions and vast developments, without 
being encumbered by its previous meanings.] 

 

'Saisir autrement' 

« Dans la main, plus de tendresse que dans le cœur et dans le cœur plus que dans la conduite ».109 
 

                                                            
108 Franz Hellens’ anecdote recounting Michaux’s fascination with technical manuals also suggests that 
they provided a point of departure away from the word: « Je me souviens qu’au temps de ses débuts, 
Henri Michaux venait me voir, des livres sous le bras : c’étaient des traités de psychologie, psychiatrie, 
voire même des ouvrages de pure technique industrielle. Tout ce qui n’était pas littérature semblait lui 
fournir des bases solides pour s’élancer dans un univers où littérature n’est plus un simple mot. » (Franz 
Hellens qtd in Bellour, LXXX-LXXI). [I remember that at the early stages of his career, Henri Michaux 
would come to see me with books under his arm: they were treatises of psychology, psychiatry, even 
works of pure industrial technique. Everything that was not literature seemed to furnish him with solid 
bases with which to lance himself into a universe where literature was not simply a word.] Other Cynical 
or ‘misanthropic’ writers also find inspiration in technical manuals: in a recent interview with the Paris 
Review Michel Houellebecq describes cooking recipes and food reviews as a source of inspiration. In 
being devoid of style, the manuals provide a blank slate and liberation from the burden of style. 
109 [In the hand, more tenderness than in the heart and in the heart more than in conduct] (Poteaux, III: 
1078). 
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 From the liberating movements of his “gesture-signs” to the sinuous continuation of the 

line to the injunction “saisir plus, saisir mieux, saisir autrement” [to seize more, seize better, 

seize differently], Michaux’s work proceeds forward through the desire to translate what cannot 

be translated. Given the imprecision of words, the multitude of being-human can only be seized 

through the “precise imprecision”110 of an oeuvre whose terms are in constant superposition, 

evolution and movement—an oeuvre that, as such, is necessarily fragmented. It is only through 

the fugue-like variations or repetitions of an author over the span of his or her career that we can 

gather the resonant echo of his or her person:  

Quoi qu’il arrive, dans la vie de quelqu’un, cela se passe avec un certain genre, genre 
d’impression et façon de prendre les choses. C’est ce genre, cette façon qui donnent un 
certain style permanent à chacun, du début à la fin de sa vie et où tout s’insère, se 
retrouve, se fait écho, et grâce à quoi tout à tout se rapporte (Façons, III: 519). 
 
[Whatever happens to someone in his life, it happens in a certain genre, a genre of 
impression and a way of taking things. It’s this genre, this mode that gives a certain 
permanent style to each person, from the beginning to the end of his life and where 
everything is enclosed, finds itself, echoes, and thanks to which everything relates.] 

 
I have argued that gesture is something like Michaux’s 'permanent style', a term whose constant 

evolution and malleability in the presence of other terms (sign, route, phrase, trait, line, 

daydream) indicates the extent to which his oeuvre swerves from such a monumentalizing desire 

(were it the critic's desire), multiplying the lacunae of knowledge even as it traverses them.  

 Gesture takes style in its restrictive, normative sense of "la distance inchangée (mais qui 

eût pu, eût dû changer)" [unchanged distance] (but which could have, should have changed) to 

its point of crisis (Poteaux d'angle). Gesture does not have to say anything, but the reverse is also 

true, for it is in only in violently uprooting his orientation and breaking the ‘circuit’ of 

communication that the author begins to fulfill the contract to communicate, as Michaux’s 
                                                            
110The term is Raymond Bellour's. He mentions it in the context of Paix dans les brisements and the 
problem of seizing the natural flux of thought, II: 1364.  
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contemporaries would have it: « Quand il a reçu la langue qu’il écrira, tout reste encore à faire, il 

lui faut refaire sa langue à l’intérieur de cette langue » [When [the writer] has received the 

language he will write in, everything still remains to be done, he must remake his language 

inside this language.] (Merleau-Ponty 155-156). The writer must “be a foreigner, but in one’s 

own tongue”, and it is only in creating this difference that he achieves “the true function of 

speech” (Deleuze; Merleau-Ponty). For Michaux as for Merleau-Ponty its function is « la parole 

de la vie » [the speech of life].  Appropriately, this phrase appears at the end of a dialogue in 

Affrontements between an Abbot and a lauded, influential writer, named ‘The Newly Arrived,’ a 

dialogue in which the writer is instructed to attain knowledge by searching for it in the name of 

an other, thereby displacing the center from which he speaks (hence his perennial status as ‘The 

Newly Arrived’).111  

 In Émergences-Résurgences Michaux writes that the problem of the artist and the  

« problème sous le problème de l’œuvre » [the problem beneath the problem of the oeuvre] is in 

remaining in a state of “perpetual rebirth” like the phoenix who is reborn “from the ashes and the 

void” (III: 575). As a perpetual combat with form and, by extension, the construct of the oeuvre, 

we can think of gesture as the void that suspends the closure of his style and the utopic aspiration 

that drives it forward: « Vide et Protée, envahi périphériquement par les formes artistiques, sans 

être jamais atteint » [Void and Protean, invaded peripherally by the artistic forms, without ever 

being attained] (« Un peuple et un homme (portraits) » (I: 546). 112 Indeed, even in the midst of 

                                                            
111 “THE NEWLY ARRIVED: What should I do? I who cannot even help myself, I who await the light. / 
ABBOT: In giving it, you will have it. In searching for it for another. The brother at your side, you must 
help him with what you don’t have.  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
    With what you think you don’t have, but which is, which will be there. […] / Go. Your brother awaits 
the speech of life.” 
112According to the architect, Greg Lynn, the superimposition or palimpsest of reprised terms would not 
create the kind of animate oeuvre that is implied in this statement. In Animate Form, Lynn argues that the 
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writing about the virtues of detachment and contemplation, Michaux eulogizes the multiplicity of 

the hand that makes man “diablement diverse” [devilishly varied]. In its endless capacity for 

renewal, gesture becomes a resource to which one can return indefinitely, which is what 

Michaux instructs his reader to do in Poteaux d’angle (III: 1078):  

…Trouve « ses » gestes, ceux dont elle a envie et qui seront gestes pour te refaçonner. 
Danse de la main. Observes-en les effets immédiats et lointains. Capital, surtout si tu ne 
fus jamais homme à gestes. C’est cela qui te manquait et non pas ce qui vainement tu 
cherchais au-dehors, en études et compilations. Indéfiniment reviens à la main.  
 
[…Find “its” gestures, those it desires and that would be gestures to refashion yourself. 
Dance of the hand. Observe their immediate and distant effects. Capital, above all if you 
were never a man of gestures. It’s that which you were lacking and not what you 
searched for in vain outside, in studies and compilations. Indefinitely return to the hand.] 

 
As the in-definite formation of a form, gesture becomes a means for the formation and re-

formation of the self. Like the circle of the child drawer in “Dessins d’enfants, essais d’enfants” 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
superimposition of simultaneous instants that is dominant throughout the twentieth-century, for example, 
in Cubism and futurism (in Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase, No. 2 (1912) or Umberto Boccioni, 
Dynamism of a Soccer Player (1913), is rather a form of optical movement, in which force and motion are 
added after-the-fact by the viewer (11). (By this standard, he adds, the motion-picture analogy of the 
cinematic model is also insufficient to describe animation). He distinguishes motion and animation in the 
following way: “While motion implies movement and action, animation implies the evolution of a form 
and its shaping forces; it suggests animalism, animism, growth, actuation, vitality and virtuality” (9). The 
animate design he proposes contains the co-presence of motion and force at the moment of formal 
conception. As a result, whereas actual movement (or motion) adheres to a mechanical model of action 
along discrete points, virtual movement “allows form to occupy a multiplicity of possible positions 
continuously with the same form” (10). The example Lynn provides of an object capable of performing 
virtual movement is the boat: “The particular form of a hull stores multiple vectors of motion and flow 
from the space in which it was designed. A sailboat hull, for example, is designed to perform under 
multiple points of sail…A boat hull does not change its shape when it changes its direction, obviously, 
but variable points of sail are incorporated into its surface. In this way, topology allows a multiplicity of 
vectors, and therefore, a multiplicity of times, in a single continuous surface” (10). 
       While I agree with Lynn regarding the shortcomings of optical movement and his compelling 
distinction between motion and animation, I have sought to argue that what we see in gesture is precisely 
the ‘evolution of a form,’ and it is thanks to this evolution in gesture that the palimpsest-like, fragmented 
structure of his oeuvre does ultimately contain the power of animation. Furthermore, although the 
proximity of the terms in Michaux’s oeuvre may seem surprising (for instance, that of the ‘parcours’, 
‘passage’, ‘phrasé’,‘phrase’ and ‘line’, which are at times interchangeable; the ‘trait’ and ‘trajet’), in 
actuality, the constant overlapping of terms form what we could think of as a shifting backdrop against 
which gesture occupies “a multiplicity of possible positions continuously,” but it is only through the 
multiplicity of adjacent terms that this becomes possible, thereby transforming the construction of the 
oeuvre into an oeuvre that is perennially in the process of becoming. Appropriately, Michaux’s final 
metaphor for his voice is the boat.  
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that facilitates the continuation of the act, or the daydreamer, who finds everything in the virtual 

world of his interior, it is the “entraînement” (training, practice) of the act that counts and that 

informs his path. 113  

 Through gesture, the plasticity of writing participates in the desire to articulate the 

dimensions of the « exorbitante démesure qui est la vraie mesure et capacité de l’homme, de 

l’homme insoupçonné » [exorbitant excess that is the true measure and capacity of man, of the 

unsuspected man] and the unformed potential of the child (Infini turbulent, II: 77). For, in 

turning away from the world and the concerns of others, « Ne se proportionnant pas au réel » 

[Not proportioning himself to the real], the dreamer’s reveries put him in contact with the 

proportions of his own reality only dimly sensed, « où ce qui semble vague cependant est 

indétournable » [where that which seems vague is nevertheless unavoidable] (Poteaux, III: 

1060). As he writes in Poteaux d’angle: « La difficulté de délier, plus grande que la difficulté de 

relier; plus longuement emmêlé d’émotion ». [The difficulty of untying, greater than the 

difficulty of retying; more lengthily tangled in emotion] (III: 1074). In offering a view of the 

‘inexplicable,’ the critical function of the tableau also harbors the “inextricable.”114  

 In “Alphabet” (1927), Michaux imagines that the force of this attachment and the force of 

other human beings, reduced to their essence, as an “alphabet,” would be enough to regain a 

foothold in life:  

     Tandis que j’étais dans le froid des approches de la mort, je regardai comme pour la 
dernière fois les êtres, profondément.       
     Au contact mortel de ce regard de glace, tout ce qui n’était pas essentiel disparut.     

                                                            
113 « Rêvasser à partir de rien, du rien en soi qui est presque tout, c’est à quoi il faut toujours revenir » 
(Façons, III: 521). [Daydream from nothing, from nothing in oneself that is almost everything, that is 
what one must always return to.] 
114 “Les Ravagés”, Chemins cherchés, chemins perdus, transgressions, III: 1169. A longer study would 
discuss the way that Michaux uses pre-fixes of negation, particularly in this text, to locate a space and 
reality that is illocalizable. 
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     Cependant je les fouillais, voulant retenir d’eux quelque chose qui même la Mort ne 
pût desserrer.  
     Ils s’amenuisèrent, et se trouvèrent enfin réduits à une sorte d’alphabet, mais à un 
alphabet qui eût pu servir dans l’autre monde, dans n’importe quel monde. 
      Par là, je me soulageai de la peur qu’on ne m’arrachât tout entier l’univers où j’avais 
vécu.  
      Raffermi par cette prise, je le contemplai invaincu, quand le sang avec la satisfaction, 
revenant dans mes artérioles et mes veines, lentement je regrimpai le versant ouvert de la 
vie.  
 
     [While I was in the cold of the approach of death, I looked as if for the last time at 
human beings, profoundly. 
     At the mortal contact of this look of ice, everything that was not essential disappeared. 
     Nevertheless I searched them, wanting to retain from them something that even Death 
couldn’t loosen. 
     They became diminished, and finally found themselves reduced to a sort of alphabet, 
but to an alphabet that could have served in the other world, in any world.           
     With that, I relieved myself of the fear of being torn away completely from the 
universe where I had lived. 
     Strengthened by this hold, I contemplated it undefeated, when the blood with 
satisfaction, returning to my arteries and my veins, slowly I climbed back into the open 
side of life.] 

 
Whether intercepted by another in his hallucinogenic writings or encountering himself through 

the mirror of the other in the tableau,115 the modification of gesture provides Michaux with the 

means to approach the limits of the self and its « trop gênant intérieur, pelote inextricable de 

l’intime qui n’a pas de forme » [too troublesome interior, inextricable ball of the intimate that 

has no form] (III: 1068). If the modification of gesture is, therefore, a kind of mirror that creates 

a dialogic space, it is nonetheless a refracted mirror of “lignes brisées” [broken lines] that 

functions through a series of deviations, superimpositions, and reprisals. Through the multiple 

diversions of his self-address, Michaux’s writing becomes a mediated form of address to others, 

                                                            
115 As Bellour, paraphrasing Starobinski on Les Ravagés writes: « c’est la coenesthésie qui, encore plus 
avant, permet, rassemblant la vie totale du corps, cet échange entre l’intérieur et l’extérieur, formant « un 
tissu matériel et sensible peuplé d’incessants accidents, un théâtre où le moi peut venir à la rencontre de 
lui-même sous la forme de l’autre » [It is the kinesthesia that, even more so, in assembling the total life of 
the body, enables this exchange between the interior and the exterior, forming “a material and sensible 
tissue peopled with incessant accidents, a theater where the I can come to the encounter with itself 
through the form of the other] (II: 1759). 
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by virtue of which the text creates its own continuation and “inner fermentation” in the reader.116 

In so doing, it becomes “the liberated Book,” or, as Michaux writes of his experience in L’Infini 

turbulent: « Infini comme un fait physique, comme la mer pour laquelle trouver il suffit de 

quitter la terre ». [Infinite like a physical fact, like the sea for which, to find it, it suffices to leave 

the earth.] (III: 932). 

 If Michaux re-imagines the function of signs so completely beyond the 'parallelism' of 

forms that the alphabet no longer constitutes a reduction of beings but their affective vitality, 

César Vallejo's poetry engages this question from the opposite direction. In his poems, the 

experience of irreducible material need renders life into "a special code for [the analphabets] to 

decode" (Paoli 69). Examining Vallejo's work will allow us to explore at what point body takes 

on dimensions of meaning and to investigate the productive limits of its encounter with a poetics 

of sensation. For, as both Michaux and Vallejo intuit in their writing, the writing of gesture not 

only confirms that 'there are as many languages as there are forms of life'; it also maximizes the 

relation between forms and life, disalienating language through the insubordination of its signs.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
116 “Faut-il vraiment une déclaration?” (II: 1029) 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
 

The Affect of Minimal Existence: Vallejo's Poemas Humanos117 
 

 
             "Yace la cuerda así al pie del violín, 
              cuando hablaron del aire, a voces, cuando 
              hablaron muy despacio del relámpago." 118 
 
               — César Vallejo  
 
              "What good is poetry if we cannot articulate 
              ourselves with at least the elementary  
              elegance of an ordinary clavicle."  
 
         — Vanessa Place 
                    
       
 

 “¿Dónde está el comedor-artista, el dormidor-artista, el sufridor-artista, el gozador-

artista…?” [Where is the eater-artist, the sleeper-artist, the sufferer-artist, the pleasure-artist?] 

Vallejo provocatively asks in one of his articles for the Peruvian newspaper, Variedades.119 If the 

negative critical reception of his avant-garde collection, Trilce, taught him that the ‘most sacred’ 

imperative of the artist was to be free and to exercise his art freely, as he wrote to Antenor 

Orrego,120 by the time of the writing of the poems that would be posthumously published as 

                                                            
117 Excerpts of this chapter have been previously published in the essay "Vallejo's Poetics of Vitality" in 
Politics, Poetics, Affect: Re-visioning César Vallejo, ed. Stephen Hart. Published with the permission of 
Cambridge Scholars Publishing.  
118 "The chord is born like that at the foot of the violin, / when they spoke of the air, calling out, when / 
they spoke very slowly of lightning."  [Mocked, acclimated to the good, morbid...] 
119 "El más grande músico de Francia" [The Greatest Musician in France], in Variedades, N. 960. Lima, 
(24 July 1926), repr. in Artículos y Crónicas Completos, ed. by Febres S. Lerner and Jorge Puccinelli, 2 
vols (Perú: Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, 2002), II, p. 261.  
120 In a now famous letter to Antenor Orrego, Vallejo wrote: “Hoy, y más que nunca quizás, siento 
gravitar sobre mí, una hasta ahora desconocida obligación sacratísima, de hombre y de artista: ¡la de ser 
libre! Si no he de ser hoy libre, no lo seré jamás. [...] Me doy en la forma más libre que puedo y ésta es mi 
mayor cosecha artística” [Today, and more than ever perhaps, I feel in me a sacred obligation that, until 
now, was unrecognized, as a man and as an artist: to be free! If I cannot be free today, I will never be. [...] 
I give myself in the most free way that I can and that is my greatest artistic accomplishment.] See Juan 
Asturrizaga Espejo, César Vallejo: itinerario del hombre, 1892-1923, (Lima: Librería Editorial J. Mejía 
Baca, 1965), p. 198. 
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Poemas humanos (c. 1925-1937), Vallejo sought to create art as artless as sleeping, eating, and 

taking pleasure, as natural as life itself—an art, in short, that would embody and express freedom 

through the naturalness of its expression.  The desire to make the work of art commensurate with 

life is surpassed perhaps only by his insatiable desire for life, one that animates the closing poem 

of Trilce, where he confesses to fearing that he’ll be left with ‘one flank dry’:  

No se vaya a secar esta lluvia.   
A menos que me fuese dado      
caer ahora para ella, o que me enterasen   
mojado en el agua        
que surtiera de todos los fuegos.     

 
¿Hasta dónde me alcanzará esta lluvia?         
Temo me quede con algún flanco seco;        
temo que ella se vaya, sin haberme probado        
en las sequías de increíbles cuerdas vocales. 121       
 
[May this rain never dry. 
Unless it was given to me 
to fall now for it, or unless they bury me 
drenched in the water 
that would surge from all fires. 
 
Until where will it reach me, this rain? 
I fear I'll be left with one flank dry; 
I fear it will leave, without having tested me 
in the droughts of incredible vocal chords.] 

 
That the poet’s verse should assume the form of a challenge to himself and his readers to test—

and taste—him (the verb 'probar' having both meanings in Spanish) hints at the scope of 

Vallejo's ambitions and at poetry’s function as "a record of resistance to difficult realities."122 As 

he writes in ‘Quiere y no quiere su color mi pecho’ [My chest wants and does not want its color], 

                                                            
121 Poem LXXVII in Trilce, ed. by Julio Ortega, 2nd edn, (Madrid: Ediciones Cátedra, 1991, 2003), p. 
356. Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own. 
122 España, aparta de mí este cáliz, poem I, in Poemas humanos, España aparta de mí este cáliz, ed. by 
Francisco Martínez García, (Madrid: Editorial Castalia, 1987), p. 227. The latter quote originates in an 
unpublished lecture by contemporary American poet, Carl Phillips (Port Townsend Writers Conference). 
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writing begins where a 'competent alphabet' ceases to exist, when the writer inhabits and follows 

the 'rough paths' of sensation with his pen (176). 

 If Trilce poses the ontological and existential difficulty of being born and existing as a 

problem of writing—a dilemma that reaches its apex in the theatrical vignette of Trilce XLIX’s 

vacant suits proceeding without bodies, Poemas humanos contends with life in its 'rol de frio 

muerto' [role of the cold dead], the role that divests it of all others. In these poems Vallejo puts 

logic to subversive use to explore, with the "forense diéresis" [forensic dieresis] of the hand, 

what exceeds explanation: "¡Haber nacido para vivir de nuestra muerte!"..."El placer de sufrir… 

¿Quién? ¿a quién?" [Having been born for dying!...The pleasure of suffering...Who? For whom?] 

(Vallejo 119, 159, 123). The world and the lyric subject that inhabits Poemas humanos is thus 

both extreme and at the extremity—at the limit of sensation and on the edge of its borders, 

explicitly and implicitly taking their measure, and on the verge of exceeding them. As Mónica 

Saldías writes, “Vallejo cannot conceive of the world beginning from anything but the world 

itself—and for Vallejo the world is above all a body” (Saldías in Castro ed. 121).  

 The perception of Vallejo as a writer of lyrical extremes and the divisions that have 

largely structured the reception of his work—which is commonly divided between the early 

experiments of Los heraldes negros [The Black Heralds] and the avant-garde poetics of Trilce, 

on the one hand, and the more overtly social and political works of Poemas humanos and 

España, aparta de mí este cáliz [Spain, take this cup from me]—exemplifies a larger tendency 

among critics to view the lyric as divorced from social and historical realities. 123 But, while the 

                                                            
123 Attempts to define the lyric similarly begin by establishing its difference or opposition to other forms 
of discourse. As René Wellek concludes at the end of a lecture on just this subject, Festschrift für Richard 
Alewyn, “One must abandon attempts to define the general nature of the lyric or the lyrical” (1967). This 
tendency has shifted recently, however, under the aegis of New Lyric Studies. For an overview of this 
shift, see the dossier in PMLA (vol. 123, no. 1), 2008; and Walt Hunter’s “The Lyric and its Discontents” 
in minnesota review (no 79, 2012: 78-90). 
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poems in Poemas humanos are intensely focused on the experience of the lyric subject, whose 

needs and demands and state of his being become the very subject matter of the work as he 

encounters his own mortality,  they also bustle with the situational contingencies of everyday 

life. Moreover, what the poems of Poemas humanos share in common is a preoccupation with 

what today we would refer to as the inhuman, animal existence of bare life. Foucault employs an 

appropriately chiasmic formulation to introduce the biopolitical inversion of politics and life that 

paves the way for bare life: if for Aristotle man is a "political animal", or an animal who can 

have an existence separate from the political, in the twentieth century, by contrast, he is "an 

animal in politics whose life as a living being is in question" (Foucault, Histoire 188).  

 Vallejo would write more simply that, "from the point of view of materialism", death is 

"a disgrace seen from this world: like being poor, falling, being ridiculous, etc." (Contra el 

secreto 73). Yet, despite his claim that it is "el analfabeto a quien escribo" [the illiterate for 

whom I write], Vallejo was unswayed by the revolutionary promise of avant-garde aesthetics 

(Paoli 111). We should ask, then, not what was lost but, more specifically, what was gained in 

refusing this identification. While gesture's liminal relation to language has traditionally aligned 

it with the exceptionalism of the lyric form,124  this chapter proposes that gesture occupies the 

space of this refusal, mediating between aesthetics and politics, literary and historical concerns. 

Specifically, we will examine how Vallejo converts the material conditions of a minimal 

existence into a visceral, vital poetics.  

 

 

 

                                                            
124 For instance, Richard Blackmur writes that "gesture is of 'structural importance' in poetry because 
poetry deals with language in a way that goes beyond “mere verbal meaning” (Blackmur 13). 
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A Poetics of Movement 

The curve of this movement traces the cosmic falling and mortification that is so 

prevalent in these poems, even in their titles: 'De disturbio en disturbio', 'Traspié entre dos 

estrellas', 'Escarnecido, aclimatado al bien', 'Al fin, un monte', 'La Punta del Hombre' [From 

disturbance to disturbance; Stumble between two stars; Mocked, acclimated to the good; In the 

end, a mountain; The Tip of a Man].125 More specifically, both turning and falling accentuate the 

material force of the body. The act of falling demonstrates the gravity and weight of the body, 

maximizing the sense of its corporeality: 'Monumental adarme, ferétro numeral, los de mi deuda 

/ los de mi deuda, cuando caigo altamente, / ruidosamente, amoratadamente' [Monumental 

driblet, numeral coffin, those of my debt / those of my debt, when I fall from on high, / noisily, 

bruised] ('Escarnecido, Aclimatado...' [Mocked, Acclimated], 183). By emphasizing the torsion 

between the body and its flesh, turning materializes the "consternation in the form," to invoke 

Beckett's phrase.126 

  Around the time that Vallejo was writing these poems,127 the phenomenologist and 

neurologist Erwin Straus was developing a phenomenology of sensation positing that the unity of 

                                                            
125 Other critics, such as Roberto Paoli, have also noted the materialism implicit in these titles. 
126 To invoke Samuel Beckett's phrase: Beckett refers to the “consternation behind the form” to describe 
his work in the context of distinguishing it from Kafka’s, whose consternation is “in the form.” He writes: 
“The Kafka hero has a coherence of purpose. He’s lost but he’s not spiritually precarious, he’s not falling 
to bits. My people seem to be falling to bits. Another difference. You notice how Kafka’s form is classic, 
it goes on like a steamroller—almost serene. It seems to be threatened the whole time—but the 
consternation is in the form. In my work there is consternation behind the form, not in the form.” (The 
New York Times, 6 May 1956, 2:2). 
127 The date of production of Poemas humanos has been a contentious subject since Vallejo's widow, 
Georgette Vallejo first released the manuscripts and suggested that they were written in a frenzy in the 
last weeks of Vallejo's life. The penciled date on the typed versions of these poems indicates when they 
were last revised by Vallejo, dating them to the last few months of his life. Some scholars contend that 
they were written from 1925-1939. Stephen Hart notes that Vallejo approached an editor with the desire 
to publish a collection of poems in 1935-36, at which point he had only written 34 poems. Michelle 
Clayton similarly believes that they were mostly written in the last years of his life. However, given the 
lengthy hiatus in published poems between Trilce and España,apárta de mí este cáliz [Spain, take this 
cup from me] and the recycling of lines from his journal articles dating to the mid-to late twenties, in the 
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sensation and movement is based on the orientation of humans and animals in space. According 

to Straus, because of their situatedness in an environment, human and animal motion is always 

'directed towards its environment.' Consequently, sensation occurs in the context of the potential 

for movement: “The alluring and frightening is alluring and frightening only for a being which 

can direct itself, which can approach or retreat, for a being, in short, who can move” (Straus 234). 

The simplicity of Straus’ formulation belies the magnitude of its consequences for the 

conception of the body in space, its interiority and exteriority: as a being in tension with his or 

her surroundings, the moving subject maintains a fraught, affective relation with the 

environment.  

While this restless 'consternation of form' crystallizes Straus' intuition about the centrality 

of movement for human life, on the one hand, as a diagrammatic tracing, on the other hand, such 

movements imply a view from a distance, at the end of life: “El aire adquiere tensión de recuerdo 

/ y de anhelo” [The air acquires tension from memory / and from desire]. Life assumes the form 

of an arc or a curve when it has rounded its 'cabo carnal' [carnal cape]: 'Perro parado al borde de 

una piedra / es el vuelo en su curva;' [Dog stopped at the border of a rock / is the flight in its 

curve] ("De distrubio en disturbio," 137) [From disturbance to disturbance]. Indeed, the act of 

turning is, of course, most immediately associated with death, if we think of parting as a 

separation and turning away from the self, as in ‘Paris, Octubre 1936’ (160): 

De todo esto yo soy el único que parte.       
[…]               
y, rodeada de gente, sola, suelta,           
mi semejanza humana dase vuelta   
 
[From all this I am the only one who departs. [...] 
and, surrounded by people, alone, untied,          
my human likeness turns itself around] 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
absence of an exact dating, I err on the side of caution, believing that the poems could have been started 
as early as 1927.     
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Or in “Despedida Recordando un Adiós” [Farewell Remembering a Goodbye] (161): 
 

Al cabo, al fin, por último,            
torno, volví, y acábome  
                    
[After all, in the end, lastly,  
I turn, returned, and finish myself] 

 
Turning over the end, Vallejo delays it long enough to mark the passing moment with the 

singularity of a farewell (‘Palmas y Guitarras’). In order to do so, however, the 'plenitud 

inextensa'128 [unextended plenitude] of life must be made visible, as we see in the opening lines 

of 'Pero antes que se acabe...' [But before all this...] (96): 

Pero antes que se acabe      
toda esta dicha, piérdela atajándola,    
tómale la medida, por si rebasa tu ademán; rebásala,              
ve si cabe tendida en tu extensión.      
                    
[But before all this  
happiness ends, lose it catching it,  
take its measure, in case it exceeds your gesture; exceed it, 
see if it fits laid out in your extension.] 

 
Here, the line doubles over in view of what exceeds it—namely, 'la dicha,' or the 'good fortune' 

of being alive, which is both significant ('toda esta dicha') and not enough ('antes que se acabe'). 

Vallejo captures the impossibility of conveying 'the profound fact' of life and its finite duration in 

the dueling, turning movement of the verse itself; each measure exceeds and overturns  the 

measure that follows as if to embody the time that is slipping from his grasp: “piérdela 

atajándola / tómale la medida, por si rebasa tu ademán; rebásala...” [lose it catching it / take its 

measure, in case it exceeds your gesture; exceed it...] (my emphases). But the acrobatics the 

speaker must go through to make his good fortune last ultimately measures just how little of it he 

possesses.  

                                                            
128 'Dos niños anhelantes' [Two Yearning Children], pp. 103-104. 
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 The precarious, finite nature of human life and the transitive movement of writing are 

deliberately brought into comparison as the speaker goes on to soberly contemplate what the 

human and animal share in common: 

Silbando a tu muerte,  
sombrero a la pedrada, 
blanco, ladeas a ganar tu batalla de escaleras [...] 
 
(¿Me percibes, animal? 
¿me dejo comparar como tamaño? 
No respondes y callado me miras  
a través de la edad de tu palabra). 
 
Ladeando así tu dicha, volverá 
a clamarla tu lengua, a despedirla, 
dicha tan desgraciada de durar. 
 
[Whistling towards your death, 
hat to the wind, 
white, you tilt to win your battle of the stairs [...] 
 
(Do you perceive me, animal? 
do I let myself be compared for size? 
You don’t respond and look at me quietly 
across the age of your word.) 
 
Tilting your happiness like that, your tongue 
will again clamor for it, will bid it farewell, 
fortune so unfortunate for lasting.] 

 
Before language is signifying and expressive, then, it connotes a passage: a particular mode of 

taking up words and turning them over in a phrase, a way of receiving and dispatching the things 

that it names. Through the repeated movement of its passage, the word, too, acquires its own 

substance or ‘age.' Returning the speaker's mortality back to him all the more insistently, it 

registers the violence of his loss and the fortune that, captured in words, will outlast him.  

The repetition in Poemas humanos continually draws us back to this vector of a being-in-

the-trajectory, and takes us with it in its movement: 
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Así es la vida, tal  
como es la vida, allá, detrás 
del infinito; así, espontáneamente 
delante de la sien legislativa. (‘Escarnecido, Aclimatado al Bien,’ 184) 
 
En tanto, convulsiva, ásperamente 
convalece mi freno,  
sufriendo como sufro del lenguaje directo del león;  
    (‘Epístola a los transeúntes’) 

 
[That’s life, such 
as it is life, over there, behind 
the infinite; like that, spontaneously 
before the legislative front. (‘Mocked, acclimated to the good...’) 
 

  Meanwhile, convulsive, harshly 
 my brake convalesces, 
 suffering as I suffer from the direct language of the lion;]  
     ('Epistle to the passersby') 
         
In itself, the adverbial clause (‘as I suffer’) does not add information to the gerund (‘suffering’). 

However, by not adding propositional content to the line, Vallejo foregrounds its quality as a 

passage through suffering, thereby transforming the line into the immediate, 'direct language' it 

refers to. In the movement "to and from gesture that the words make" (Blackmur), the repetition 

of "That's life, such / as it is life" and "suffering as I suffer" simulates the flexions of the body, 

bringing to the fore the purely expressive side of representation that, for Vallejo, was epitomized 

in gesture and, above all, dance.129 By concretizing the movement of life and the passage of time 

                                                            
129 He writes about the absence of motif in dance in “La Danza sin música” [The Dance without Music]: 
“Una evolución sobrevendrá a la danza: su independencia de la música, de instrumento de fondo o 
batería, de un violín o de una castañuela. La danza será silenciosa, liberada de todo elemento extraña y de 
todo ritmo extraño advenedizo. La danza palpitará en silencio, inspirada y guiada por una sola música: la 
de la sangre del danzante."  
[An evolution will occur in dance: its independence from the music, from the background instrument or 
drum, violin or castanet. The dance will be silent, liberated from every foreign element and from every 
extraneous rhythm. The dance will palpitate in silence, inspired and guided only by a single music: the 
blood of the dancer.] 
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in this manner, he invites us to consider the line not as an emblematic phrase, but rather, in its 

pure physicality.  

 A comparison of the use of repetition in Trilce further illuminates the repetition at work 

in Poemas Humanos. In Trilce repetition participates in what Julio Ortega calls a "poetics of 

erasure" and carries out a procedure of ‘desdoblamiento,’ or the splitting of the word, which 

points to the lost unity of language and places it at the center of human existence: "Me 

desvinculo del mar / cuando vienen las aguas a mí" [I separate myself from the sea / when the 

waters come to me] (Trilce XLV, 215). In other words, the force of sensation overwhelms the 

capacity to name it, unhinging the word (la mar) from the object it designates (las aguas). 

Whereas in Trilce this split creates the basis from which to re-establish the conditions of 

meaning in language, in Poemas humanos repetition is a form of doubling over and a doubling 

back: not a desdoblamiento (splitting), but a doblamiento through which the line conveys, in its 

turning, the anguish of existing 'a paso redoblado de esqueleto' [at the quickened step of a 

skeleton] (158). 

 Through this movement of flux and reflux, the line becomes a vehicle of sensation that 

takes us further into the experience of the speaker's 'intimo derrumbe' [intimate collapse]—an 

experience that becomes palpably real in 'Por último, sin ese buen aroma sucesivo...' [Finally, 

without that good successive aroma]. The aural force circulating through the poem's internal 

assonance ruptures the semantic field of the poem and the borders or 'threshold' of each word 

(already made porous through their vowel sounds) such that language itself becomes a landscape 

of sensation that trembles and falls on the reader with vivid material presence: 

Albino, áspero, abierto, con temblorosa hectárea,        
mi deleite cae viernes,                     
mas mi triste tristumbre se compone de cólera y tristeza     
y, a su borde arenoso e indoloro,     
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la sensación me arruga, me arrincona.    
 
[Albino, harsh, open, with trembling hectare,      
my pleasure falls Friday,  
plus my sad sadthreshold composes itself of anger and sadness     
and, at its sandy and painless border,      
sensation wrinkles me, corners me.] 

 
While the human body's articulations cannot be (re)composed with the same economy as 

language, through the syntagms of language, the body becomes the "field of action that the story 

uses" (Gil 143). However, looking more closely, it becomes evident that individual words as well 

are organized in a series of increasingly harsher and heavier sounds ('Albino, áspero, abierto'; 

'triste tristumbre... tristeza') that mimic the feeling of anger and sadness as if language, too, had 

its proper dimension of emotion.130 In this sense, one could say that the line not only passes 

through sensation; it is fully constituted  by it. Indeed, the choice of the verb "componer" (to 

compose, to make up, to be composed) in the poem above, which he exploits to great effect 

elsewhere as well,131 embodies this shift away from the expressive intentionality of the line. 

Referring at once to emotional composure (componerse) and artistic composition, it captures the 

co-imbricated movement of composition/composure and de-composition/discomposure. 

Not form, then, but "vuelo formal de los milígramos" [formal flight of the milligrams]. 

Not the iconic, vatic voice, but "la toz hablada," "el clima en nombre del cielo, del bronquio y de 

la quebrada" [the spoken cough, climate in the name of the sky, the bronchial and the gully].132 

The poem is the arc in its curve; its sense is in "el sentido llorante de esta voz" [the crying sense 

                                                            
130 This synaesthetic or onomatopoeic grouping of sounds recurs in Poemas humanos, for instance in  'Un 
pilar soportando consuelos...'  For a treatment of the significance of pain in Vallejo's work, see William 
Rowe, 'César Vallejo: el dolor como forma de expresión,' in Vallejo: su tiempo y su obra, 2 vols (Lima: 
Universidad de Lima, 1994), II,  pp. 387-395, and 'El dolor como signo cultural,' in Rowe and Gustavo 
Gutiérrez, Vallejo: el acto y la palabra (Lima: Fondo Editorial del Congreso del Perú, 2010), pp. 61-91. 
131 For instance, in Trilce LXXIV. 
132 ‘Despedida recordando un adios' (p. 161), ‘Intensidad y altura’ (p. 138), and ‘Por último, sin ese buen 
aroma sucesivo...’ (p. 133), respectively.  
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of this voice] (108). If Vallejo locates affect—that which escapes the designation of language—

by circumscribing himself, conversely, he also deploys this dialectic in the opposite direction, 

frequently invoking that which exceeds circumscription—the cry, and its corollary, "immensity": 

"asumo con éxito mi inmensidad llorada" [I assume with success my cried immensity], "ésta es 

mi inmensidad en bruto, a cántaros" [this is my brute immensity, pouring], "oración, prosa 

fluvial de llanas lágrimas" [oration, fluvial prose of frank tears].133 Through the formlessness of 

the cry, Vallejo effects a semantic contamination between the written and the spoken word, the 

genital organs and the organ of the voice, and in so doing, engenders a tacit overlap between the 

limits of the poem, the form of the body, and its vitality. 134  The limit that this dialectical 

movement puts in play is the means through which sense is not only sensed, but produced. 

Through this encounter with the limits of the body—here, taking up the space of the poem—

Vallejo animates its contours, instilling it with affective vitality.  

From a linguistic perspective,  the integrality of the body as a unit prevents it from 

functioning like a language, which posseses a semiotic economy through which it forms an 

infinite number of meaningful combinations from a finite number of elements.135 Yet, it is 

precisely such a denotative conception of language as designation that is surpassed here. In the 

context of these articulations, one recalls Deleuze's writing on Klossowski: "Le corps est langage 

                                                            
133 ‘Despedida recordando un adios’ (p. 161), 'Epístola a los transeúntes' (p. 83), 'Al fin, un monte...' (p. 
175). 
134 For an alternative reading of the relationship between the anatomic and the erogenous body, and the 
translation between psyche and soma in Vallejo's oeuvre, see Noel Altamirano's article, 'Vallejo: el 
lenguaje del cuerpo, la madre y otros problemas cruciales' in Vallejo: Su tiempo y su obra, 2 vols (Lima: 
Universidad de Lima, 1994), II, 15-25.  
135 That is, language can be broken down into phonemes that are distributed and recomposed in the poem, 
so that the word is both 'equal to smaller units', ‘a part of itself’, and at the same time retains its value as 
“a semantically indissoluble whole” (Lotman 165, 168). Because poetry structurally aims to place words 
in a position of "maximal equivalence," the level of play and re-composition in poetry is even greater than 
in ordinary language since “the connectedness of words in a poetic text entails the accentuation of their 
semantic "separateness" rather than its obliteration" (Lotman 168). 
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parce qu'il est essentiellement "fléxion"" [The body is a language because it is essentially 

'flexion.'] (Deleuze, Logique du sens 331). Language, in turn, imitates the body through the 

collision of conflictual senses that create a 'copulation' of words (330). Most emblematic of this 

'copulation' of meanings is the genetive 'de' (of, from).  

Indeed, Vallejo's shifting use of the genitive reflects his shifting sense of praxis over the 

years. For instance, in an early poem, Trilce 75, the speaker chastises a group of men for dying 

without having lived, implying that death is a side of life: "El no haber sido sino muertos 

siempre. El ser hoja seca, sin haber sido verde jamás […] Ellos murieron siempre de vida" 

[Never having been anything but dead always. Being a dry leaf, without having ever been green 

[...] They died always with life] (346-347). But the implicit vitalism of this perspective will be 

given a different slant in a 1926 essay, "Hallazgo de la vida" [The Discovery of Life], in which 

the narrator's unexpected and overwhelming sensation of life leads him to proclaim, "Yo moriré 

de la vida y no de tiempo" [I will die of life and not of time] (Artículos y Crónicas II 214). While 

in both statements Vallejo affirms the vitality of life, the genitive "de" functions quite differently 

in each case: whereas in the former he adopts a quasi-symbolist perspective to describe how 

these young men died with their life still unused, in the latter, the speaker—now inhabiting the 

moment and speaking from the first person—dies as a result of the intensity of life. This shift is 

consonant with the poetics of the line as a passage through experience in Poemas humanos.   
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The ‘Living Relation’ of Language  
 
"Desde ttttales códigos 
regulares saludo 
al soldado desconocido 
al verso perseguido por la tinta fatal 
y al saurio que Equidista diariamente 
de su vida y su muerte."136 
 
-'He Aqui que Hoy Saludo', Poemas en prosa, p.47  

 

Whereas the unmediated sensation and expression of life in Poemas Humanos suggests a 

desire to make the space of the poem and its words not only consubstantial with the world they 

denote, but its primary material,137 the self-sufficient economy that Vallejo perpetuates through 

their self-referentiality raises a parallel, if different, question about the body and the limits of its 

productivity. We have looked at the poetics of movement in Poemas humanos, but at what point 

do the movements of the body disclose themselves as productive and signifying? As we will see, 

one answer is that the movements of the body become productive in states of material need and 

pain, when the body doubles as a literal presence and metaphor or signifier of its position. But 

why, a reader could just as well ask, is it necessary to distinguish, in this fashion, between the 

productivity of language and that of the body in the first place?   

 The productivity of language and that of man become mutually opposed to each other at 

the end of the eighteenth century, with the shift from a classical to a modern episteme. Foucault 

addresses this question in the final pages of Les mots et les choses (The Order of Things), 

specifically, through the "analytic of finitude." Detached from its origins, representation can no 

                                                            
136 [From tttthese regular / codes I salute / the unknown soldier / the verse pursued by the fatal ink / and 
the saurian who Equidists daily / from his life and his death.]  
137 This view is further reinforced by Stephen Hart’s observation that the original version of a line in the 
facsimiles of Vallejo’s manuscripts often pursued a circular movement such as "se inclina tu alma con 
pasión a tu alma" [your soul inclines with passion towards your soul]. The frequency with which he wrote 
and erased these kinds of lines, opting finally for a simpler line, nonetheless suggests that it was very 
much in his inclination (Hart and Fló 110). 
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longer provide the foundation for the links that join its elements together, thus producing an 

"endless oscillation" between empiricism and transcendental thought (238-9). This displacement 

of the logic of being to something external from it opens the "historical reverse side" of 

representation, that is, of historicity, placing man at a perpetual distance from the origin. Man is 

caught in the middle of this 'doublet', since, Foucault writes, "he is a being such that knowledge 

will be attained in him of what renders all knowledge possible" (318). Thus, the coming into 

being of language coincides with man’s discovery of his own finitude: “man is in the process of 

perishing as the being of language continues to shine ever brighter upon the horizon…” 

(Foucault 386).  

 In comparison, Wittgenstein’s conception of language, in which “To imagine a form of 

language is to imagine a form of life”, provides a somewhat more optimistic perspective. 

Furthermore, despite their differences, Wittgenstein's notion of language games in turn has more 

in common with the theory of bodily expression Merleau-Ponty developed in the 

Phenomenology of Perception. There he terms the way that the action of thought and speech is 

inscribed with the thought and presence of others the ‘gestural meaning’ that is immanent in 

speech (Merleau-Ponty 208). If for Merleau-Ponty this entails "a taking up of others' thought 

through speech, a reflection in others, an ability to think according to others," similarly, for 

Vallejo, the act of turning is not just bodily or lyrical; it also encompasses the self-reflexivity that 

implicates a subject and through which, extended outward, his look makes a demand on another. 

As early as the eponymous "Los heraldos negros" [The Black Heralds], he compares the 

interpellation of a look to the touch of gesture (Heraldo negros 51):  

Y el hombre... Pobre... pobre! Vuelve los ojos, como  
cuando por sobre el hombro nos llama una palmada;  
vuelve los ojos locos, y todo lo vivido  
se empoza, como charco de culpa, en la mirada.  
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[And man...Poor thing....poor thing! He turns his eyes, as  
when someone calls us with a tap on the shoulder;  
he turns his mad eyes, and all of the lived  
wells up there, like a pool of guilt, in his gaze.]  

For Merleau-Ponty, ‘gestural meaning’ indicates the non-separation or “interinvolvedness” of the 

object and its background, of subject and world, content and form: “The meaning of a gesture 

thus 'understood' is not behind it, it is intermingled with the structure of the world outlined by the 

gesture, and which I take up on my own account” (216), he writes. Insofar as thought is created 

in time, “by its own action” and, like the movements of the body, occurs in a context of action, 

its particularity opens onto a world inscribed with others’ thought and the presence of others 

(208, 212). It is one’s singular experience138 that creates the “emotional content” of the word, 

and the ‘taking up of a position’ that allows one’s body to overlap with the intentions and 

gestures of others to constitute an act of communication (217, 215). The consequences of using 

language in this way are profound. In the words of Kurt Goldstein: “As soon as man uses 

language to establish a living relation with himself or with his fellows, language is no longer an 

instrument, no longer a means; it is a manifestation, a revelation of intimate being and of the 

psychic link which unites us to the world and our fellow men.”139 In suspending the 

instrumentality of language, language becomes a measure of the “productivity which is man’s 

deepest essence.”   

Yet, in typical fashion, Vallejo shows us that instrumentality can always be taken apart 

further—even where, economically speaking, it can’t afford to go, namely, down to the parts of 

the body. Like the mime who dismembers the body, who "removes the connections between 

                                                            
138 “The act by which I lend myself to the spectacle [of communication] must be recognized as irreducible 
to anything else” (Merleau-Ponty 216). 
139 Kurt Goldstein, L’analyse de l’aphasie et l’essence du langage, quoted in Merleau-Ponty (p. 228); 
italics are Merleau-Ponty’s. 
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them and makes the parts they join independent from each other" so as to undo the body’s 

habitual encodings, making it into "pure signifying material" from which to restore sensual codes 

(Gil 110), Vallejo’s segmentation of body parts and organs from their constitutive functions 

articulates the conditions of suffering that, as he writes in 'Los Nueve Monstruos' [The Nine 

Monsters], "inverts positions." In suspending the instrumentality of the body and thereby 

inverting the order of matter, he makes visible the inequalities of the social order and the bodily 

subjection on which it is founded. When the speaker of "Y No me Digan nada..." [And don't tell 

me anything] states in a prophetic tone, then, 'volveremos a vernos sin paquetes; / hasta entonces 

exijo, exijiré de mí flaqueza / el acento del día, que, / según veo, estuvo ya esperándome en mi 

lecho.' [we'll return to see ourselves without packages; / until then I demand, I'll demand from 

my thinness / the accent of the day, that, / I see, was already waiting for me in the cradle.] (162), 

we can hear it both as a profoundly ironic statement—that his body could somehow compensate 

for his material needs—and as the only possible recourse under the present circumstances. For, 

after all, the body is not 'pure signifying material', or not just. It also poses a challenge to the 

signifying inscription of codes insofar as the signified cannot be detached from the body on 

which it is inscribed, and insofar as the body is itself devoid of signification (Gil 109).  

If the body seems to take on meaning in states of suffering and pain, when the world is 

reduced to the physical coordinates of a body at odds with itself, it becomes actually productive 

and signifying in its ability to create and re-order the world.140 As an extra-linguistic mode of 

expression, the body constitutes an especially potent mode of articulation when the discourse that 

is being articulated is one of socioeconomic or political exclusion.141 From a Marxist 

                                                            
140 As William Rowe writes: "Cuando el sufrimiento deja de ser una virtud, también deja de ser 
significativo" [When suffering ceases to be a virtue, it also ceases to be significant.] (71). 
141 That is not to imply that there is an equivalence between aesthetic and political representation, but only 
in the sense that language is a form of communication that serves a socio-political order and its codes. As 
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perspective, these are one and the same: the poor's revolutionary potential derives from their 

bodies; their privation forms the substance of their "corporeal resistance" as subjects of the 

multitude capable of effecting change from within the state (Hardt and Negri 54).142 Having 

nothing but their bodies, they possess the ability to produce 'living labor', which is an 

inexhaustible source because the "general productive capacity" of humanity at its base cannot be 

purchased (54). Thus Vallejo will describe the gestures of the body as signifying 'tacitly' in the 

generative sounds and rhythm of the workers' movements in "Telúrica y Magnética" [Telluric 

and Magnetic] and "Los mineros salieron de la mina" [The Miners Exited the Mine] (90-94; 86-

88). Or, as he writes in poem IV of the España cycle, mirroring in the cadence of the rhythm the 

harmonious concatenation and melding of bodies and weapons, of the body-as-weapon: 

“matando con tan solo ser mendigos...Tácitos escuadrones que disparan, / con cadencia mortal, 

su mansedumbre, / desde un umbral, desde sí mismos, ¡ay! desde sí mismos” [killing only by 

being beggars...Tacit squadrons that shoot, / with mortal cadence, their tameness, / from a 

threshold, from themselves, ah! from themselves.] (241-2). The body at work and in battle 

becomes a productive limit.  

 Certainly, we can ascribe the generative productivity of the body's movements to 

Vallejo's materialist belief in "the continuity, linear and one of life" (Contra el secreto 

profesional).143 The short prose poem "No vive ya nadie..." [No One Lives There Now...] 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
a result, the preconditions for being heard in a (democratic) society are that "every lack of reciprocity in a 
medium of communication must be compensated by the "right to speak" in another forum of equal social 
significance—i.e. where one is likely to be heard" (Angus 135).  
142 Hardt and Negri extend Marx's claim about primitive accumulation to capitalism: "Like Machiavelli 
and Spinoza, Marx links the proletariat's poverty directly to its power in the sense that living labor is "the 
general possibility of material wealth" in capitalist society. Living labor is thus at once "absolute poverty" 
as object and "general possibility" as subject" (Commonwealth 54). 
143 The biological organism's capacity to spontaneously generate itself by virtue of its self-organization is 
the model for dialectical materialism's causality; however, as a product of successive change whose 
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addresses this paradox, proposing that the body of the subject of the act, or the agent of history, 

continues to inhabit the house it has left, even beyond death (Poemas en prosa 31):  

Cuando alguien se va, alguien queda. [...] Lo que continúa en la casa es el órgano, el 
agente en gerundio y en círculo. [...] Lo que continúa en la casa es el pie, los labios, los 
ojos, el corazón. [...] Lo que continúa en la casa, es el sujeto del acto. 
  
[When someone leaves, someone stays. [...] What continues in the house is the organ, the 
agent in gerund and in circle. [...] What continues in the house is the foot, the lips, the 
eyes, the heart. [...] What continues in the house, is the subject of the act.] 

 
In another prose poem, "La Masa" [The Mass], he memorably stages a scene in which a man, 

surrounded by the entire world's love, would be able to come back to life from the brink of death. 

Going one step further, in "Existe un mutilado" [There Exists a Mutilated Man], Vallejo 

historicizes the Gospel, imagining that even a mutilated man without organs would manifest his 

humanity through the pure emanation of feeling. If the shift between Vallejo's earlier and later 

work can be defined as a shift in which “el pasado...se convierte en potencialidad del futuro, la 

potencialidad del acto” [the past... converts itself in the potentiality of the future, the potentiality 

of the act] (Rowe 29), nevertheless, it is not the messianic transcendence of bodily limits that is 

emphasized per se, but the power of affect to transcend these limits in constituting his essential 

humanity.   

 However, in these works, one senses that Vallejo is not only reflecting a materialist or 

Marxist-humanist view; on the contrary, the dialectical nature of his poetry tends to literalize the 

matter, which makes it seem indeed as though these ideas were of interest to him not only for 

intellectual or political reasons, but of equal importance aesthetically, in the opportunity they 

provided for testing the limits of paradox. Likening the speed and force of the tennis player's 

'blow' to the total, innocent surrender to a belief, “El momento en que el tenista...” [The moment 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
meaning derives from the entirety of its process, dialectical materialism also inscribes human action in a 
continuity that extends past the duration of a human being's individual, organic life. 
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in which the tennis player] makes no secret of its writer’s beliefs or the poem’s source of 

inspiration, alluding as it does to Marx's "Theses of Feuerbach" in its closing exclamations ("Oh 

soul! Oh thought! Oh Marx! Oh Feuerbach!" [Poemas en Prosa 43]). But the moment when the 

tennis player strikes his serve is potentially both the beginning and the end of the game. For, if 

the tennis player's serve succeeds, it also ends all possibility of further exchange. In this sense, 

the serve represents a "paradoxical gesture of engagement" (Kihm 61). The paradoxical nature of 

the act becomes even more evident in an essay devoted to the same topic written in 1927, "Un 

Millón de Palabras Pacifistas" [A Million of Pacifist Words], wherein what begins as an essay 

invoking the sensory overload of modern life with a bullet-like frenzy of details develops into a 

statement on the value of brevity (502-503):  

Trabaje la gracia en ofensiva, en los rectangulos del tenis tanto como en los versos 
proletarios de Filipchenko. Es ofensiva momentánea solamente, que dura apenas el plazo 
de un match o el de una revolución. No hay que olvidar que la gracia viene de la 
brevedad. La beligerancia política del soviet saca su gracia humana de su sentido 
revolucionario, es decir, de su sentido provisorio y momentáneo. ... Una revolución es 
bella, no porque realiza tal o cual ideal humano, sino porque es un fenómeno de 
transición por excelencia, que dura breve tiempo, y no un fenómeno permanente. De la 
misma manera, el sport es bello, no porque desarrolla los músculos o nos conserva la 
salud, sino porque dura poco, una tarde y aún menos, los diez segundos simbólicos del 
ring. Terminada la aventura revolucionaria o el lance sportivo, cesa el estado de ofensiva 
entre las partes y un noble apretón de manos inaugura una expresa concordia entre los 
hombres.  
 
[I wrote about grace in offense, in the rectangles of tennis as in the proletarian speeches 
of Filipchenko. It is only a momentary offensive, hardly lasting the time of a match or a 
revolution. One must not forget that grace comes from brevity. The political belligerence 
of the Soviet derives its human grace from the revolutionary feeling, that is, from its 
provisional and momentary feeling…A revolution is beautiful not because it achieves this 
or that human ideal, but because it is a transitional phenomenon par excellence, that lasts 
a brief time, and not a permanent phenomenon. In the same way, sport is beautiful, not 
because it develops the muscles or conserves our health, but because it lasts a brief 
period, an evening or less, the ten symbolic seconds of the ring. Once finished, the 
revolutionary adventure or the sportive battle, the state of offensive between parties 
ceases and a noble handshake inaugurates an express concordance between men.] 
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Like the tennis serve in "El Momento...", which has the potential to begin and end the match in a 

single 'blow', the essay ends with with the gesture of the handshake, a symbolic and performative 

act that punctuates the end of a sparring match and initiates a new stage of relations. In other 

words, the beauty of revolutions derives as much from the brevity of its duration as from the 

grace and resolution that its “ten seconds” of conflict inspire. Though arguably inverting the 

thesis it pays homage to, Vallejo's adaptation of Marx also foregrounds what appealed to him in 

the first place: the spontaneity and brevity of the conflict that unites sports and revolutionary 

movements. 

On the eve of his return from Russia in 1929, he would affirm his independence from 

party politics on similar grounds, stating that: "Se me antoja que a través de lo que en mi caso 

podría conceptuarse como anarquía intelectual, caos ideológico, contradicción o incoherencia de 

actitudes, hay una orgánica y subterránea unidad vital." [It pleases me that instead of what in my 

case one could conceptualize as intellectual anarchy, ideological chaos, contradiction or 

incoherence of attitudes, there is an organic and subterranean vital unity.] The fact that Vallejo 

would publish only five poems after his arrival in Paris, between 1923 until the time of his death 

in 1938, has led some scholars to speculate, however, that he was conflicted about how to 

reconcile his poetry with his political activism (Wilson 212).144 No doubt, the economic 

hardships that Vallejo encountered in Paris and the influence of his trips to Russia strengthened 

his belief in the necessity of revolutionary change and the need to join theoretical ideas to 

praxis.145  If he was uncertain about the necessity of poetry in the face of his growing political 

                                                            
144 Although the exact output of Vallejo's Paris years is still a matter of debate, it is believed that he wrote 
the majority of the poems collected in Poemas humanos during the last few years of his life. 
145 As he confided in a letter to Pablo Abril in 1928: "Me parece que hay la necesidad de una gran cólera y 
de un terrible impulso destructor de todo lo que existe en esos lugares. Hay que destruir y destruirse a si 
mismo y, después, lo demás. Sin el sacrificio previo de uno mismo, no hay salud posible" (Epistolario 
175). [It seems to me that it is necessary to have great anger and a terrible destructive impulse of 
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activism,146 however, his chronicles and essays in the mid-to late twenties paint a somewhat 

different picture. They suggest that, at least initially, as Michelle Clayton writes, Vallejo's 

"engagement with Marxism...offered him a new way to conceptualize his work as a poet" 

(Clayton 141). Indeed, Vallejo’s theory of poetry in “Poesía nueva” (1926), which extols those 

poets who incorporate the "emotion" and "sensibility" of the modern into themselves rather than 

importing modernity’s lexicon wholesale, evidently resonates with the process of mediation at 

the core of historical materialism. Further, the embrance of dialectics as a radical, transitory 

movement (it is, he wrote, a movement that “refuses to incline itself toward anything”) would 

seem to obviate precisely the kind of creative conflict that adherence to a cause or party demands  

(Articulos y Crónicas I, 300-301; Arte y revolución 13).  

If it is the transitory nature of revolutions that appealed to Vallejo and the brevity of the 

gesture that grants movement its grace, in this sense, it is similar to the dialectics of movement 

and repetition that animates his poetics. In both cases, the physical and temporal limit plays a 

positive role, creating a constraint against which movement and the quality of the movement is 

generated. Just as the progressive stripping away of organs and attributes reveals the essential 

affect at the core of the mutilated man in 'Existe un mutilado', the brevity of the gesture 

maximizes its vitality. This recalls Barthes' writing on the neuter, where he defines the Neuter as 

that which strips away the attributes of existence, but in so doing, paradoxically uncovers 

“l’existence minimale la plus forte” [the strongest minimal existence] (Barthes 111).  Rather than 

asking about the limits of the body's productivity, then, perhaps a better way of posing the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
everything that exists in those places. One must destroy and destroy oneself, and then the rest. Without 
the prior sacrifice of oneself, no health is possible.] 
146 Of course, there are other possible reasons for this gap in publications. Besides the fact that Vallejo 
was incredibly prolific in other genres during this period, producing several articles a month for various 
newspapers in Peru, two plays, travelogues from his trips to Russia, and a collection of short stories, we 
also know that he approached the editor, José Bergamín, with a collection of 34 poems in 1935, but was 
unable to secure a publisher, according to Stephen Hart ('Chronology', 613-17). 
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question is to ask whether the positive valuation of life (as vital) is necessarily tied to the threat 

posed to it by death.  

This question reaches its apotheosis in España, aparta de mí este cáliz [Spain, take this 

cup from me] with the sacrifice of the Spanish Republicans, who symbolically accede to life 

through their voluntary death.147 As an abstract, universal subject, the subject of revolutionary 

action is the epitome of the Kantian “impersonal personality” who breaks with his individual, 

natural being in order to submit to the imperative of an unknowable moral law. In becoming the 

sole embodiment of the law, the revolutionary exposes its indeterminacy, revealing in turn the 

theatrical self-constitution of the law and power. As Christine Korsgaard eloquently puts it: “It is 

as if a kind of gap opens up in the moral world in which the moral agent must stand alone” 

(Korsgard 258). The capacity of the body to become its own support in the absence of 

institutional supports that would legitimate its action demonstrates that the performative 

dimension of power precedes its formal organization. The body is therefore neither dependent 

on, nor identical to, the space in which it appears (Butler, "Bodies in Alliance" 121).148 For, as 

Judith Butler stresses, "the space of appearance is not a location that can be separated from the 

plural action that brings it about; it is not there outside of the action that invokes and constitutes 

it" (121). But, while the revolutionary demonstrates the power of the body's performative 

                                                            
147 The paradoxical relation between life and death is a central motif of España and invoked throughout. 
To cite just a few examples: in poem II, 'el caber de una vida en un muerte!'; V, 'Imagen Española de la 
Muerte': 'la muerte es un ser sido a la fuerza'; and VI, 'Cortejo Tras la Toma de Bilbao': 'Herido 
mortalmente de vida' [the fitting of a life in a death!; death is a being gone to force; Wounded mortally of 
life].  
      As Roberto Paoli argues, Vallejo's prose writings during the same period, including the travel diary 
Rusia en 1931, the novella Tungsteno, and essays collected in El arte y la revolución (Art and 
Revolution), suggest that his socialism was not a circumstantial association, but rooted in the value of 
sacrifice in Quechan culture (Paoli 111). William Rowe also stresses the value of sacrifice in Peruvian 
culture, cf. 70-71.  
148 This marks a significant change from Butler’s earlier reading of the suspension of the law as a 
performative act of "spectral sovereignty within governmentality" in Precarious Life: the Powers of 
Mourning and Violence (London: Verso, 2004), p. 20.  
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constitution, he also paradoxically runs up against the boundaries of these limits—literally, in 

that his act requires renouncing his biological life, and symbolically, by transforming the 

economy of the body proper through this sacrificial act.  

 Whether we interpret the transcendence of these limits in España through a Christian-

humanist lens (Higgins), or more phenomenologically, as Butler does, in both cases, we can 

better understand the dispossession that the revolutionary's sacrifice entails through the Cynics. 

Indeed, the direct joining of theory and praxis that Vallejo aspired to is perhaps closest to that of 

the ancient Cynics. Furthermore, Vallejo's work joins together the three strands that Foucault 

designated the 'modern posterities' of the Cynic, namely, Christian asceticism, the militant 

politics of the nineteenth and twentieth century, and modern art.149 Pierandrea Amato describes 

the relation between revolt and truth as an idea that "disperses its concept."150 Just as the truth of 

a revolution can only be verified in practice since "[revolt] precedes every knowledge that 

concerns it" (Amato), so too, the truth that the subject accedes to in the ancient philosophy of the 

Cynics is not pre-determined, but emerges through the practice of spiritual exercises. In 

Hellenistic and Roman spirituality the subject accedes to true discourse (parrhesia) through a 

series of tests (askesis) which are designed to make the truth ready at hand—available to the 

subject because it is absorbed by him in the course of experiencing life as a test (Foucault 

Hermeneutics 498-500). Foucault elaborates (Courage 166):  

                                                            
149 Cf. Michel Foucault, Le courage de la vérité: le gouvernement de soi et des autres II, Cours au 
Collège de France, 1984 (Paris: Gallimard, 2009), pp. 166-174. Of course, a more immediate influence is 
Quevedo, whose poetry is inflected with Stoic and Christian themes. 
 
150 Alain Badiou has prominently conceptualized this element of revolutions under the notion of the 
'event.' However, the retroactive quality of the counting of the 'event' is a contentious issue for many, 
including Michael Hardt, Antonio Negri, and Jacques Rancière. While the possibility of a revolution's 
institutionalization generally serves to distinguish a revolution from 'revolt,' for the sake of brevity, and in 
keeping with Vallejo's understanding of revolution, I am identifying 'revolutionary acts' here with what 
Amato and others would term 'revolt'. 
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Il s'agit bien de quelqu'un qui, dans sa vie même, dans sa vie de chien, n'a pas cessé, 
depuis le moment où il a vie, d'être dans ses gestes, dans sa frugalité, dans ses 
renoncements, dans son ascèse, le témoin vivant de la vérité. Il a souffert, il a enduré, il 
s’est privé pour que la vérité prenne, en quelque sorte, corps dans sa propre vie, dans sa 
propre existence, prenne corps dans son corps. 
  
[It is someone who, in his life itself, in his life of a dog, has not ceased from the moment 
he has a life, to be, in his gestures, in his frugality, in his renunciations, in his ascesis, the 
living witness of the truth. He has suffered, he has endured, he has deprived himself so 
that the truth will take, in a sense, body in his own life, in his own existence, assume a 
body in his body.]  

 
At once body and demand (inflexion) that the speaker makes on himself, the figure of the 'accent' 

in the poem above151 embodies this joining or rhetoric and practice, the immediacy of which is 

further inscribed in the dialogic turn between body and writing (exijiré de mí flaqueza / el acento 

del día) and sealed in the speaker's resolve ('exijo, exijiré' [I demand, I'll demand]).152 Here, 

Vallejo not only reflexively critiques a world in which the body would have to compensate for its 

material lack; he also designates the 'thinness' of his body as the site out of which the militancy 

of this demand is carved. In this sense, as Foucault writes, the body becomes the site for the 

emergence (lieu d'émergence) of the truth.  

If the experience of irreducible material need renders life for the illiterate, or 

‘analphabets,’ into “a special code for them to decode” (Paoli 69), in Poemas humanos Vallejo 

also transforms the opacity of life's riddle into an act of resilience (Vallejo 105-106). For 

instance, in "Otro poco de calma, camarada" [Another bit of calm, comrade], he adapts the 

                                                            
151 For reference, the quote discussed above is: ‘volveremos a vernos sin paquetes; / hasta entonces exijo, 
exijiré de mí flaqueza / el acento del día, que, / según veo, estuvo ya esperándome en mi lecho.' [we'll 
return to see ourselves without packages; / until then I demand, I'll demand from my thinness / the accent 
of the day, that, / I see, was already waiting for me in the cradle.] ('Y no me digan nada...' [And don't tell 
me anything...], p. 162). 
152 This dialogic quality, which is even more significant in the context of the entire poem, “Y no me digan 
nada...” (And don’t tell me anything...), would distinguish the ‘accent’ from being simply notational (and 
therefore a mechanical transcription of affect).  
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inverted syntax familiar to baroque poetry to reflect the commitment to courageously confronting 

death: 

Otro poco de calma, camarada; 
un mucho inmenso, septentrional, completo, 
feroz, de calma chica, 
al servicio menor de cada triunfo 
y en la audaz servidumbre del fracaso.    5 
 
Embriaguez te sobra, y no hay 
tanta locura en la razón, como este 
tu raciocinio muscular, y no hay 
más racional error que tu experiencia. 
 
Pero, hablando más claro       10 
y pensándolo en oro, eres de acero  
a condición que no seas 
tonto y rehuses 
entusiasmarte por la muerte tánto 
y por la vida, con tu sola tumba. 
 
      

 [Another bit of calm, comrade;  
 an immense, northern, complete lot, 
 ferocious, of small calm, 
 in the minor service of every triumph 
 and in the audacious servitude of failure.  
 
 Your intoxication in excess, and there is not 
 so much madness in reason, as this  
 your muscular reasoning, and there is no 
 more rational error than your experience. 
  
 But, speaking more clearly 
 and thinking it in gold, you are made of steel 
 on the condition that you aren't 
 stupid and refuse 
 to be enthusiastic for death so much 
 and for life, with your only tomb.] 
 
Embracing a doctrine of experience over rationality, the next stanza explicitly adopts a 

materialist view:  

Necesario es que sepas  
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contener tu volumen sin correr, sin afligirte,  
tu realidad molecular entera      15 

 
 [It is necessary that you know 
 to contain your volume without running, without afflicting yourself,  
 your entire molecular reality] 
 
Here, Vallejo not only links the speaker’s manner of speaking with the matter of his being; he 

configures the poem’s rhetoric to the form or mode in which the militancy of his being becomes 

manifest.  

 As Foucault is careful to underscore, what distinguishes the Cynics from other ancient 

philosophies that privilege modes of life is that the ‘true discourse’ (parrhesia) and the mode of 

life through which one’s life becomes the manifestation of truth are directly linked (153). The 

militant revolutionary similarly testifies to his militantism with his life: through practices that 

break with the conventions and values of society, he makes visible “la possibilité concrète et la 

valeur évidente d’une autre vie, une autre vie qui est la vraie vie” [the concrete possibility and 

evident value of another life, another life that is the true life] (170). However, Vallejo effects this 

transformation between the present life and another, 'true' life, by ingeniously rebuking this 

'method' of dying ("Es idiota / ese método de padecimiento, / esa luz modulada y virulenta," [It’s 

idiotic / that method of dying, / that modulated and virulent light]), so that what death finally 

reveals is the value of this life and this body—which "con sólo la calma haces señales / serias, 

características, fatales." [with only your calm you make signals, / serious, characteristic, fatal] 

(Poemas humanos 106). While it is ambiguous as to whether the courageous action of facing 

death is the speaker’s own or his comrade's, the last stanza's reversal of speaker and addressee 

closes the circle in this reading by reinforcing the idea that what escapes the speaker’s 

calculation is his own death. As a result, we can also read the final lines of the poem as the 

speaker's request to his comrade to help him die: “Vamos a ver, hombre; / cuéntame lo que me 
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pasa, / que yo, aunque grite, estoy siempre a tus órdenes.” [Let’s see, man; / tell me what’s 

happening to me, / since I, though I yell, am always at your orders.] In a sense, then, Vallejo lays 

claim to a different kind of militancy, one in which the possibility of 'another' life would be, 

precisely, not to die.153    

  Indeed, while Poemas humanos is often seen as a departure from the nostalgic qualities 

of Heraldos negros and Trilce and as anticipating the more politically-oriented, prophetic stance 

of España, less often emphasized is the fact that many of the poems in Poemas humanos are 

intensely elegiac.154 In them we find Vallejo eulogizing the things of the world; contemplating 

                                                            
153 The personal valence of these final lines is even more salient in the context of other poems in Poemas 
humanos that feature variations of the resonant figure of the ‘accent.’ They also intersect with the 
posterities of the Cynic. For example, in “El acente me pende del zapato...” [The accent hangs from my 
shoe...] the accent is visually evoked in the image of the speaker’s coat hanging on his impoverished body, 
haunting him with a lack that becomes persecutory. Though the mood of this poem recalls the feeling of 
persecution in Trilce XXII, in that poem it is greeted with the speaker’s impudent riposte: “en esta paz de 
una sola línea, / aquí me tienes, / aquí me tienes, de quien yo penda, / para que sacies mis esquinas. / Y si, 
éstas colmadas, / le derramases de mayor bondad, / sacaré de donde no haya” (Trilce 125) [in this peace 
of a single line, / here you have me, / here you have me, from whom I might hang, / so that you can satiate 
my corners. / And if, these brimming, / you overflow with greater kindness, / I’ll draw from where there 
is none] (Eshleman’s trans. modified).  
      Years later, seemingly combining both moments, this image of hanging on a line returns as the 
crucifixion of the writer's body at the end of “Panthéon” [Pantheon]: “Mas no más inflexion precipitada / 
en canto llano, y no más / el hueso colorado, el son del alma / tristemente / erguida ecuestremente en mi 
espinazo, / ya que, en suma, la vida es / implacablemente, / imparcialmente horrible, estoy seguro.” [More 
no more inflexion precipitated / in plain cries, and no more / the colored bone, the sound of the soul / 
sadly / erected equestrianally on my spine, / since, in sum, life is / implacably / impartially horrible, I’m 
sure.], p. 145.  
       Carlos Henderson suggests that this image of crucifixion contains an element of self-critique, given 
that the “inflexion” (or inflection) of poetic language is distinct from the plain speech of “canto llano” 
(Henderson 34). I read this moment instead as a statement of identification of his place in the pantheon as 
a poet, rather than as a self-critique. Beginning with the linguistic cancellation of “Mas no más inflexion 
precipitada” [More no more inflexion precipitated], the direction of the stanza, which proceeds from the 
movement of “precipitada” [precipitated] to “ecuestremente” [equestrianally] a few lines later, powerfully 
condenses the sense of a body whose voice has been abruptly halted. Although the image of crucifixion 
metaphorically equates words hanging on a line to flesh hanging on the spine, the “inflexion” in contrast 
makes the body a product of the voice (and words flesh). Through this causal reversal, writing becomes a 
form of manifestation.   
154 Among the poems where the lyric subject explicitly references his death are: 'Epístola a los 
Transeúntes', 'Pero Antes que se acabe...', 'Hoy me gusta la vida mucho menos...', 'Al cavilar en la vida, al 
cavilar...', 'Sermón sobre la Muerte', 'Aniversario', 'Piedra negra sobre una piedra blanca', 'De disturbio en 
disturbio', 'Pantéon', 'La Vida, Esta Vida...', 'Palmas y Guitarra', 'París, Octubre 1936', 'Despedida 
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how much he will miss the doves in the park and their mysterious fanfare; addressing himself to 

the departed, and to posterity. The sounds of the world become resonant with meaning not only 

in their productivity, but also in their retreat.  

 While self-reference mediates a relation to others in his verse, the praxis of Vallejo's late 

poetics also gave him ways to imagine and articulate his own disappearance. In the same way 

that the body and its affects furnishes a lexicon for privation through its enumeration and 

segmentation, so too, by using one duration of time to describe another, language becomes the 

measure of the relations it describes, performing much like Gil's surveyor-body. Like the de-

marcating movement of parapraxis, in conjoining two discrete orders of quantification to 

describe time (quantity, probability) or, alternately, flattening its difference by concretizing time 

into an object of equivalent segments,155 the paradoxical formulations that populate Poemas 

humanos give body to the senseless passage of time and to the fact that, as he puts it in "The 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
Recordando un adiós', 'Escarnecido, Aclimatado al bien, Mórbido', 'Tengo un miedo terrible de ser un 
animal...', 'El Alma que sufrió de ser su cuerpo'. The death of loved ones, and the subject of death is the 
topic of many others poems as well. 
      Critical readings of Poemas humanos tend to discuss the metaphysical questions that pervade these 
poems in other contexts: via the linguistic and thematic influence of Spanish Baroque poetry, which 
Vallejo was reading at the time, or, alternately as an expression of biological determinism (Franco); or in 
the context of social and political struggles, as a form of alienation that gave Vallejo insight into the 
suffering of others (Higgins).  
      Roberto Paoli links Vallejo's self-referential and social address, but he too dismisses the role of 
memory, just at the moment when it would seem (in my reading) to be most relevant: "...La memoria se 
retrae en Poemas Humanos para dejar lugar a la sensación presente y operante, a una herida vital que se 
convierte directamente en lenguaje...El pasado lejano no está vinculado al recuerdo distanciador y 
armonizador, sino a una sensación agresiva y acosadora..."  
[...Memory retreats in Human Poems to yield room to the present, operative sensation, to a vital wound 
that converts itself directly in language...The distant past is not related to the distancing and harmonizing 
memory, but to an aggressive and accusatory sensation...] See Paoli, p. 113-114.    
 
155 For example, in 'Ello es que el lugar donde me pongo…' (216), Vallejo alludes to his age in the 
following manner: "Habiendo atravesado / quince años; después, quince, y, antes, quince, / uno se siente, 
en realidad, tontillo, / es natural, por lo demás ¡qué hacer! / Y qué dejar de hacer, que es lo peor?" 
[Having crossed / fifteen years; after, fifteen, and, before, fifteen, / one feels, in reality, stupid, / it's 
natural, for the rest what to do! / And what not to do, which is worse?] 
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Death of Death", we are continually placed between life and death like two voices of a chorus. 156 

To cite just a few examples:  

¡Oh siempre, nunca dar con el jamás de tanto siempre!  
 
[Oh always, never to hit upon the never of so much always!] 
          (¡Oh botella sin vino! ¡oh vino…[Oh bottle without wine! oh wine…], 172) 

       
 ¡Tánta vida y jamás! 

¡Tántos meses y siempre mis semanas!...  
  (Hoy me gusta la vida mucho menos... [Today I like life much less...] 100) 

 
[So much life and never! 
So many months and always my weeks!] 

 
¡Todo está alegre, menos mi alegría 
y todo, largo, menos mi candor, 
mi incertidumbre! 
 
No obstante, por juzgar por la forma, voy de frente...  

('Al cavilar en la vida…' [‘In reflecting on life] 109) 
 

 [Everything is happy, except my happiness 
 and everything, long, except my candor, 
 my doubt! 
 

Nevertheless, judging by the form, I go forward...] 
 
In what is perhaps one of the most moving poems of the collection, 'De disturbio en disturbio'  

[From Disturbance to Disturbance],157 the speaker addresses himself at all the ages of his life 

                                                            
156 As he writes in “La Muerte de la Muerte” [The Death of Death], ACC II, p. 484: “En realidad, el cielo 
no queda lejos ni cerca de la tierra. En realidad, la muerte no queda cerca ni lejos de la vida. Estamos 
siempre ante el río de Heráclito. /Entre las mil o más voces simultáneas de un coro, se oye únicamente 
dos de ellas. No hay nada que temer. No hay nada que esperar. Siempre se está más o menos vivo. 
Siempre se está más o menos muerto. [In reality, the sky is neither far nor near the earth. In reality, death 
is neither near nor far from life. We are always before Heraclitus’ river. / Between the thousand or more 
simultaneous voices of a chorus, one hears only two of them. There is nothing to fear. There is nothing to 
hope for. We are always more or less alive. We are always more or less dead.] It is a theme that he alludes 
to in "He Aqui que hoy Saludo" [I Have Here that Today I Salute] (Poemas en prosa) as well. 
 
157 Please see endnotes for an English translation of the poem. 
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(hombrecillo, hombrezuelo, hombre con taco), relating to himself as to another to help him 

endure the most solitary moment of dying (137):  

De disturbio en disturbio 
subes a acompañarme a estar solo; 
yo lo comprendo andando de puntillas, 
con un pan en la mano, un camino en el pie 
y haciendo, negro hasta sacar espuma,     5 
mi perfíl su papel espeluznante. 
 
Ya habías disparado para atrás tu violencia 
neumática, otra época, mas luego 
me sostienes ahora en brazo de honra fúnebre 
y sostienes el rumbo de las cosas en brazo de honra fúnebre,             10 
la muerte de las cosas resumida en brazo de honra fúnebre. 
 
Pero, realmente y puesto 
que tratamos de la vida, 
cuando el hecho de entonces eche crin en tu mano, 
al seguir tu rumor como regando,      15 
cuando sufras en suma de kanguro, 
olvídame, sosténme todavía, compañero de cantidad pequeña, 
 [...] 
jumento que te paras en dos para abrazarme;     20 
duda de tu excremento unos segundos, 
observa cómo el aire empieza a ser el cielo levantándose, 
hombrecillo, 
hombrezuelo, 
hombre con taco, quiéreme, acompáñame...      25 
 

Stumbling forward in syncopated tension, rhythm and sound form dueling voices, reflecting the 

conflictual passage of time announced in the image of the 'course of things' (lines 9-11). Yet, 

even as the third stanza hauntingly echoes the explosive violence of the speaker's suffering and 

its hair-raising end ('espuma...espeluznante'), presenting in the disappearance of his youthful past 

an image of what he soon will become ('el hecho de entonces eche crin en tu mano' [when the 

fact of then gives off mane in your hand]), the sheer lyricism of its meter seems to rise above the 

funereal march of the second stanza to contest his end.  
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 As the present separates from the past and future ("jumento que te paras en dos para 

abrazarme; / duda de tu excremento unos segundos, / observa cómo el aire empieza a ser el cielo 

levantándose")—enacted spatially and symbolically through the division of the animal kingdom 

[Clayton 210]), the lyric continues to hold these moments of time in relation. Within the space of 

the poem, the 'cry of the song's occasion' and the trace of his passage become one and the same:   

Ten presente que un día  
ha de cantar un mirlo de sotana 
sobre mi tonelada ya desnuda. [...] 
 
Ha de cantar calzado de este sollozo innato,        30 
hombre con taco, 
y, simultánea, doloridamente, 
ha de cantar calzado de mi paso, 
y no oírlo, hombrezuelo, será malo, 
será denuesto y hoja,           35 
pesadumbre, trenza, humo quieto.  

 
 Perro parado al borde de una piedra 
 es el vuelo en su curva; 
 también tenlo presente, hombrón hasta arriba. 
  Te lo recordarán el peso bajo, de ribera adversa,       40 
 el peso temporal, de gran silencio,  
 más eso de los meses y aquello que regresa de los años.  
 
Though these final lines offer no escape from the mortal trappings of time, through the phonetic 

proximity of 'paso' (step) and 'peso' (weight), the anticipatory echo of the lyric subject's absence 

becomes at once conceivable and pregnant with the fullness of time.  

 How far we are from the imagistic abstraction that shapes Vallejo's account of the same 

liminal space between life and death at the end of Trilce VIII,158 or in "Pero antes que se 

acabe..." [But before all this ends...], where a synaesthetic mirroring measures this dizzying 

crucible of time:   

                                                            
158 In Trilce VIII, he writes: "margen de espejo habrá / donde traspasaré mi propio frente / hasta perder el 
eco / y quedar con el frente hacia la espalda." [margin of mirror there will be / where I'll cross my own 
front / until I lose the echo / and remain with the front facing my back.] (Trilce 70). 
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Antes, se acabará violentamente,  
dentada, pedernalina estampa,  
y entonces oirás cómo medito  
y entonces tocarás cómo tu sombra es ésta mía desvestida  
y entonces olerás cómo he sufrido. 
 
[Instead, it will end violently,  
perforated, flint stamp, 
and then you will hear how I meditate 
and then you will touch how your shadow is my own undressed 
and then you will smell how I have suffered.] 
 

Whereas in "Pero antes que se acabe..." the synesthetic shift renders the distance that separates 

one body from another—or, what is the same, a body from itself at the moment of contemplating 

death, in "De disturbio en disturbio", by contrast, sound stitches together disparate moments and 

selves in time.  

 The metaphorical function of sound as a trace of presence, no doubt familiar to readers of 

the Western canon,159 recalls more immediately Vallejo's description of the singular impression 

of a person's glance in Contra el secreto profesional: "Su mirada tiene el tamaño que hay de un 

violín al punto en que muere su sonido a la distancia" [His look has the size of a violin at the 

point that its sound dies in the distance] (Contra 76). Just as music here operates an exchange 

between an abstract dimension and the affective impression (Hart 101), rendering the impression 

of a person beyond figuration, synaesthesia levels the particularity of the senses so as to intensify 

the affective impression of the senses in general, in the process creating the impression of a body 

that extends beyond the individual body of the speaker. Indeed, the idea that affect, as opposed to 

emotion, exceeds cognition, has led theorists of affect such as Brian Massumi to maintain that 

"Affect is synesthetic, implying a participation of the senses in each other: the measure of a 

living thing's potential interactions is its ability to transform the effects of one sensory mode into 

those of another..." (Massumi  35).  
                                                            
159 It is a trope that reaches back to Shakespeare's Sonnet 55, to name one example.  
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 Pitched within a dialectics of past and present, pen and ear ("Acorde de lápiz, tímpani 

sordísimo" [Harmony of the pencil, deafest timpani]), the utopic potential of writing as effective 

social discourse, Vallejo suggests, lies in the ability to affect and be affected by others. Arguing 

against the notion that language must be either autonomous or referential, Denise Riley proposes 

that, if considering 'its effects of torsion' is a refication of language, "the truer reification would 

be always to conceive of language as our tool" (Riley 15). By the same token, the lyrical 

partitioning of the body into an affective economy does not necessarily constitute a reification of 

the body and its affective force. In fact, oikonomia contains in its meaning an element of 

relationality: “A relation, by its essential logic, is not something, but to something” (St. Thomas 

qtd in Mondzain 88). Thus, while it may be true that “I do not need to visualize external space 

and my own body in order to move one within the other…I do not need to visualize the word in 

order to know and pronounce it”, as Merleau-Ponty writes (210), it is only in undoing the 

certainty of these very conditions that the "gestural meaning" of language is opened.  

 Just as, for Michaux, gesture is a “Language not to say anything...except…the extreme 

desire for expression” (Michaux, Oeuvres Complètes III 884), similarly, in Poemas humanos we 

find poems devoted not only to expressions of affect, but to the overwhelming desire to express 

it (Vallejo 117). In externalizing these expressions, Vallejo succeeds at portraying affect and the 

gesture that affect is: 

Me viene, hay días, una gana ubérrima, política, 
de querer, de besar al cariño en sus dos rostros, 
y me viene de lejos un querer 
demonstrativo, otro querer amar, de grado o fuerza, 
al que me odia, al que rasga su papel, al muchachito, 
a la que llora por el que lloraba…[...]  
al que suda, al que pasa, al que sacude su persona en mi alma. 
 

 [There are days I feel an exuberant need, political,  
 to love, to kiss love on both its cheeks,  
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 and from afar there comes to me a demonstrative  
 desire, another desire to love, by grade or by force,  
 the one who hates me, the one who tears apart his role, the young boy, 
 he who cries for the one who cried… [...] 
 the one who sweats, who passes, the one who shakes his person in my soul.]  
 
Indeed, despite the fatalism and biological determinism that has often been ascribed to Poemas 

humanos since Jean Franco's seminal reading of the work, the « vouloir-dire animal » also 

manifests a desire to live, in as much as « l’expression même des émotions se place dans le cadre 

des finalités de la vie » [the expression of emotions is inscribed in the ends of life] (Guérin 16).  

 That the separation of organs from their constituent functions is marshalled to articulate 

not only states of dispossession (of something being where it shouldn't be), but also feelings of 

exuberant enthusiasm ("no sé verdaderamente...dónde ponerme...")160 and political alignment 

("ello es el lugar donde yo me pongo"), attests to the profound relationality of Vallejo's poetics. 

The thematic and metaphoric simplicity of his late poetry liberates a possibility of dilation in his 

language that inscribes a level of relationality on the world it describes. The naturalness of 

expression that he achieves through this dilation embodies the 'performative economy' of gesture, 

to invoke Mark Franko's term. But, whereas in dance this performative economy delivers the 

body from the material suffering of instrumental aims, aligning the body and time through the 

grace of its movement (Guérin 64), in Vallejo's poems the poetic separation of action from 

intention, of organs from their functions, is a way of making present the presence of life to itself: 

"y puesto que he existido entre dos potestades de ladrillo, / convalesco yo mismo, sonriendo de 

mis labíos" [and since I've existed between two powers of the brick, / I myself convalesce, 

smiling from my lips] (Vallejo, Poemas humanos 85). 

                                                            
160 España opens with the poet-narrator humbled by his position on the margins of battle and restless with 
enthusiasm: "no sé verdaderamente / qué hacer, dónde ponerme..." ... His position as spectator forms a 
crucial counterpoint to the narrative.  
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 The ability of the body to relate to itself as the ultimate standard of measurement (like the 

surveyor-body in ritual cures) and to become a system of signs that substitutes for articulated 

language (the mime) suggests that, when we receive meaning, “It is not an affect or a 

signification that is essentially imparted to us, but rather it is the way in which the body sits in 

space that allows a signification to be grasped" (Gil 109). At once conceptual and hauntingly 

material, Vallejo's gestural aesthetics invites us to consider that even if the poet "intends 

something other through or by poetry" that is not the poem, as Oren Izenberg argues in Being 

Numerous, this does not preclude the possibility that, in the confrontation with its practice, the 

specific performance of language might itself be the measure of a particular "capacity" which 

"makes manifest' "a potential or ‘power’ that minimally distinguishes what a person is" (Izenberg 

17). Indeed, the multiplicity of uses to which Vallejo puts the same motifs across Poemas 

humanos, such as the accent, is instructive in this regard.  

 If several of these poems remain enigmatic, it is because, as we'll recall, the object or the 

'you' addressed often functions dialogically, shifting as the poem progresses.161 Like the workers 

in 'Gleba', who "speak as the words come to them, / changing ideas drinking / the priestly order 

from a bottle; / they also change ideas behind a tree, parleying / of private writings, of the 

waxing moon / and the public rivers!" (94), these almost imperceptible shifts in perspective 

project a destabilizing presence on the ontological consistency of the poem.162 In so doing, 

                                                            
161 For instance, in 'De Disturbio en Disturbio' and 'Considerando, en frio...', respectively, among other 
poems. 
162 One could argue that the semantic arbitrariness of composing through phonetic proximity effects a 
similarly unnerving semantic disjunction on the reader. In the manuscripts of Poemas humanos recently 
discovered, the presence of lists of words with phonetic association lends evidence to suggest that many 
of these poems were composed or influenced by this process (however, one might note, this is not entirely 
unlike the creation of neologisms in Trilce).  
 While the disjunction between sound and signification is a feature of avant-garde poetry post- 
Mallarmé, Stephen Hart suggests that this paronomasia could also function as a compositional rule similar 
to rhyme (Autógrafos 101). Vallejo’s notebooks suggest yet another possible source of influence in the 
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Vallejo compels the reader to discover the aesthetic object as an unknown limit, as a "comunión 

de materia dolorosa" [communion of painful matter] (Paoli 114). As Roberto Paoli puts it: "el 

materialismo se presenta como lenguaje, no sólo como cosmovisión" [materialism presents itself 

as language, not only as worldview] (114).163 It is the basis from which to develop a vital poetics 

of contradiction and affective drama. 

 For, as he writes in "Salón de otoño", the objective of art is not to indoctrinate the reader, 

but to create "nueva materia prima política" [new political materia prima] in him by opening a 

vaster field of uncertainties,  

...en remover, de modo obscuro, subconsciente y casi animal, a la anatomía política del 
hombre, despertando en él la aptitud de engendrar y aflorar a su piel nuevas inquietudes y 
emociones cívicas (ACC I 517-518).  
 
[...to stir, in an obscure, subconscious and almost animal way, the political anatomy of 
man, awakening in him the aptitude to engender and blossom in his skin new 
uncertainties and civic emotions.]  

 
In that sense, the pure gesture of life that Vallejo sought to represent could not, of necessity, be 

in the verse at all—a fact that he seems to acknowledge at the end of 'Quisiera hoy ser feliz de 

buena gana' [Today I'd willingly be happy] when he writes:  

A las misericordias, camarada, 
hombre mío en rechazo y observación, vecino 
en cuyo cuello enorme sube y baja, 
al natural, sin hilo, mi esperanza... 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
visual and plastic arts, which he praises for making something appear in an unexpected place: “Una nueva 
poética: transportar al poema la estética de Picasso. Es decir: no atender sino a las bellezas estrictamente 
poéticas, sin lógica, ni coherencia, ni razón. Como cuando Picasso pinta a un hombre y, por razones de 
armonía de líneas o de colores, en vez de hacerle una nariz, hace en su lugar una caja o escalera o vaso o 
naranja”  
[A new poetics: to transport to the poem the aesthetics of Picasso. That is: to attend only to those strictly 
poetic beauties, without logic, without coherence, without reason. Just like when Picasso paints a man 
and, for reasons of harmony of lines and colors, instead of making him a nose, he puts in its place a box 
or stair or vase or orange.] (Vallejo Arte y revolución 22). 
163 See also William Rowe's essay, "Vallejo: El Acto y la Palabra," for a discussion of language as the 
sharing of pain. 
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[To the mercies, comrade, 
man of mine in rejection and observation, neighbor 
in whose enormous neck my hope 
rises and falls, naturally, without a thread...]  

 
So the poet stays "encogido tras de un verso" [hiding behind a verse] (124), waiting for the verse 

to appear. Perhaps, then, the poem's content and even its economy is less important than the 

relations the poem creates through its utterance. For, as Yves Bonneyfoy reminds us, it is 

precisely in offering "another way of knowing" that the lyric promises to "renew our relationship 

with others."164   

As Vallejo affirms in 'Se prohíbe hablar al piloto' [It is prohibited to speak to the pilot], 

the aim of art is to offer answers without questions, rather than to posit a terrain of objective 

discovery.165 Echoing these statements, Gilles Deleuze will suggest that the persistence of the 

response that the artwork gives through its representation is the answer. "It is from the point of 

view of life that death is judged", he writes, 

and not the inverse as we convince ourselves. [...] One must give to Bacon as well as to 
Beckett or Kafka the following homage: they have constructed indomitable Figures, 
indomitable by their insistence, by their presence, at the moment when they 'represented' 
the horrible, mutilation, prosthesis, the fall or the failed. They have given life a new, 
extremely direct power of laughter. 
 
C’est du point de vue de la vie que la mort est jugée, et non l’inverse où nous nous 
complaisons. […] On doit rendre à Bacon autant qu’à Beckett ou à Kafka l’hommage 
suivant : ils ont dressé des Figures indomptables, indomptables par leur insistance, par 
leur présence, au moment même où ils « représentaient » l’horrible, la mutilation, la 
prothèse, la chute ou le raté. Ils ont donné à la vie un nouveau pouvoir de rire 
extrêmement direct (Deleuze 62). 

 

                                                            
164 Yves Bonnefoy, p. xix in “Foreword: Ending the Mission, Inaugurating the Pact.” Trans. Peter Collier. 
Twentieth-Century French Poetry: A Critical Anthology, eds. Hugues Azérad and Peter Collier 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 2010. xix–xxv. I am grateful to Walt Hunter for reminding me 
of Bonnefoy's notion of the lyric. 
165 In Favorables Paris Poema, N.2 (October 1926), p. 13-15 (15), repr. in Artículos y Crónicas 
Completos, II, p. 1069). 
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Vallejo can be placed in this lineage as well. In destroying the border between the written and the 

oral word, scripture and gesture, and in taking his body as a subject of writing and an object to be 

destroyed and re-made, he effaces the distance between his time and ours. If in this chapter we 

have examined the 'living relation' of language and the capacity of the body to become the 

support for the formation of these relations, the next chapter will examine the space that 

literature occupies in the articulation of this potential.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

Contortions of Fate in Diamela Eltit 

 

 

 

“Cualquier obra literaria, pues, pone en marcha su hambre y a la calidad de su hambruna. 
 Ávido y devorador, deseante y mítico, el texto habla del texto, pero también alude al espacio en   

  el cual su hambre sería saciada. Espacio de goce estético y social. Sitio político.”166 
 

- Diamela Eltit, "En Este Límite", Emergencias, p.184 
 
 

"But the question of the fragment in architecture is very important since it may be that only ruins express 
a fact completely. Photographs of cities during war, sections of apartments, broken toys. Delphi and 
Olympia. This ability to use pieces of mechanisms whose overall sense is partly lost has always interested 
me, even in formal terms. I am thinking of a unity, or a system, made solely of reassembled fragments. 
Perhaps only a great popular movement can give us the sense of an overall design; today we are forced to 
stop ourselves at certain things...[I]t happens that historical symptoms—in every way comparable to 
psychological blocks and symptoms—hinder every reconstruction." 

 
- Aldo Rossi, A Scientific Autobiography, p.8 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                            
166 [Any literary work...puts to work its hunger and the quality of its hunger.  
Avid and devouring, desirous and mythical, the text speaks of the text, but it also alludes to the space in 
which its hunger would be satiated. Space of aesthetic and social pleasure. Political site.]  
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 “Ah, por una pura mirada, por un gesto, yo habría contado otra historia” (30) [Ah, for a 

mere glance, for a gesture, I would have told another story] (Christ 29), Lumpérica's narrator 

laments at one point in Diamela Eltit’s novel. One of only a handful of instances addressed in the 

first-person, this seemingly simple afterthought nonetheless manages several feats at once: it 

suggests that the story is organized in the absence of this gesture, and introduces the possibility 

of a story different from the one that is being told. As we will see, what is at stake in Lumpérica 

is the possibility of generating within the frame of the story an alternative scenario—one 

represented by the inter- and intrapersonal space that a gesture or a look brings into being. 

Written over the course of six years, from 1977 to 1983, in the aftermath of the most violent and 

oppressive period of Augusto Pinochet's government in Chile, when military-sponsored 

disappearances, torture, and murder were at their height (1973-76), the novel's economy—

evidenced in the sentence above—can be read as a necessary tactic during a period in which 

every publication passed through an office of censorship.  

 While Eltit's literary production from her debut novel to the present is firmly rooted in its 

Chilean context, her novels also can be situated globally in a biopolitical horizon. For the voices 

in her novels often circulate in constrained, claustrophobic spaces “between death and 

assassination" (Eltit in Morales 36). As a character in Los vigilantes [Custody of the Eyes] says: 

“Ya no sé si es que vivo o solamente sobrevivo como un solitario ejercicio” (Tres novelas 92) [I 

don't know any more if I'm living or just surviving as a solitary exercise.]  The psychological 

interiority of her characters is conveyed by tracing the space in which they exist, through the 

structure of their relations, and the inner and outer forces that affect their conditions of existence. 

Partly as a result of the agonistic structure of relations in her novels and the sense of enclosure 

her monologic style of writing generates, Eltit’s work can sometimes create the uncanny 
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impression of belonging to a system, as some critics have noted.167   

 Yet, while Eltit's performance art with the Chilean art collective, C.A.D.A.168 has been a 

point of departure for critical valuations of her writing since Nelly Richard's seminal work, only 

recently have critics begun to attend to its rhetorical effects and her material, sculptural use of 

language.169 Surprisingly, the significance of gesture in her writing remains relatively 

unexplored.170 While her novels often address the material, symbolic economies of the body, its 

"micro-stories...gestures, grimaces and aesthetic simulacra" (Emergencias 189), her privileging 

of gesture is not only a thematic concern; it is intimately tied to the interdependence of these 

relations, since corporeal communication depends on the group's recognition for its meaning (Gil 

157). In this chapter we will examine not only how gesture facilitates the inter-medial aesthetics 

of Lumpérica, but also what distinguishes the writing of gesture across Eltit's work.  

The mimetic correlation between language and the movements of the body occurs 

perhaps most explicitly in Mano de obra (2002), where, as Cristian Opázo has noted, the 

sentence simulates the kinetic movements of the body, almost, as it were, in its place. Taking the 

sentence and the space of the paragraph as its primary unit, Eltit’s writing becomes an extension 

of the atomized human body in the capitalist system, which demands that the grocery worker 

relinquish any trace of subjectivity or humanity—henceforth relegated to parenthetical asides—

to become an extension of the supermarket:  

Me obligo a la mansedumbre (ya no me cuesta nada, nada en absoluto. Quizás finalmente 
sea manso ¿no?) y me esmero en conservar la calma, apaciguar todo sobresalto que 

                                                            
167 Julio Ortega (2000) and Leonidas Morales (2004) 
168 Eltit co-founded the group around 1979 together with the artists Lotty Rosenfeld and Juan Castillo, 
sociologist, Fernando Balcells, and the poet, Raúl Zurita. The activities of the group lasted approximately 
five years. 
169 Particularly the essays included in Diamela Eltit: redes locales, redes globales, edited by Rubí Carreño 
Bolivar. 
170 With the exception of Gwen Kirkpatrick's "La materialidad del lenguaje en Diamela Eltit", which 
focuses explicitly on this topic.  
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pudiera invadir mi ánimo. Estoy presto a cultivar una notable impasibilidad para 
conseguir una presencia solícitamente neutra. Debo (es mi función) lucir limpio, sin 
sudor, sin muecas. ¡Cómo no! Es urgente cumplir con el deber externo de parecer pálido. 
Obvio. Bien peinado, preciso, indescifrable, opaco. Yo formo parte del súper—como un 
material humano accesible—y los clientes lo saben (261).  
 
[I oblige myself to tameness (it no longer costs me anything, nothing at all. Maybe in the 
end I'm docile, no? and I take care in conserving my calm, pacifying every startle that 
could invade my being. I am ready to cultivate a notable impassiveness to achieve an 
entirely neutral presence. I must (it's my function) shine clean, without sweat, without a 
grimace. Of course! It's urgent that I complete the external duty of looking pallid. 
Obvious. Well combed, precise, indecipherable, opaque. I form part of the market—as an 
accessible human material—and the clients know it.] 
 

Even as the sobriety and precision of her prose imitates the protagonists' “servilismo laboral” 

[laboring servility] and their quasi-religious attention to detail, the human element threatens to 

break through the narrator’s parenthetical asides and belabored claims of composure, betraying 

the emotion that simmers beneath his sanitized, regulated movements.  

 Beneath the calm exterior of the prose and its regular distribution in block-like 

paragraphs, another reading tacitly organizes itself within the parameters of the line, as the 

mimetic simulation of the grocery worker’s functionality within the system becomes a parodic 

critique, like the window shoppers who “se burlan de sus adquisiciones y las ridiculizan a través 

de actuaciones miméticas abominables” [make fun of their acquisitions and ridicule them 

through abominable mimetic performances] (255). Eltit’s aesthetic performs a critical function 

by re-inscribing the material conditions of the world in the work, as the carefully rendered 

composition of movements in Mano de Obra exposes the extent to which its joints can be taken 

apart: "actuo con la maestria clásica de la palma de mi mano para conseguir que mi espalda se 

incline en exactos 90 grados hacia los vértices (desmontables) de los estantes” [I act with the 

classical mastery of the palm of my hand to ensure that my back inclines at exactly 90 degrees 

from the (detachable) vertices of the bookcases] (256). Just as these atomized movements relay 
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the gap between signification and truth, in its relentless forward movement, the excessive speed 

of thought over speech heightens the distance between expression and thought:  

Evoqué la angustia del monólogo interior literario, esa prisa por hablar la verdad 
“verdadera” del personaje escudado tras el simulacro formal de reproducir el 
pensamiento. (“Prologo”, El padre mío 17) 
 
[I evoked the anxiety of the literary interior monologue, that rush for speaking the "real" 
truth of the character hiding behind the formal simulacrum of reproducing thought.] 
 

If Vallejo's consternation is behind the form, Eltit's writing in contrast resembles the 'steamroller' 

prose of Kafka: its consternation is in the form.171 While we inhabit language as we inhabit 

space,172 in her writing the line takes the place of a subjective enunciation, making the novel 

apprehensible as an internal and external space in its spatio-temporal crossing:  

consigo esta maravillosa sonrisa, mi estatura, el movimiento armónico de mis manos. 
¿Qué les parece? Ya me encuentro en plena posesión. Con mi cuerpo pegado a mí mismo 
(como una segunda piel) me desplazo por el interior del súper. Me interno hacia su 
profundidad.  
 Camino directo.  
 Ay, si, vidita. Hasta la medula de los huesos. (Mano de obra 257) 
 
[I achieve this marvelous smile, my stature, the harmonious movement of my hands. 
What do you think? I now find myself in total possession. With my body stuck to myself 
(like a second skin) I displace myself through the interior of the supermarket. I intern 
myself towards its profundity. 

Direct path. 
Oh, yes, little life. Until the marrow of my bones.]  
  

In this complicated zone where the sacred and profane, the market and reality, have been so 

thoroughly inverted, the novel proposes itself as an alternative space in which, through the 

corporeal doubling of writing (like a second skin as well, perhaps?), a dialogic reading can take 

                                                            
171 To evoke Beckett's characterization of Kafka's prose and comparison with his own:“The Kafka hero 
has a coherence of purpose. He’s lost but he’s not spiritually precarious, he’s not falling to bits. My 
people seem to be falling to bits. Another difference. You notice how Kafka’s form is classic, it goes on 
like a steamroller—almost serene. It seems to be threatened the whole time—but the consternation is in 
the form. In my work there is consternation behind the form, not in the form” (The New York Times, 6 
May 1956, 2:2). 
172 I am referring here to Michel de Certeau's concept of enunciation. 
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place.  

 
The Square as Frame  

"Sus cuerpos artísticos parecían encadenados a un eterno presente, a la instantaneidad de la mirada, y al 
olvido de los ojos…”173 

 
  
 If the sentence retains an analogical basis with the body, the fold, or doubling of gesture, 

reconfigures the linear and analogical basis of the line in Lumpérica (1983). In the place of a 

linear plot with a clear dénouement, the narrative’s ten chapters repeat and elaborate a single 

image. In its imagistic minimalism the image is a startling one and one that the reader finds 

difficult to naturalize: a homeless woman, L. Iluminada, stands in the center of a public square at 

night in a poor neighborhood of Santiago, illuminated by the neon lights of a billboard sign and 

the lights of a film shoot, surrounded by other beggars (called the “lumperío” or ‘los pálidos’ 

[the pale ones]). In the course of the night, she draws on the plaza with chalk, erases the writing, 

writes again, and writhes in the grass. In the “rhythmic and ritual” intermittent falling of the 

advertisement’s light, the spotlight parcels out generic names, deciding the limits of their 

possibilities and erasing their history. As the light passes over their bodies, the pale people 

conform their bodies to the gaze of the spotlight, “ductilizing their matter, submitting themselves 

consciously to desire” (“ductilizado sus materias sometiéndose conscientemente al deseo”) to 

become “mera carne disponible” [mere disposable meat] and “mercancías ornamentales” 

[“ornamental merchandise”] (22, 27-28, 31). 

 Once established through the narrator’s description, the veracity of this image is 

undermined as the narrative begins to uncover the conditions of its production: the reality of the 

scene is revealed to be a series of filmed rehearsals of "The Production of the Cry" in which the 

                                                            
173 El padre mío, p.15, [Their artistic bodies seemed chained to an eternal present, to the 
instantaneousness of the look, and to the forgetting of eyes...] 
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'star', L. Iluminada, falls to the ground. But even this event is called into question during the 

novel’s interrogation scenes, whose hyperbolic attention to detail erodes the efficacy of 

language: 

Comenzaba de nuevo.  Era como una escena circular ensaya una multiplicidad de veces. 
Una escena errada, inútil. Pensó en romper este círculo, alterar el punto de vista, pasar a 
otro asunto desenmascarando la fragilidad de la base. Empezar de nuevo pero con otro 
principio. Modificar su rol, cambiar el tono… (159).  
 
[It was starting all over again. It was like a circular scene rehearsed countless times. A 
scene gone astray, pointless. He thought about breaking this cycle, changing the point of 
view, switching to another subject that would unmask the weakness of its foundation. 
Start all over again but with another beginning. Modify his role, change the tone...] 
(Christ 139-140). 
 

Whereas the interrogators aim to impute an intention to the accident of L. Iluminada’s fall, 

interpreting it instead as a conspiracy, Eltit’s strategy of writing proceeds in the opposite 

direction, transforming the recording device of the camera into an instrument of error and the 

serial takes of her gesture into an experimental work.  

 Just as the interrogation scene exposes the ordering of events into a coherent plot to be an 

illusory fiction,174 so too, as Louis Marin reminds us, the printed page is an image whose reading 

contains effects of visualization and iconization that are not innocent (Marin 5). The 

exclusionary power of the frame transforms the work into a system, conferring on representation 

the closure by which the totality of the work’s parts become open to the contemplation of a gaze 

and theoretical interpretation.175 The frame "gives not only what is seen, but the way to see it," 

signifying to the viewer the modality of the gaze (356). This directive can also be contained 

                                                            
174 The factuality of events in testimony “is supposed to trace a clear boundary between reality and 
fiction” (Ricoeur, Memory 163) as opposed to fiction which, by definition, always excludes something. 
However, in reality, as Jonathan Culler has argued, testimony entails the same problems as narrative 
recounting: the domination of sjhuzet over fabula in the configuration of a story results in a ‘double logic’ 
in which the need to order events can also produce problems internal to the act of storytelling. 
175 Indeed, the word 'interpretation' derives from ‘pret,’ which links it to the notion of a price or premium, 
and interpreters originally working along trade routes, helping to establish the prices of goods. 
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directly in the image itself through the figure a commentator, the admonitor and advocator of 

work, who embodies the function of istoria  (356): 

In an istoria I like to see someone who admonishes and points out to us what is 
happening there: or beckons with his hand to see; or menaces with an angry face and with 
blazing eyes, so that no one should come near; or shows some danger or marvelous thing 
there; or invites us to weep or to laugh together with them (Alberti cited in Marin 356). 

 
In the first scene of the opening chapter, the narrator presents a summary of the action to come in 

a series of notes and commentaries, stating that the narrative will culminate in the production of 

a look of praise directed at the protagonist and among her observers: 

La escena contempla nada más que la construcción de la pose en donde el lumperío y L. 
Iluminada, en un trabajo experimental con sus cuerpos frente a la cámara, llegan a 
constituir estéticamente en el lapso de tres minutos, una mirada admirativa sobre ellos. 
(“Comentarios a la primera escena” 22) 

 
[The scene contemplates nothing more than the construction of a pose in which the 
lumperio and E. Iluminata, in an experimental work with their bodies in front of the 
camera, arrive at constituting aesthetically in the lapse of three minutes, an admiring look 
at themselves.] ("Commentaries for the first scene")  

 
However, in offering a series of parables or designs for the whole story, these interpretive 

glosses challenge the historiographer's construction, which suspends the 'pastness' of the past 

through its iconic modeling (Ricoeur 152). Like the multi-faceted face of its 'constructed' 

protagonist, who is permanently in a “precarious condition,” the refracted construction of the 

narrative threatens its consolidation. 

 If the plot of the novel is reducible to the repeated staging of a scene, the scene to “the 

construction of a pose”, and the pose to a glance between the people and L. Iluminada, as the 

novel announces in its opening commentary, it is gesture that nonetheless transforms the 

narrative as a whole. Indeed, we are told that L. Iluminada's gesture constitutes the essence of her 

particularity (49). Through them, she possesses complete command: “es la única que mide en 

segundos cada uno de sus gestos en esta tremenda y arrastrada producción” [100]) [she is the 
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only one who measures in seconds each one of her gestures in this tremendous and dragged out 

production]. The repetition of the scene of L. Iluminada's falls—her fall to the ground and the 

fall of her hand through the fire, which span a "lapse" of three minutes, extends the duration of 

the filmed 'scene' so that it fills the time between night and day, or the duration of the novel. The 

transformative potential of this liminal time is contained in the space of her gesture and held 

open by its delay:  

/  de puro extravío tiñó con saña su anatomía y la osadía la arrastró hasta el gesto: 
trepidó—quizás—por estupefacto esfuerza en contener el saldo que guardaba. 

    lo suspende, lo posterga en vano: 
    llegará el día acometida? 
 
/ from simple distraction she dyed her anatomy with rage and audacity dragged 

her toward the gesture: she wavered—maybe—in dazed effort to contain the remainder 
she still held on to, 
     she suspends it, postpones it in vain, 

     will the day of the attack come? 

If there seems to be a contamination of terms between L. Iluminada, who drags herself towards 

the gesture, and the "dragged out production", such confusion is entirely deliberate, for the novel 

is the performance of her gesture, in as much as the novel's production is sustained by it.  

 The performance that E. Luminata orchestrates over the course of the novel is the gesture 

of parting and partitioning the wound, filmed in the square as "The Production of the Cry." If the 

veracity of verbal testimony is discredited, the scar by comparison offers an irrefutable source of 

testimony:  

Si yo misma tuve una herida, pero hoy tengo y arrastro mi propio cicatriz. Ya no me 
acuerdo cuánto ni cómo dolía, pero por la cicatriz sé que me dolía” (25)  
 
[Yes, I had a wound myself, but today I have and drag my own scar. I no longer 
remember how much or what way I suffered, but from the scar I know I did suffer]. 
(Christ 24) 
 

In the 'lapse' of the official annals of history, the hand and its reiterated gesture of mutilation 
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gives rise to the emergence of memory through the making-visible of the wound: “reformula el 

gesto, retira la costra” [she reformulates the gesture, draws back the scab] (204). The formal 

doubling that occurs in the iteration of the gesture (the blow, the burn) exposes the original act of 

the sign’s blow, capturing the sign of guilt covered over in the fiction of truth, “the time of the 

crime excluded from events", or what Deleuze, after Bergson, terms the crystallization of the 

image, the moment when “the present...coincides with its proper past”: "Su mano en el fuego y 

de apariencia se gasta y es la más fácil cristalización de la escena." [Her hand in the fire and by 

appearance it's consumed and it's the easiest crystallization of the scene.] (Zupančič 86-87; Eltit 

199).  

 No longer forming material to be consumed by others in a "measured plot," through her 

gesture she becomes the 'director' of the production and administers her own materials. Like the 

mime who dismembers the body, stripping away the connections between joints to make them 

independent from each other, "thus abolishing the rigidities and stereotypes that cultural coding 

has imprinted on them" (Gil 107), she takes apart language segment by segment until “Ya no es 

reconocible” [It is no longer recognizable] (44-45):  

Pero entonces con la boca pegada a su mano comienza el sentido inverso de su 
frase. Deconstruye la frase, de palabra en palabra, de sílaba en sílaba, de letra en letra, de 
sonidos. Torciendo su fonética. Alterando le modulación en extranjero idioma se 
convierte. Ya no es reconocible y su garganta forzada emite con dificultad las señas. 
Separa su mano de la boca perdida de la legibilidad del mensaje. Por eso su boca abierta 
ya no es capaz de sacar sonido, ni menos palabras. 

 
 Ha desorganizado el lenguaje. 
 
[But then with her mouth stuck to her hand she broaches the opposite meaning of 

her phrase. She deconstructs the phrase, word by word, syllable by syllable, letter by 
letter, by sounds. Twisting its phonetics. Altering the modulation she converts it into a 
foreign tongue. It is no longer recognizable and with difficulty her strained throat emits 
the signs. She takes her hand from the mouth deprived of the message’s legibility. That’s 
why her open mouth is no longer capable of producing sound, let alone words. 
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She has disorganized language.] (Christ 43). 
 
The disorganizing effect of gesture reveals the capacity of the body to constitute its own 

articulate language: 

si ese foco el hombro apunta la articulación  
una movida de su brazo pondría al hombro en movimiento, se cubriría el hombro con la 
mano, pondría ese impedimento al foco. 

 
[if that light the shoulder notes the articulation 
a movement of the arm would put the shoulder in movement, would cover the shoulder 
with the hand, would put that impediment to the light.]  
 

In de-contextualizing and reducing expression to the micro-gestures of the body, the narrative's 

focus reveals "what acts invisibly on the surface" (Gil 110), transforming the body into a surface 

of articulation.176  

 
 
Performing the Cut 

“To draw a line is to have an idea. A drawn line is the basis of construction. To draw is to innovate in 
multiplicity. The line gives the work an inexplicable definition...To cut is to draw a line, is to separate, to 
make a distinction. There is no way to draw. The only way is to draw.” 

 
~Richard Serra 
 
 

 In contrast to the process of bearing witness, which reveals the limit of reliability of 

narrative, the operation of torture aims to eliminate the uncertainty of testimony by designating 

the body as the only source for the verification of the truth. In reality, however, in the torture 

chambers, the operation of torture destroyed the body three times over—literally, figuratively, 

and collectively—through torture, the extraction of false testimony, and the production of a false 

narrative that censored the reality of the disappeared (Nelson 53). Consequently, as Nelson 

                                                            
176 In parallel, the breakdown of movement that occurs through the 'travelling' gaze of the narrative enacts 
the function of the camera, which carries out the analytic work of aesthetic autonomization. For a study of 
the function of the camera's close-up and how it brings out the surface of the particular from the general, 
see Joan Copjec.  
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writes, "Contesting disappearance was always simultaneously a struggle on at least two 

interrelated fronts: for the physical recovery of the missing person, and for the symbolic 

restitution of a ruptured body politic" (53). In the same way that L. Iluminada’s acts of self-

injury are ways of re-constituting her existence, the performance of the cut in “El Ensayo 

General” [‘The General Rehearsal/Essay’] is a way of re-claiming the efficacy of writing and 

endowing it with real danger and risk.  

The performance of the cut repeats the violence of the dictatorship’s "retorica torcida" 

[twisted rhetoric] in order to undo it, countering the instrumental cut of the sign with a 

differential production. But, while the act of auto-mutilation illustrates the punctum of 

inscription by visually assuming the form of the cross or crucible (thereby joining together the 

Latin etymological derivatives of the sign as footprint, track, mark), in effect it functions quite 

differently.  Just as the tracking movement of the camera ruptures the theatrical disposition of the 

square, the cut interrupts the representational plane of writing, establishing “the duality of the 

mark” (182).177 In the lines that precede the description of the cut (labeled the 'General 

Rehearsal' or 'Ensayo General' and abbreviated E.G. 1, 2, and 3), Eltit underscores the brutality 

of “la pérdida voluntaria de sus anales ciudadanos” [the voluntary loss of their citizenry annals] 

(27), the acts of decimation that enable the dominance of a language (in this case Spanish) and 

the neutrality of its annals (anales) by un-tying, tearing and interrupting the threads (liza) of its 

plot (“Anal’iza la trama…d es/garra”) [“She anal-izes the plot…d  is/members” (Christ 151)] to 

allow another story to emerge. Here, an alternate account emerges through the dis-membering of 

the components of the line down to its segments, then to its letters, until it becomes a 

                                                            
177 In painting and in theater, the plane of representation is the ‘fourth’ wall of the scenographic cube, 
what allows the figures in the dramatic narrative to behave as if they are unseen. It appears when there is 
something in excess (a trompe l’oeil, for instance), or a written surface, which undermines distinction 
between the background and plane of representation. Cf. Marin, “The Frame of Representation and Some 
of its Figures.” On Representation. 
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stammering, mooing and bellowing line incapable of corralling the corporeal form or the ‘cuerpo 

oral’ erupting from the proliferation of barbaric sounds and archaic languages: 

E. G. 1:  
 
Muger/r/apa y su mano se nutre final-mente el verde des-ata y maya y se erige y  vac/a-

 nal su forma. 
 
E. G. 2: 
 
Anal’iza la trama=dura de la piel; la mano prende y la fobia d es/garra. 
  
E. G. 3:  
 
Muger/r’onda corp-oral Brahma su ma la mano que la denuncia & brama. 
 
  
[D.R. 1 
 
She moo/s/hears and her hand feeds mind-fully the green dis-entangles and maya she 
erects herself sha/m-an and vac/a-nal her shape. 
 
D.R. 2  
 
She anal-izes the plot = thickens the skin: the hand catches = the fire and the phobia d  
is/members. 
 
D.R. 3 
 
She moo/s/urges round corp-oral Brahma her sig/n-ature ma lady man ual betrays her and 
she bronca Brahamas.] (Christ 150-152) 
 

At the same time, if the grammatical segmentation of the line is taken at face value, the hand that 

writes the line is also “la mano que la denuncia” [the hand that denounces it]. The cut interrupts 

the linear construct of the line, dramatizing it, making it rise into an act that symbolically 

denounces the clarity of its own formation. As Eltit writes: “Se da una línea para que se actúe” 

(177) [A line is given so that it may be acted upon (156)]). Yet, by turning inside-out the 

neutrality of language, the cut does more than expose the instrumental duplicity of the mark; as 

the enactment of the repudiation of its own letter, it also makes writing adequate—and identical 
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to—the tortured body it signifies. In so doing, Eltit articulates a scene that would otherwise be 

impossible to narrate, since the victim's enunciation is exactly what is denied him in the 

interrogation room.178  

 Against this time, in which the tortured body is destroyed through the extraction of 

testimony, the segmentation of the line-as-plot extends the body through the time of the 

narrative, drawing it out, until it becomes “barro, barrosa, barroca la epidermis” (174) [the 

epidermis becomes bog/  barbered barbaric baroque] (Christ 153). Eltit breaks down language 

into a series of proairetic folds, which Barthes describes as follows: 

What is a series of actions? The unfolding of a name. To enter? I can unfold it into ‘to 
appear’ and ‘to penetrate’. To leave? I can unfold it into ‘to want to, ‘to stop’, ‘to leave 
again’...Two systems of folding (two ‘logics’) seem to be required alternatively. The first 
breaks down the title (noun or verb) according to its constituent moments (the articulation 
can be orderly: begin/continue or confused: begin/stop/leave). The second system 
attaches contingent actions to a guide word (to say farewell/to confide/to embrace). These 
systems, one analytical, the other catalytical, one definitional, the other metonymical, 
have no logic other than that of the already-seen, already-read, already-done: that of 
empires and culture... 
 
...Thus to read...is to proceed from name to name, from fold to fold; it is to fold the text 
according to one name and then to unfold it along the new folds of this name. This is 
proairetism: an artifice (or art) of reading that seeks out names, that tends toward them: 
an act of lexical transcendence, a labor of classification carried out on the basis of the 
classification of language—a maya activity, as the Buddhists would say, an account of 
appearances, but as discontinuous forms, as names (Barthes). 
 

A maya activity of 'lexical transcendence', or the mana of the free-floating signifier, shows that 

there is always a surplus of signification (Lévi-Strauss). As a “symbol in its pure state”, it can 

                                                            
178 In Idelbar Avelar's cogent summary: "Componente fundamental de la tortura es la producción de un 
enunciado en el sujeto torturado, su transformación en portavoz de los enunciados del torturador. La 
tortura funciona también, entonces, como producción de habla, no porque—repetimos—se torture para 
realizar exitosamente un interrogatorio, sino porque el interrogatorio es la tortura misma en su realización. 
La tecnología de la tortura es la producción calculada de un efecto" (183). 
[A fundamental component of torture is the production of an enunciation in the tortured subject, his 
transformation into a spokesperson for the enunciations of the torturer. Torture functions also, then, as the 
production of speech, not because—to reiterate—torture aims to effectively realize an interrogation, but 
because the interrogation is the torture itself in its realization. The technology of torture is the calculated 
production of an effect.] 
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take on any symbolic content and in this sense allows symbolic thinking to operate (Gil 93). As 

we saw in the last chapter, the body also can become the measure of its relations, an in so doing, 

Gil argues, it enables symbolic thought to operate. As it elaborates abstract rhythms and figures, 

translating between different sensory codes and contexts, the body creates  “passageways 

between heterogeneous spaces” that “dissolves the image of the body in exfoliations of the space 

of the body” (141). Overturning the distancing effects of illumination and iconicity, Lumpérica 

generates a reading along these proairetic folds of baroque mutations of language, plunging the 

reader into the material strata of language as into a body.179  

 Thus transforming the tortured body not only into an object of desire, but also of ludic 

pleasure, by the end of the novel, L. Iluminada's rotation under the light no longer signifies the 

fracturing of her image, but its brilliant refracting:  

Híbrida y triunfante está lista para emerger: es cosa de la luz y de este pertinaz ángulo 
que allí la designa (pero ella rota siempre para no dejarse atrapar por la pose). Nada la 
sojuzga a una permanencia. (Eltit 189) 

 
[Hybrid and triumphant she is ready to emerge: it is a question of the light of this 
fortuitous angle that designates her there (but she rotates herself always so as not to let 
herself be trapped by the pose). Nothing subjects her to permanence.] 

 
The role that desire plays in her emergence as a subject becomes manifest if we consider that the 

evasion of designation in the passage above is identical to the ‘connotation’ of amorphousness 

that the possibility of pleasure lends to the subject as she describes it: 

En todo caso irreductible, su cintura se establece provocadora al demarcar zonas erógenas 
en el balanceo que da cabida al torso y al desplazamiento de los muslos…su cintura es 
connotada por su amorfidad, nada hay en ella que solace la mirada o que la detenga en 
ese punto…Su cintura es gemela a la mía en la pertinaz insistencia en esta vida, en 
marginación (104). 

 
[In any case irreducible, her waist becomes provocative in demarcating erogenous zones 
in the balancing that makes room for the torso and the shifting of the thighs...her waist is 
connoted by its amorphousness, nothing about it comforts the gaze or arrests it at that 

                                                            
179 As the choreographer and dancer William Forsythe puts it: “a body is a body which folds.” 
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point...Her waist is the twin to mine in its obstinate insistence on this life, it is 
margination] (Christ 90). 
 

The juxtaposition of “en esta vida” and “en marginación” invites the reader to invent the 

coherence of the line through an imaginative play of associations in which the margin of the 

“cintura” brings the marginalized into life. It is telling of the energetic, material force of Eltit’s 

language that this process is registered through a linguistic transmutation between the 

marginalization of the square and the margin of the page. In asking the reader to enter into 

language as a volatile field of dissociations and associations among different registers (lexical, 

visual, conceptual) that proceed along discontinuous breaks, Eltit immerses the reader in the 

material of the work, making the reader an accomplice of her vision at the same time that she 

trains her to relinquish the desire to order, master, and control her narrative. 180  

But the surplus of readings produces its own kind of terror in the form of indeterminacy 

such that "The efficacy of the text is [then]...no different from its fragility" (Charles in Ricoeur 

165). What is liberated in the construction of this 'nonperformance' within the performance of the 

text is the body. To return to Barthes' essay on Twombly:  

Or, ce qui est inimitable, finalement, c'est le corps; aucun discours, verbal ou plastique—
...ne peut réduire un corps à un autre corps...le corps excède toujours l'échange dans 
lequel il est pris: aucun commerce au monde, aucun vertu politique ne peuvent exténuer 
le corps: il y a toujours un point extrême où il se donne pour rien. (L’obvie et l’obtus 
157-158) 
 
[In the end, what is irreducible is the body; no discourse, verbal or plastic— […] can 
reduce a body to another body […] the body always exceeds the exchange in which it is 
caught: no worldly commerce, no political virtue can extenuate the body: there is always 
an extreme point at which it gives itself for nothing.]  

 
Significantly, the statement of Lumpérica's ars poetica is the only instance where the narrator 

                                                            
180 Deleuze distinguishes the classic image from the new image in just this way: while the classic image is 
defined by a convergence of series, the new electronic image consists in a multiplication of parameters 
and divergent series, as a result of which the image must be read ('lisibile') rather than simply visible 
(Deleuze Pourparlers 77). 
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addresses the homeless woman and the reader, now one and the same, and asks her to speak: “Y 

dime ahora qué se siente estirada en el banco, cubierta de plástico, a plena espalda de la 

literatura” (121) [And tell me now what it feels like stretched out on the bench, covered in 

plastic, back turned to literature.]   

 
The Structure of the Cross  
 
“rompiendo las líneas horizontales 
obstruye el mensaje 
en un acto de tensión entre un signifying material y otro 
de la huella al lugar que la genera 
y la constituye como trauma 
 
para abrir otro espacio…abriendo el otro lado del discurso 
abarcando aquello no contenido por el lenguaje. 
el afuera del codigo no articulado por el lenguaje 
donde se genera la vida” 181 
 
~Eltit, Una mille de cruces sobre el pavimento 
 
 
 Construed together, the gestures in the novel—the vertical falls of the protagonist's body 

and the fall of her hand through the flames, and the horizontal movements of the text (the 

modulations of the body, the cuts, and the letter of writing)—form the structure of the cross. The 

immediate source of inspiration for the novel and the cross is the poem Eltit wrote to accompany 

Lotty Rosenfeld's site-specific artwork, Una milla de cruces sobre el pavimento [One mile of 

crosses on the pavement], which consisted of rows of crosses painted on an abandoned runway 

symbolizing the disappeared. More generally, the serial use of a simple form, such as the cross, is 

                                                            
181 [opening the horizontal lines / she obstructs the message / in an act of tension between one significant 
material and another / from the mark to the place that generates it / and constitutes it as trauma...to open 
another space...opening the other side of discourse / taking on that which is not contained in language. / 
the outside of the code not articulated by language / where life is generated] ("A Million Crosses on the 
Pavement") 
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also a defining feature of systemic or systematic art. 182 Like the multiple rehearsals of L. 

Iluminada's gestures, in the serial repetition of a form, the form's extension in time becomes as 

significant as its presence in space: form becomes meaningful through repetition, extension and 

variation (Alloway 56). But, while systemic art flees the subjective traces of gesture, Lumpérica 

dissolves the limit between the technological scaffolding and its arrangement of elements and 

gestural techniques by making gesture the object of the novel's elaboration.  

 Far from representing the body becoming pure sign, the sign of the cross is re-conceived 

in its performative and gestural dimension, as a drama of lines meeting. Separated into its 

component parts, the cross becomes a point of assembly rather than a stigmata.183 Returning to 

familiar iconographic territory, L. Iluminada's fall summons the image of compassion, or charity, 

in which Mary, the mother of the crucified Jesus falls into the supporting arms of others (Christ 

in Eltit 225). As a set of elements to be assembled and disassembled, the novel repeats and 

mirrors the drama at the center of this movement. The silent, virtual re-arrangement of its parts 

that occurs between ‘acts’, within each chapter (in the annexing of commentaries and notes for 

the performance), and through episodic variations across genres, typographic layouts, and 

literary modes, generates infinite possibilities of reading within the work. These virtual 

possibilities are both suspended within the work’s structure and the drama around which the 

narrative revolves. Insofar as the virtual possibilities that surround the work’s composition are 

incorporated as an effect of reading, the narrative holds in suspense, as its virtual other, the act of 

reading, which consists in the arrangement and orchestration of its parts. Or, to put it differently, 

                                                            
182 Along with other visual artists in the 60's and 70's who experimented with simple forms in serial 
works, such as the cross (Barnett Newman’s Stations of the Cross, Ad Reinhart’s crosses, Kenneth 
Noland’s chevrons, Downing’s grids, Feeley’s quatrefoils). 
183 The letter 'L' is also significant in the context of the dictatorship: it was stamped on the passports of 
those crossing the border in the exodus from Chile during the first stage of the dictatorship, notes Eltit in 
an interview with Auli Lesken (Lesken 154). 
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writing is figured as the gesture of (re-)composition.   

 Writing, then, is imagined as and with gesture; gesture does not efface writing, but 

defines the work of writing itself, as the virtual site of its production. What remains as the 

work’s composition arises in the space of the possibility and threat of another hand’s 

intervention. The hand that writes, then, also hesitates to authorize its intentions, and we can read 

the marks of this hesitation in the work's composition.  Indeed, Catherine Cyssau argues that the 

two are profoundly linked. If the novel produces the structure of the cross through the repetition 

of gesture that suspends its completion, moreover, Cyssau suggests, moreover, that the hesitation 

and suspension of gesture is essential to gesture itself. Through them, gesture possesses the 

topical structure of a cross, she writes (99):  

La verticalité donne au geste la mobilité d'un présent. Elle précède toujours une 
horizontalité que dans le même temps elle révèle. L'horizontalité convient à la présence 
négative des éléments que le geste transporte. La verticalité sert de passage à l'existence 
d'une présence en retrait. L'intersection mobile de la verticalité et de l'horizontalité 
s'effectue par un point de perte. 
     Le geste donne lieu à l'entre-deux de ce qui n'est encore subjectivé ni du coté du corps, 
ni du coté du psychique.  
 
[Verticality gives gesture the mobility of a present. It always precedes a horizontality at 
the same time that it reveals it. Horizontality convenes elements to the negative presence 
that gesture transports. Verticality brings into existence a presence in retreat. The mobile 
intersection of verticality and horizontality is realized through a vanishing point. 
     Gesture renders the in-between of that which is not yet subjectivized either on the side 
of the body, or on the side of the psyche.] 

 
Crossed by its own internal difference, the narrative breaks apart as it forges ahead, and forges 

ahead through the re-distribution of its parts. The work "emerges from its own discordant 

material" (Ortega 35), from the administration of its own materials or entrails, like its 

protagonist, whose hand moves in and out of the fire, burning herself again and again in the 

square’s makeshift pyre, or its author, whose hand initiates the beginning of her writing by 

inscribing cuts on her skin.  
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Insofar as the composition of the narrative arises out of the possibility of its 

decomposition, its installation out of its dis-installation, we might say, then, that it is a ‘mobile 

site' that “courts its own destruction”,184 a site whose indestructibility nevertheless arises out of 

this very destruction. While the accumulation of readings can produce its own kind of terror, it 

can also happen that at this point of absolute uncertainty, the fragility of the text transforms into 

its opposite, for then “there is no longer any incompatibility between a poetics that, in 

Jakobson’s definition, places the accent on orienting the message back toward itself and a 

rhetoric of effective discourse, oriented toward a receiver” (Michel Charles qtd in Ricoeur 168). 

In a society in which discourse has ceased to be efficacious and to ratify reality, orienting the 

message back towards itself is a way of re-establishing its balance, so that “the message which is 

itself its own end, continues its questioning” (168).  

Through the folds of reading, the dissolution of the aesthetic pose induces a consonant 

dissolution of aesthetic judgment. In the intimacy of the crossing of its parts, the composition 

incorporates the reader into the body of the text. However, insofar as this space is unbounded by 

propositional content, it also designates an open site. If the site is not defined by its content, then 

it can only be defined by the people that inhabit it. The iterability of the message, which creates 

the effect of an open work, derives from the economy of gesture itself. Whereas the truth of a 

linguistic enunciation refers back to the world for its confirmation, in contrast, the conditions that 

determine the value of a gesture depend on the ratification of the gesture as an event: "Les 

conditions de vérité d'un geste renvoient au geste lui-même, sur le fait que le geste a eu lieu, qu'il 

a fait événement et la façon dont nous admettons ensemble qu'il vaille comme événement" (Wall 

                                                            
184 As James Meyer evocatively wrote of Robert Smithson’s work: it is a “temporary thing, a movement, a 
chain of meanings and imbricated histories: a place marked and swiftly abandoned. The mobile site thus 
courts its own destruction; it is willfully temporary; its nature is not to endure but to come down...” 
(Meyer 27). 
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and Popelard 37) [The conditions of the truth of a gesture refer to the gesture itself, on the fact 

that the gesture has happened, that it is an event, and the way in which we agree together that it 

counts as an event.]  Said another way, gestures are always doubled by the writing that describes 

them.  

Indeed, Eltit has acknowledged the role the reader plays in the composition of her work 

in interviews, stating: 

…me siento relacionada con aquellas literaturas en las que lenguaje y sentido comparten 
un espacio privilegiado de despliegue y repliegue, en un juego no extento de opacidad y 
misterio. Pienso en el lector. Siento al lector como una cifra cómplice del texto, como un 
operador de desentreñamiento (“Quisiera” 187). 
 
[…I feel related to those literatures in which language and sense share a privileged space 
of unfolding and refolding, in a game nonetheless of opacity and mystery. I think of the 
reader. I see the reader as a complicit cipher of the text, as an operator of the unraveling.] 

 
By drawing on the presence of the singular, unknown reader (or “cipher”) for its unraveling, the 

work becomes a transitional site through its reading, "the project of a time in advance, that 

unfolds like a literary polysystem in becoming" (Ortega 57). Like the intimate community of 

readers that Michaux utopically imagined in his last work, the text institutes a new site through 

its possible and virtual 'readings-to-come.' 

 

The Composition of the Square 

“The moment when literature attains its highest degree of efficacity is perhaps the moment when it places 
its readers in the position of finding a solution for which they themselves must find the appropriate 
questions, those that constitute the aesthetic and moral problem posed by the work.”  
 
 ~Paul Ricoeur, Time and Narrative, Vol. 3, p.173 
 
 If the staging of the square as "scene" leads to the internal deconstruction of its limits,185 

                                                            
185 That is, the scene does not confirm the unity of the gazing subject but exceeds personification. As 
Kenneth Burke writes in A Grammar of Motives, the scene exceeds the limit of the personal because the 
appearance of the scene as a scene depends on the ‘non-scene’ outside of it. 
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and the structure of the cross leads to a vanishing point at the center of its intersection, however, 

what prevents the novel from becoming the classical image of "the beautiful, self-sufficient work 

of art”, endlessly “turned in on itself in sterile narcissism" (Hillis Miller 151-152)? Reading 

Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!, Hillis Miller suggests that the self-reflexive work of art—which, 

in other contexts, might be considered as the very opposite of a classical text, participates in the 

same desire to produce a world adequate to itself: 

...the temptation of incest is parallel to the temptation of an effort of narration which 
wants to assimilate the recalcitrant particularity of human life and history to a grand, 
coherent fictional design, it wants to dominate life by turning it into words, to internalize 
life in a fiction, to aestheticize it in a perfectly self-contained, self-reflexive work of art. 
This is the temptation to sever art from life and to make it a self-sufficient performative 
realm ungrounded in anything but its own activity. The sign of this motive for narration is 
the desire to present the temporally sequential all at once, so it can be grasped as a 
simultaneous spatial design (167).  
 

Hillis Miller's critique of the sublime, self-sufficient work raises an important question: whether 

the capacity of literature to open, through its act, the possibility and space to envision a future 

that was not available before nonetheless depends on the projective modeling and adequation of 

the future on the present and the past.186 For the future—if it is truly a future—would exceed our 

capacity to coerce it into something knowable and known, constituting, precisely, the new 

(Phillips 97). Insofar as it does not conform to an image or pre-determined figure, the model that 

would effectively predict the future would also efface it.  

 To the extent that Eltit's novel resists, to the end, being captured in one pose or one 

interpretation, on some level it would like to be “ungrounded in anything but its own activity” 

(Hillis Miller 167). Formed by the "mutual seduction of its parts", the composition proffers itself 

as a representation without equivalency. Indeed, at first glance, we can think of L. Iluminada’s 

aesthetic “Posing repose” (“En actitud de descanso” [19]) as a mini-drama of the relation 
                                                            
186 Though it is not discussed here, this question is of central concern to current critiques of speculative 
realism from various corners of the theory in the humanities.   
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between rehearsal (“ensayo”) and event (“acontecimiento”), or pretext and text, writ large in the 

text. Detached from the ground of certainty through the theatricality of its representation, the 

‘truth’ of the text becomes comparable to a pretext or a pose187 (Eltit 184). Her ‘repose’ is a pose 

that similarly challenges the certainty of events: “se esconde tras una aparente lasitud: los engaña 

de nuevo” [she hides behind an apparent lassitude: she traps them again] (201). But, if the 

superimposition of scene and square makes it impossible to discern the limit between the film 

shoot in the work (twice removed from reality) and the level of ‘real’ events in the narrative 

world, the conceit of L. Iluminada’s re/pose further undoes the limit between fiction and reality 

because it works on the limit between the reality of the fictional world and the world of the 

reader. That is, it undoes the possibility of discerning the difference between action and inaction, 

productivity and non-productivity.  

 Deliberately confusing repose and pose, inaction and action in this way, Eltit liberates the 

possibility for thinking and imagining to become a form of action, thereby converting the most 

ordinary of moments into a potentially revolutionary one. As CADA had declared in the written 

manifesto of “Ay Sudamérica!” (1981): “cada hombre que trabaja por la ampliación, aunque 

sea mental, de sus espacios de vida es un artista” [...every man that works for the expansion of 

the spaces of his life, even if it is mental, is an artist.] Like the mutable title of the novel, 

Lumpérica—a neologism that melds the protagonist's name with the anonymous 'extras', the 

metonymic operation that Eltit carries out in the novel makes L. Iluminada into a figure both like 

and unlike any other: both epic and ordinary; orchestrator of "The Production of the Cry" and the 

figure at the center of its orchestration; monumental only insofar as she is not a monument, but 

an ever-changing allegory for the city's lumpen. This potential to take down what it raises up— 

                                                            
187 For a Derridean reading of Lumpérica and a comparison with Mallarmé's work, see Eugenia Brito's 
essay in Campos Minados: literatura post-golpe en chile.  
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inscribed in the title— is the potential of the lumpen. The shape-shifting composition that the 

novel's "gestural research" gives rise to is, finally, an image for the multiplicity of the lumpen: 

“Sin nominación se ha dicho o al menos / la provisionalidad que sin llamarse se llama y los 

altera” (“Esc. 9”, 200) [Without denomination it has been said or at least / the provisionality that 

without naming itself names them and alters them] (Christ 178). As the novel announced at the 

outset, it would proceed from the ‘conditioning’ of the illuminated sign to the 'formation' of 'an 

image of literature' that will itself  "condition a few writings" (47).  

It is as if the recognition scene of L. Iluminada)/(L) iterature could only be extracted by 

carrying the image of literature beyond recognition, and thus, also, beyond extrapolation—to the 

point where it would be impossible to fabricate a story foreign to the aesthetic object. The 

invisible, multiform ‘figure’ that forms in the negative space the novel creates through the 

movement of its parts thus allows us to read the novel in a two-directional way: not only as the 

narration of the unfigurable trauma of the golpe, but also as a narrative in pursuit of a future free 

of the determinations of the past. Like Brecht, Eltit “seeks to restore what is comprehensible in 

human action by making it incomprehensible” (Jameson 46). Present only through its absence, 

the figure is a figuration of the poor’s non-existence, their “paradójico modo de la apariencia, es 

decir, como exterior” [paradoxical mode of appearance, that is, as exterior] (El padre mío 14)—

except that, here, instead of being on the exterior, the novel places them at its very interior.  

Being themselves the limit or boundary of the site, the lumpen/square's 'renunciation' of 

its limits turns this exclusion inside-out. By a chiasmic reversal, the impotence of the situation 

then becomes its potency, and the desolate square under the toque de queda (curfew), a theatrical 

stage for the dictatorship and all of "its possible images" (Eltit in Morales 31). In this sense, the 
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articulation of the problem becomes its solution.188 If the immunity of the modern state demands 

the expulsion of those who would endanger the survival of the community as a whole, the revival 

of community, it would seem, depends on the ability to enact something akin to what Žižek calls 

"shooting oneself in the foot" or "sacrificing what is more than oneself" (Žižek 93). They are acts 

that “suspend the contours of a given situation, to open it up to the possibility that things might 

be otherwise, that our very criteria for what counts as fair and right can change" (93). 

 In this regard, Eltit’s novel is not only an allegorical, figurative site, but also a literal site, 

in that her work conforms to the constraints of the situation and "the work’s formal outcome 

is…determined by a physical place,"189 but with the added distinction: that the work redefine the 

situation in so conforming to it. Eltit thus offers a different situational aesthetics—one in which 

the system structuring the work does not facilitate the automatic completion of a pre-determined 

goal or set of conditions, which would deaden the material presence of the artwork (Burgin 41). 

She exploits the artwork's self-sufficiency not simply to reproduce it, but as a technical strategy. 

Part of this strategy is the libertine conceit of the novel, which transforms the loss of a sacrificial 

economy into an abundance in which the act of conformation is transformed into pleasure.190 As 

Judith Revel affirms: "Freedom is not a ghostly outside but the material concretizing of 'inside', 

reconstituted as weapon of war—in other words, as a creative, incommensurable, excessive 
                                                            
188 In this sense, Eltit follows in the tradition of aesthetic modernism, transcending reification through the 
reification of its own forms, and that of ideology critique, in that the work aims to resolve real problems 
through symbolic means.  
189 To invoke the distinction between site-specific and non-site specific art.  
190 In this context, one might also think of masochistic acts. If masochism is a way of “using the body 
until there is nothing more to be used,” to paraphrase Bobby Flanagan in the film Sick!: The Life & Death 
of Bob Flanagan, Supermasochist (1997), under oppressive circumstances it is also a way of knowing 
again, or for the first time, what there is to be used.  
        The use of masochism as a strategy for self-formation is one that both Freud and Foucault explored. 
While Freud initially did not separate masochism from sadism in Three Essays on Sexuality, he 
eventually developed the possibility of a primary masochism distinct from sadism in Beyond the Pleasure 
Principle. Similarly, Foucault developed the idea of the strategic use of power differentials in order to 
produce effects of pleasure instead of domination in his later work, anticipating that of the Cynics 
perhaps. 
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(excédante) matrix" (Revel 33). Literally and metaphorically, both the hand and the word 

burn,191 as the initial indifference of the protagonist’s gesture becomes, in the process, her 

jouissance: "No se deja vencer por la comodidad de estampar sus excedentes, nada la llama a 

detenerse en la forma que podría establecer. [She does not let herself be overcome by the 

convenience of printing her extras, nothing calls on her to stop at the shape she could establish.] 

(Christ 167-8).192 In constituting a moment in which the body loses its sense of propriety and 

concern for the preservation of the body and its limits, gesture becomes the determining factor, 

or the excess that remains, and induces its continuation: "(La eficacia de esta superficie rota es la 

indagación gestual reiterada)" (Eltit 183). [(The efficacy of this broken surface is repeated 

gestural research.)] (Christ 162). If the exploitation of art's self-reflexivity is a way of resisting 

the impotence to which its self-sufficiency destines it, nonetheless, as we have seen, it is also by 

virtue of its fictive, technical apparatus that the work of art obtains influence. As Ricoeur puts it, 

reading is “a genuine dialectic by virtue of the negativity it implies: depragmatization and 

defamiliarization, inversion of the given in image-building consciousness, illusion-breaking” 

(Ricoeur 170). The work of art, in other words, has social influence not because it corresponds to 

everyday experience, but because it does not, and therefore can change our expectations towards 

everyday life. 

Because the meaning of gesture is inseparable from the disposition and conduct of a body 

                                                            
191 “El luminoso que va a regir esta nueva identidad, los pálidos que la adquieren, ella que se somete, 
quemada y palabra como unidad” (45) [The illuminated sign that is going to rule this new identity, the 
pale people who acquire it, she who submits, as well as burn and word as one] (Christ 45).  
192 In overflowing the bounds of the ‘square’/page, the ‘doubling’ over of the text is also a ‘dubbing.’ Just 
as aesthetic autonomization, which Benjamin compares to the close-ups of the camera, reveals "new 
structural formations of the subject" (Jameson 46), the discontinuous syntax of the novel's structure 
allows its protagonist to metaphorically escape the enclosure of the book, approximating instead a moving 
figure. I refer the reader to Timothy Murray's Digital Baroque for a baroque reading of the fold in relation 
to film and new media, and "the parameters of analogy in relation to psychopolitical possessions" 
(Murray 23). 
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(Guérin 11), it instigates a textual reality not unlike the impure ontology that Alain Bergala 

ascribes to the cinematic medium. Bergala argues that, unlike other art forms, cinema brings 

together three distinct bodies on screen: the character in the director's mind, the character 

represented in the film, and the body of the actor required to bring the director's vision to life on 

screen. The presence of these three relations in the same space, he argues, results in a form of 

evidence that is fundamentally impure (Bergala 23). Indeed, in its ability to translate between 

aesthetic codes and to constitute both a form of evidence and its suspension, we might say that 

gesture, too, is fundamentally impure.  

At once gestures of self-renunciation or manifestation, and continual 'takes' or trials, L. 

Iluminada's gestures capture the paradoxical economy of this evidence. The significance of her 

gestures converge in the practices of the Cynics, in which one’s body and life becomes a 

manifestation of the truth through the practice of spiritual exercises (“ensayos”).193 In his lectures 

on the Cynics, Foucault traces this common lineage back to Gregory of Naziane, who describes 

the Egyptian Christian Maxime as “the best of philosophers, being the martyr, the witness to the 

truth (marturôn tês alêtheias)” [le meilleur des philosophes, étant le martyr, le témoin de la 

vérité] (Foucault 158). As a witness to the truth through the manifestation of his own existence 

and body, the Cynic's life entails a life of risk and ridicule: it is "La vie comme présence 

immédiate, éclatante et sauvage de la vérité... La forme d’existence comme scandale vivant de la 

vérité" [Life as the immediate, radiant, and savage presence of the truth…the form of life as a 

living scandal of truth] (158, 175).  

In critical essays, Eltit has described the practice of literature in strikingly similar terms, 

referring to it as "the ceremonial and intimate presence of writing as a zone of uncertainty, 

                                                            
193 In fact, the word “manifestation” derives from manus, or the hand, as in: to render manifest, to make 
evident, or clear. 
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suspense and risk" ("la presencia ceremonial e íntima de la escritura como zona de 

incertidumbre, de suspenso y de riesgo") (“Quisiera”, Emergencias 186)]. As a writer, her 

disregard for the conventional demarcations between genres and media, and her persistent 

engagement with taboo subjects is nothing if not scandalous. For the reader, perhaps the most 

scandalous aspect of Eltit’s writing is the interchangeability of pain and pleasure, which makes it 

difficult to impute an ethical and moral value to her writing (Castro-Klarén 101). If Eltit returns 

the abstract universal to the concrete particular of the incendiary substance of the letter, 194 she 

does so only inasmuch as its material is constituted in and through the difficulty of the reading 

experience, and the pleasure that is found there inhabited by pain. 

 

The Material Scene of Desire 
 
"De arte será hoy mi deslumbrante deseo. Qué maravilla. Piensas que alguien podría acaso incendiar 
verbalmente la tierra?"195  
 

 
Just as the mutability between pain and pleasure can be seen as a safeguard to prevent the 

reader from romanticizing the work of writing, so too, by centering the affective investment in 

language rather than the characters themselves, Eltit, in Brechtian fashion, denies the reader a 

stable position from which to idealize the text’s aesthetic resistance. Writing becomes an 

aesthetic counter-mirroring of the grotesque inequity of the law and the asymmetry of power. In 

the epistolary novel, Los vigilantes (1994), the contortion of writing mimics the political 

impotence and powerlessness of its narrator, one half of a mother-son dyad held hostage in their 

home by an absent husband (the familial proxy of the symbolic order), the town, existing under 

                                                            
194 In the triple sense of illumination, anger, and erotics of the letter: "Escribió: / iluminada entera, 
encendida" (152). [She wrote: / illuminated entirely, turned on.]  (Christ 134) 
195 "Of art my dazzling desire will be today. How marvelous. Do you think that someone could by chance 
verbally set fire to the earth?" (El infarto del alma, p. 80) 
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the shadow of a global war of indeterminate proportions ("una guerra silenciosa, una batalla 

muda y desproporcionada" [a silent war, a mute, disproportionate battle]) transpiring between 

East and West. Whereas the state appropriates the law as an extension of its power, thereby 

emptying out its contestatory power, gesture brings to the fore matters of fact, or “una verdad 

conocida de antemano” [a truth known beforehand] (Mano de obra). The futility of the mother’s 

letters to her husband, in which she strives to make a legal case for herself, makes visible the 

impotence of the law by exposing the extent to which her case is “un caso viciado de antemano” 

[a case vitiated beforehand] (119):  

Las palabras que te escribo pueden llegar a ser catalogadas como anárquicas, una 
agrupación furiosa asegurará que son ininteligibles o insolentes o desafortunadas. Sólo 
quiero declarar ahora que jamás te escribí cartas. Simplemente escribí para ver cómo 
fracasaban mis palabras.  

 
[The words that I write you can be catalogued as anarchical in the end, a furious grouping 
will insure that they are unintelligible or insolent or unfortunate. I only want to declare 
now that I never wrote you letters. I simply wrote to see how my words failed.] 
 

The novel enacts the violence of the social and legal system's ethical failure by staging the 

mother's failure in the reversal of power that occurs at the end of the novel, when her infant son 

triumphantly takes over the conditions of the narrative (133-136):  

El hambre de mamá no se sacia con los alimentos. A mamá sólo le complacía su letra. 
Esa letra que ya no puede concluir. Yo me sacio con la mano de mamá. Mi cabeza de 
TON TON TON To siempre adivino que mamá iba a ser derrotada por la aridez de la 
pagina...Debo tomar la letra de mama y ponerla en el centro de mi pensamiento. Porque 
soy yo el que tengo que dirigir la mano de mama…Arrastro una letra inútil y lejana por 
una superficie yerma. La arrastro.  
 
[Mother's hunger doesn't satiate itself with food. Mother was only pacified by her letter. 
That letter that now she can't conclude. I satiate myself with the hand of mother. My head 
of STU STU STU Pid always guessed that mother was going to be defeated by the aridity 
of the page...I should take mother's letter and put it in the center of my thought. Because I 
am the one who has to direct mother's hand...I drag a useless and distant word through a 
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barren surface. I drag her.]196  
 

Writing and the boy's game, which consists in organizing a set of vessels in a labyrinth across the 

house and dancing around them, form parallel, if not competing, modes of making sense of the 

'labyrinthine' order of the law. Whereas the force of the mother's emotions and thoughts 

continually expropriate her from herself,  the son's game allows him to claim a territory where he 

is free to make and remake the world at will: 

En el centro de su perfecta circunvalación se empieza a perfilar un mundo que tiene sus 
partes perfectamente unidas para formar un todo. Pero ahora disgrega las partes de su 
mundo y se mueve en un gesto que parece a un baile solitario. (123). 
 
[In the center of his perfect beltway there begins to emerge a profile of a world that has 
its parts perfectly united to form a whole. But now he disperses the parts of his world and 
moves with a gesture that looks like a solitary dance.]  
 

Forming an order complete in itself, his game is capable of restoring the 'human order' of the 

world (125).   

 Eltit has, on occasion, referred to the aesthetic effect of gesture in a similar way. In 

situating the importance of the feminist journal Nomadías Feministas and its position on the 

periphery of traditional currents of feminism, she describes gesture as a destabilizing force that 

re-calibrates the trace, producing a nomadic "letter of disequilibrium" (Emergencias 181):  

...abre así su singularidad lectora, una singularidad necesaria ante el trazado literario, un 
trazado desigual, que requiere gestos para producir un equilibrio en la letra. Letra del 
desequilibrio, letra desequilibrada y por ello nómada de los centros, prófuga aún de sí 
misma.  
 
[...it opens thus the singularity of the reader, a necessary singularity before the literary 
trace, an unequal tracing, that requires gestures to produce an equilibrium in the letter. 
Letter of disequilibrium, unstable letter and through it nomadic from the centers, fleeing 
even from itself.] 
 

While the sentence in its gestural, kinetic capacity transforms the novel into a space of dialogic 
                                                            
196 Through the feminine pronoun, we are lead to believe that the son is not only dragging the letter, but 
his mother, which the lines that follow this passage strongly suggest. Therefore I have translated 'La 
arrastro' as 'I drag her' rather than 'I drag it.'  
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encounter, gesture likewise opens the space in which the organization of meaning takes place. 

The gestures of bodies never resemble the precision of a complete language so much as when 

they pertain to the enclosed world of ritual.197 At the same time, it is their inscrutability that 

solicits their reiterated reading: "me pide que descifre la bella geometría en que se mueve" [he 

asks me to decipher the beautiful geometry in which he moves] (Los vigilantes 118).  

 The suspension of the symbolic order that the pure gesture of dance produces in Eltit's 

novels stands in marked contrast to the way that we conceptualize the symbolic intentions of 

gesture in everyday life. In its everyday usage, gesture describes insincere or ineffectual action, 

or express disillusionment, as when one refers to an ‘empty gesture’; or, when the intent is 

genuine, it indicates the symbolic intention of an act, as opposed to its practical actualization. 

What is considered missing is either the production of a real effect or the genuine feeling that 

would authenticate its production. Indeed, a gesture need not bear any relation to action (for 

instance, in the expressive features of the face), nor need it be motivated by ‘pure’ feeling (as in 

culturally encoded gestures performed for symbolic purposes). As Pascal's memorable dictée 

goes, it is through the gesture of praying that man acquires his belief, and not the other way 

around. It is at the cusp of this turn in the seventeenth century, in Renaissance tragic drama, 

where it is the tragic hero’s destiny to live out his fate, that gesture contains a totalizing reach, 

coinciding with the dramatic structure of tragedy and encompassing the personality of the tragic 

                                                            
197 As Eltit notes in "Cuerpos Nómadas" [Nomadic Bodies], commenting on a recent event: “Observé esas 
fotografías como el despliegue de un escenario híper marginal en donde se representaba una tragedia 
arcaica, un escenario en el cual se llevaba a efecto una decisión dramática plena de sentidos múltiples que 
jamás podrían ser descifrados. Tres mujeres mestizas se suicidaban en el altiplano, articulando una serie 
de códigos complejos. Un lenguaje entero transcurría allí, elaborando con un alto grado de precisión, en el 
interior de una ritualidad fúnebre” (Emergencias 76). 
[I observed those photographs as the unfolding of a hyper marginal scene where an archaic tragedy was 
represented, a scene that carried the effect of a dramatic decision full of multiple meanings that could 
never be deciphered. Three mestizo women committed suicide in the altiplano, articulating a series of 
complex codes. An entire language took place there, elaborating with a high degree of precision, in the 
interiority of a funereal rituality.]   
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hero, in the sense that his gesture accomplishes and crystallizes his fate. The subordination of 

destiny to fate has its modern corollary in the subject who, through the repetition of gestures, 

learns how to become a ‘type’ or caricature of himself, which is the kind of slapstick gesture that 

Brecht's gestus critiques.   

In psychoanalytic terms, however, gesture has a potentially different valence. Winnicott 

links gesture to the hesitation before the act, which is completely absent of the desire for 

prehension; this type of gesture precedes the ‘true gestures’ of creative life, or the gestures that 

are a reflection of what he calls the 'true self.'198 In Forces of Destiny: Psychoanalysis and 

Human Idiom, Christopher Bollas connects Winnicott's distinction between the true and false self 

to Bion’s theory of ‘preconception’ (an expectation which results in thought when it is met with 

a concept that approximates it in reality)199 in order to distinguish the difference between fate 

and destiny. If the sense of being fated implies a sense of being merely reactive to the present 

and powerless to determine the future, or in the hands of the gods ('fate' being a derivative of 

‘fatum’, a ‘prophetic declaration' of an oracle), the completion of one's destiny, by contrast, 

would be what allows the subject to encounter his or her preconceptions of the (true) self in and 

through the objects that he or she uses (18-19).  

While gesticulation represents negative affects in a physiognomic way (in Los 

Trabajadores de la muerte, for instance), in Eltit's work, there is something more at stake than 

                                                            
198 See Adam Phillips' chapter on Winnicott's ‘Ego Distortion in Terms of True and False Self’ (1960) in 
his book, Winnicott.  
199 Bion's definition of 'pre-conception' arises in his essay, "A Theory of Thinking": ""Thoughts" may be 
classified, according to the nature of their developmental history, as pre-conceptions, conceptions or 
thoughts, and finally concepts; concepts are named and therefore fixed conceptions or thoughts. The 
conception is initiated by the conjunction of a pre-conception with a realization...Pyscho-analytically the 
theory that the infant has an inborn disposition according to an expectation of a breast may be used to 
supply a model. When the preconception is brought into contact with a realization that approximates to it, 
the mental outcome is a conception." Cf. Second Thoughts (New York: Jason Aronson, 1984, 1967). 110-
119. 
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the representation of "speech as symptoms of gestures" (Rotman xxv), the inscription of 

historical events as symptoms, or the production and erasure of signification. The practical use of 

language to articulate the splitting of the subject in states of alienation, the automated contortions 

of the body, or as a figurative externalization of emotions aims to break out of the stagnation and 

paralysis of the uses of the body—and, by extension, the subject's use of objects—through the 

systemic force of the conjunction between language and the body. Furthermore, the creative 

freedom of Eltit's writing—its mixing and mutation of sounds and modes and the ease and speed 

with which it passes between speech, thought and gesture—sustains a vision of the 'ordinary joy' 

that is found on the other side of this process, and it does so, significantly, in the same space as 

its representation.200 Bollas describes the joy of linking up one's preconception with the use of 

objects as: "a very special form of pleasure. I think of this factor as well served by the word 

jouissance... Jouissance is the subject’s inalienable right to ecstasy, a virtually legal imperative 

to pursue desire" (19). He continues: "Perhaps this is a good definition of the ruthless pleasure of 

the human subject to find joy in the choice and use of the object. Indeed, there is an urge to use 

objects through which to articulate—and hence be—the true self, and I term this the destiny 

drive” (19-20).  

If the use of objects is a means to articulate one's self throughout the course of a life, then 

both the procedure and the objects chosen become significant and inform the meaning of the 

whole, the composition. Shifting Bollas' discussion to the context of the art object, it would seem 

then, that the difference between systemic and organic art, between serial procedure and 

composition falls away. This is, of course, close to what Foucault proposed in his "aesthetics of 

existence" and the care of the self, through which one makes one's life into a work of art. 

Whereas the son's organization of the vessels in Los vigilantes is a good example of the ethos of 
                                                            
200 I am grateful to Leonidas Morales for inspiring this turn in my reading (Morales, Atenea 144). 
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the 'care of the self', the mother's writing, by her own estimation, fails. However, it is through its 

failure that we can consider it an example of Bollas' 'destiny drive', in that it represents a 

different type of hunger than literal hunger; a different type of existence than survival. As the son 

exclaims at the end: "El hambre de mamá no se sacia con los alimentos. A mamá sólo le 

complacía su letra...Mi cabeza...siempre adivinó que mamá iba a ser derrotada por la aridez de la 

pagina" (Eltit 133). [Mother's hunger doesn't satiate itself with food. Mother was only pleased by 

her letter. My head...always guessed that mother was going to be defeated by the aridity of the 

page.] That is, the mother's desire to continue writing establishes a difference between physical 

and moral death; it signifies a struggle and a commitment to continue feeling, so that "la única 

muerte conocida es la fatiga de la vida; su insulto, su vejamen" [the only known death is the 

fatigue of life; its insult, its humiliation] (121, 124).201  

 In its most simple definition, life is "a straightforward dialectical statement: a living thing 

is something that can die" (Mitchell 52). To this dialectic we can add a third element: the desire 

that animates the vitality of human life, which alters and imbues this dialectic in a decisive way, 

as Eltit acknowledges in El infarto del alma: "Abrirse al asombro imposible de la infinitud del 

deseo recortando contra la dolorosa finitud del cuerpo" [To open oneself to the impossible 

astonishment of the infinity of desire cutting against the painful finitude of life] (El infarto del 

alma 39). The constraint of form places a similar limitation on the writing process in the struggle 

between the desire of the writer and the project's materialization. If “toda forma final es asesina” 

[every final form is murderous] (Los vigilantes 124), nonetheless, in the production of the work 

                                                            
201 As she writes to her husband: "Sé que aunque el resultado de este juicio me condene, no voy a morir 
en realidad. Quiero asegurarte que comprendo que no estoy expuesta a una extinción física, sino que mi 
aversión surge ante la inminencia de una muerte moral. Ah, imagínate, seguir aún viva y no sentir nada" 
(121). [I know that even though the result of this jury condemns me, I will not die in reality. I want to 
assure you that I know that I am not exposed to a physical extinction, but rather my aversion arises before 
the imminence of a moral death. Ah, imagine, to be still alive and not to feel anything.]  
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the failure of writing to meet the desire that animates it constitutes the very ground of its 

materialization. As Eltit herself stresses in an essay written on the occasion of a conference on 

her work, it is precisely the dialectical nature of the writing process that forms the basis of the 

artwork’s practice (of writing) and reality (in literature) (“Tiempo y Literatura,” Redes 346).202 

For the realization of the artwork is not about testing and verifying a hypothesis, as one might 

demand of a theoretical proof; instead, the occasion of its making brings about new results which 

could not have been anticipated before. The product is ‘finished’ only to the degree that the work 

has arrived at a different place than its original conceptualization: “se parte con algo y se termina 

con otra cosa” [one departs with something and finishes with another thing] (Eltit). In this sense, 

the resistance of the material—a material that is itself embedded in a literary and socio-historical 

context—provides a crucial intermediary between the conceptualization of the work and its 

realization.  

 As the product of an experimental process, the written work possesses a quality that is 

both, then, as it were, an "exception" and an "infraction," at once inevitable and unexpected. To 

put it differently, the words are the remains or evidence of a process that contain condensed 

within them more than one time. Like the vagabonds in the preface of El padre mío whom Eltit 

                                                            
202 Note the shift from 'writing' to 'literature', and from pragmatism to the "infraction" of pragmatism at 
the end of the passage:   
 
“...existe un componente de fracaso al que arrastra el hacer literario. [...] He tenido sucesivos sueños 
literarios incumplidos. En verdad he anhelado conseguir una estética perfecta, lo he deseado a pesar que 
en realidad detesto la perfección. Sin embargo por qué renunciar o escamotear las paradojas. [...] Es la 
escritura misma—como historia— la que impide, la que no propicia, la que evade. La escritura, por 
supuesto, es pragmática, ese es su punto de partida y quizás su punto de llegada. La literatura es su 
excepción o su infracción, intercepta el pragmatismo” (Redes 346).  
 
[...there is a component of failure that literary work drags along. [...] I have had consecutive unfinished 
literary dreams. In truth I have longed for a perfect aesthetic, I have wanted it in spite of the fact that in 
reality I detest perfection. Nevertheless, why renounce or cover over the paradoxes. [...] It is writing 
itself—as history—that prevents, that doesn't bring about, that evades. Writing, of course, is pragmatic, 
that is its point of departure and perhaps its point of arrival. Literature is its exception or its infraction, it 
intercepts pragmatism.]  
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likens to sculptures, then scraps, they are "Esculturas, diseminadas en los bordes negando la 

interiodad aquitectónica, tomando, en cambio, las fachadas, a partir de constituirse ellas mismas 

en puros ornamentos, en fachadas, después de un cataclismo" (13) [Sculptures, disseminated in 

the borders negating the architectonic interiority, taking, in turn, the scraps, so as to constitute 

themselves in pure ornaments, in scraps, after a cataclysm]. In this sense, it is the dialectical 

tension and conflict between the idea or desire of the work and its realization that produces the 

maximum tension between the work’s elements, within “its organization and how its reference is 

inscribed” (Eltit, Redes 344). And it is this material tension of the work, in turn, that most 

approximates the precarious position of its subjects, who live at the edge of what is ‘livable’, in 

the zone where the relation between life and death is most acute.  

The novel thus becomes an evidence of what it proclaims through the economy of its 

means—one which, I have argued, proceeds from the particular economy of gesture. If gesture is 

a 'means without ends', as Agamben claims, it is nevertheless a means that cannot be so easily 

disentangled from the praxis of its poetics. In Eltit's writing, this dissymmetrical relation—

between the desire of the writer and the project's formal materialization—transforms writing into 

a site for the "vital situation" of its subjects. Both the object of desire and the "other side of 

discourse" in Eltit's formulation, gesture thus plays a critical role in the creative process, as a 

source of its continuation. In the detour that gesture imposes on the organization of meaning, in 

the time of that detour, writing assumes the material form of its composition, therein becoming 

the scene of the desire for writing:  

Ajenidad profundizada por subterfugios y carencias de mi propia mano, por el titubeo de 
la palabra que elegí y que, sin embargo, no consigue anular la sílaba que hube de 
descartar. El agobio por la expresión que me antecede. La fijeza petrificada del único 
lugar que puede construir. 

Pero es una incertidumbre que también conduce hasta el placer. Placer de 
construir artesanalmente con la palabra el escenario material de un deseo de palabra. Una 
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escena de escritura—su agrupamiento, su volumen—que aparece como liberación, como 
contrapartida ante la oralidad que se fuga en los extremos del tiempo, sometiendo al 
olvido a la memoria (Emergencias 178). 

 
[Alienation deepened by the subterfuges and deficiencies of my own hand, by the 
stumbling of the word that I chose and that, nonetheless, does not succeed in annulling 
the syllable that should have been discarded. The suffocation of the expression that 
precedes me. The petrified fixity of the only place that it can construct. 

But it is an uncertainty that also carries one to the point of pleasure. The pleasure 
of constructing artisanally with the word the material scene of a desire for the word. A 
scene of writing—its grouping, its volume—that appears as liberation, as a compensation 
for the orality that escapes in the extremes of time, submitted to the oblivion of memory.]  

 
In freeing a space for the re-organization of meaning (and, by extension, sensation) the 

unfinished form of gesture creates not only the possibility of putting the present in dialogue with 

the past, but it also enables the cognitive formation of a political desire for the contingency and 

'uncertainty of our future', one that has not been objectified and for which there are no truths 

known in advance. By transforming literature into a material support for the bodies that have 

been subject to violent exclusion, into a space where the intensities of the body are "placed in an 

exact correlation" with the techniques of production, 203 literature becomes a critical and vital 

space, which is to say: one in which its critical capacity would be inseparable from the vital 

situation of bodies.  If Eltit’s writing is any indication, the critical capacity can be re-aligned with 

the terrain of struggle,204 as the body becomes a 'theater of evidence' and contradiction through 

the material of the word, and writing a scene for mediating the signs of history through the 

                                                            
203 "De la misma manera que la historia recoge el trazado del cuerpo de los acontecimientos, la literatura 
acopia en sus ficciones las intensidades que portan los relatos corporales y los dispone en una exacta 
correlación con los sistemas productivos y sus técnicas"  [In the same way that history recuperates the 
trace of the body of events, literature joins in its fictions the intensities that corporeal relations carry and 
arranges them in an exact correlation with the productive systems and its techniques.] (Eltit, "Clases de 
cuerpos, cuerpos de clases", Signos vitales 15). 
 
204 I am thinking here of the distinction between la politique (the political) and its separation from "the 
terrain of power struggle" of politique (politics). As Michael Hardt points out, Foucault's lectures on the 
Cynics point to a "militant perspective beyond critique" that addresses this political stalemate (Hardt 28-
29). 
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instability and transport of its act.  

 Through her 'artisanal' investment in writing that carries the trace of its desire, or 

jouissance, Eltit creates the conditions of possibility for the body to be something other than an 

instrument of labor (brute, “disposable flesh” or, in the language of biopolitics, 'bare life'), or of 

pure signification, and for the aesthetic of the letter to take root in the reader, thereby assuming 

its continued resonance and vitality. As she states in an interview with Claudia Salazar in El 

Hablador: 

Salazar: Quería terminar la entrevista con una frase que mencionaste en el taller: “El 
texto sobrevive por su destello, hay que iluminar al lector”. Es un estallido muy distinto 
al del melodrama... 
 
[I’d like to end the interview with a phrase you mentioned in the workshop: “The text 
survives by its sparkle, one has to illuminate the reader.” It is an explosion that is very 
different from that of melodrama...] 

 
Eltit: Es un impacto estético…creo que hay que apostar a conmocionar al lector, pero no 
en el sentido de truculencias, sino de algo estético que lo recorra, que el lector se 
envuelva en eso, que sea eso, que se convierta en eso.  
 
[It’s an aesthetic impact...I think that one must try to move the reader, not in the sense of 
horror, but in the sense of something aesthetic that travels through him, that envelops 
him, that the reader becomes, that he converts into.] 
   

Eltit’s Sadean embrace of the ritual aspects of literature is a powerful antidote to the 'alienated 

passivity' of the spectacle and the invisible barriers it erects. In the geopolitical horizon of today's 

hyper-mediated environment, the proposal of alchemically transforming the reader through 

nothing but the aesthetic impact of the letter is a vision of writing which, in its profane 

impropriety and impurity, takes us back to Rabelais' crowded marketplace, its pressing throng, 

and the explosive power of people when they are free to organize ' in their own way' (Bakhtin 

255). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

"Le geste, c’est une gageure dans une posture : extrême rapprochement de la fin et de la faim."205 

- Michel Guérin, Philosophie du geste, p. 29 

 

This study has traced the shifting notion of gesture as a concept and phenomenon across a 

selection of authors but, like the aesthetics of its authors, the object of its enquiry remains elusive 

to the end, and in this sense, as Michel Guérin’s epigraph poetically suggests, gesture announces 

the "extreme similarity" of the 'end' and of 'hunger.' It is a testament to the ambiguity of gesture 

that it can designate at once the inherent mimicry of language, while to others the capacity of the 

body to take the place of language through gesture inverts, and closes, the gap at the origin of the 

signifying process (Lacoue-Labarthe; Gil, respectively).  

In this study we have explored how, through the writing of gesture, these authors create 

vital signs without presuming to define the contents of the self, or a singular concept of life. Dis-

organizing the rational coherency of the line into a mobile, sinuous line of movement, the 

authors in this study embrace the technē of language in order to re-imagine the subject after a 

‘cataclysm,’ after the finitude of man. If there are as many forms of languages as there are forms 

of life, to paraphrase Wittgenstein, through the insubordination of signs, these authors seek to 

create the maximal relation between form and life. 

If the rejection of figuration and the embrace of the informe in twentieth-century writers 

and artists constituted a critique of rationality and bourgeois conformism of the previous century, 

for the post-structuralists that followed, the critique of ideology would entail a shift from 

materiality to textuality wherein the sublime object that escapes reason is no longer located in the 

social, but the text itself through the operation of reading. The questions I have sought to address 

                                                            
205 "Gesture, it's a gag within a posture: extreme similarity of the end and of hunger." 
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through these readings, then, are the following: How can we reconcile the suspension and 

indetermination of form that gesture enacts with the contingencies of history and politics and 

modes of political praxis? Further, how can we think together the performative resources of the 

body and an aesthetics of gesture in writing, while maintaining the difference between them?  

Rather than merely challenging the logic of signification through the instability of signs, 

which risks reinforcing the logic it seeks to escape, I have sought to avoid the circularity of this 

framework, embedded in the notion of textuality, by emphasizing the question of form. Given 

that we have been dealing with literary works, it will be clear that it is not so much a question of 

contesting the semiotics of the body in these works or, conversely, the materiality of language, 

but rather of investigating how these authors use gesture in order to re-imagine the relation 

between body and sign, form and being, beyond its reductive determinations. Consequently, 

analyzing the manner in which gesture signifies has required an inherently critical approach vis-

a-vis the analytic tools and parameters of our endeavor, demanding, as Brian Massumi puts it, a 

different type of semiotics, a "semiotics willing to engage with continuity." The writing of 

gesture compels us to pose the question of the body’s significance differently, as a question of 

what the body can do and what it says, to paraphrase Deleuze’s question, after Spinoza.206 It is a 

challenge that writers, too, encountered at the beginning of the twentieth century.    

Catalyzed by the discovery of new qualities of sensation in psychology and the 

emergence of modern biology, the twentieth century challenged writers to explore new bodies of 

thought and to create works that would be revelatory documents of the interior. As Artaud would 

write to Jean Paulhan in 1946:  

                                                            
206 "The point of view of an ethics is: of what are you capable, what can you do? Hence a return to this 
sort of cry of Spinoza's: what can a body do? We never know in advance what a body can do. We never 
know how we're organized and how the modes of existence are enveloped in somebody" (Expressionism 
in Philosophy: Spinoza 217-234).   
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Je ne connais pas un autre écrivain que vous qui sache comme vous écarter les poumons 
de la phrase, et y souffler, dans le plein, le mot qui enfle, le ton peut-être, mais le trou 
surtout, le vide que nul jusque-là n’avait soupçonné, le mot en couleur, qui porte plus 
haut que le membre attendu, comme le membre d’un autre corps de la phrase, et comme 
un corps plus haut que le corps.  
 
[I know no other writer who knows as well as you how to spread apart the lungs of the 
phrase, and blow there, straight on, the word that swells, the tone maybe, but the tear 
above all, the void that, until then, no one had suspected, the word in color, that carries 
higher than the expected member, like the member of another body of the phrase, and 
like a body higher than the body.]  
 

Like Artaud, Michaux would explore the indefinite creation of the "interior phrase, the phrase 

without words", inventing ideograms between signs and movements in the search for a language 

composed of "interior gestures, those for which we do not have limbs but the desire for limbs" 

("Signs" II: 431):   

Mais étaient-ce des signes ? C’étaient des gestes, les gestes intérieurs, ceux pour lesquels 
nous n’avons pas de membres mais des envies de membres, des tensions, des élans et tout 
cela en cordes vivantes, jamais épaisses, jamais grosses de chair ou fermées de peau. 
Leur danse faisait l’homme-écrevisse, l’homme-démon, l’homme-araignée, l’homme 
dépassé, cent mains, cent serpents lui sortant de tous ses côtés en fureur. 
 
[But were they signs? They were gestures, the interior gestures, those for which we do 
not have limbs but the desire for limbs, tensions, élans and all this in living cords, never 
thick, never heavy with flesh, or closed with skin. Their dance made man-crawfish, man-
demon, man-spider, man surpassed, a hundred hands, a hundred serpents emerging from 
all sides in fury.] 

 
From the polymorphous characters and graphic figures of Michaux to the partitioning of 

Vallejo's lyric subject to the mutable image of Lumpérica’s L. Iluminada, the writing of gesture 

does not postulate a particular mode of being or an ontology, but a manner of being, a being in 

becoming. In this sense, through the gestural aesthetics of writing, we can speak of the desiring 

body as ‘irreducible’ to exchange, as Barthes wrote, and as the most polymorphous of technē —

able to take on any form because, unlike language, it is not attached to a particular lexicon or 

signification.  
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This dissertation has been concerned not only with the ways in which the aesthetic object 

works on the contradictions of social and political life “in the form of their potential resolution” 

(Eagleton 223), but also in how gesture complicates the categories and theories through which it 

is inscribed and understood. In tracing the malleability of gesture across these authors’ works, we 

have encountered some of its paradoxes: How is it that gesture can be claimed as at once the 

most singular, intimate act and the only way of participating in the world by Michaux? How is it 

that Vallejo can praise the spontaneity and brevity of gesture above all, and yet the self-sufficient 

economy of his poetics would suggest otherwise? That Eltit's work possesses the coherency of a 

system, yet her artisanal language rejects the consolidation of an ideological position? The 

writing of gesture thus stages larger questions about the encounter between theory and practice, 

affect and representation, aesthetics and politics.  

While the recent turn to embodied cognition, tactile knowing, movement and biological 

matter as the stuff of political thought represents an attempt to transcend the perceived 

limitations of post-structuralist critiques of representation alluded to in the introduction, in many 

ways, it also leaves the initial problem unresolved. No doubt, the current direction of 

philosophically-oriented performance studies, which re-conceives embodiment in terms of 

technicity, has proved useful for engaging questions of performance beyond representational 

theories in interactive, technology-based art. Expanding the field of semiotics through technicity 

foregrounds the production of sense over signification, shifting the theoretical focus away from 

the disciplined, ‘codified’ subject and towards a distributed notion of embodiment. However, 

extending the notion of performance in this way also leaves the problem of textuality we are 

concerned with unchallenged by implicitly reworking a (virtual) notion of textuality into the 

thinking of the body as one technē among others. Indeed, perhaps symptomatically, this line of 
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inquiry often invokes scientific models of perception from cognitive science and neuroscience 

continuously with philosophical concepts in the theoretical elaboration of affect, consciousness 

and embodiment. 

Readers familiar with that work will note that this project nonetheless intersects with 

their analytic method at times, particularly in the second chapter where we look at the poetics of 

movement through the mechanics of the body’s articulations. Furthermore, one could note the 

resonance of the recurring theme of the fold in these chapters with their understanding of 

performance, informed by Bergson and Deleuze, in which the performance of the body is a type 

of folding.207 At the same time, however, we have attempted to bring the critical ethos that drives 

this understanding of performance together with an approach that attends to the body through 

literary form, and to the particular problems and solutions that arise from articulating these 

questions in terms of form. Framing the question formally brings the critical intersection of 

gesture and biopolitics into view. 

Another way of challenging the critique of post-structuralist theories of representation is 

to propose, as Laurent Dubreuil does, that it is a critique of language already performed by 

literature itself, which he defines as: “a mise en scène of human intellective failure by the means 

of semantic lacks” (Dubreuil 240). He continues: “literary oeuvres exhibit this defect by 

responding to other forms of speech, including the most theoretical ones, and thus by questioning 

their alleged efficiency (be it rationality, political ordinance, action, etc.)…Such a disposition is 

just a dramatization of the lingual process of signification. Literature enacts the defectiveness of 

logos” (240). Though the literature assembled here would not necessarily contradict the notion 

                                                            
207 Nathaniel Stern elegantly summarizes this position in "The Implicit Body as Performance," quoting 
Massumi: "In contrast to 'known' structures, Massumi avers that the body is “in a state of invention." It is 
"an accumulation of relative perspectives and the passages between them"… retaining and combining 
past movements", continuously “infolded” with “coding and codification.” (Massumi 103, 57, 98, 83).  
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that the efficacy of a literary work lies in making language inefficacious, by attributing the 

critical function of literature to the process of signification (“literature…is the warrant of 

signification in language…” [240]), Dubreuil’s position similarly forecloses the productivity of 

the question it seeks to address by assimilating the exteriority of gesture to language.   

Rather than remaining fixed on either side of this theoretical debate—between the 

ontological priority of movement as indeterminacy (the 'implicit' body), and the indeterminacy of 

the signifier (language as the "exhibition" of a lack; or the explicit, symptomatic body)—we have 

shown how, in their own ways, each of these authors challenges us to think beyond this 

underlying materialism/signification divide and the dualistic understandings of gesture that 

proceed from it: that gesture is either a physical movement or a language; either an affect or a 

technique; either productive or conceptual. Michaux’s notion of gesture, which is a process of 

élan and retreat, mobility and immobility, suggests that gesture is the effectuation of an internal 

movement and impulse before it is an external one. Vallejo's invocation of the body as an 

affective and signifying economy in turn challenges us to consider the potential of the body to 

take the place of language in the absence of other economies, even as he tests the limits of this 

analogy. The gestural kinetics of Eltit's sentences similarly draw on the analogical relation 

between language and the body so as to mobilize the sentence in a different direction from the 

classical order of rhetoric: as a means of disrupting the dispositifs of power on the body. By 

opening the space in which the organization of meaning takes place, literature itself becomes the 

support and site for the vital situation of bodies, or as she puts it: “In the same way that history 

recuperates the trace of the body of events, literature joins in its fictions the intensities that 

corporeal relations carry and arranges them in an exact correlation with the productive systems 

and its techniques.”   
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In its ability to mediate between the linguistic and the performative, gesture performs a 

crucial role in conceiving an affirmative relationship to bios in the wake of biopolitical 

dispositifs. As Foucault writes of biopower in Society Must Be Defended, after the "anatomo-

politics of the human body established in the course of the eighteenth century... [biopower is a] 

new technology of power [that] is not exactly society...nor is it the individual-as-body. It is a new 

body, a multiple body, a body with so many heads that, while they might not be infinite in 

number, cannot necessarily be counted: biopolitics deals with the population, with the population 

as political problem, as a problem that is at once scientific and political, as a biological problem 

and as power’s problem." If the “digital simulation and bioinformatic representation” of life 

destabilizes the natural and ontological foundations of what constitutes life forms, in so doing, it 

also underscores the persistent "conflation of vitality and textuality" (Helmreich 673). 

Addressing the artwork through the materials of its aesthetic form—one that inhabits a 

dissymmetrical relationship to the things it represents, that is in a dissensual relation to ordinary 

sense perceptions, to invoke Rancière's term—is therefore a necessary strategy in the wake of the 

biopolitical shift that Foucault delineates.  

As discussed in the introduction, the traumatic structure of the sublime reflected in post-

structuralist theories that read the subject as ineffable, becomes particularly problematic in the 

context of biopolitics. By identifying being-alive (zoē) with its perishability, or finitude, they 

offer no alternative to the condition of bare life, or what various scholars have pointed to as the 

strains of ‘thanatopolitics’ and ‘necropolitics’ that dominate the discussion of life within 

biopolitical thought. This Heideggerian line of thinking is the Achilles heel that today most fuels 

the charge that post-structuralist theories of representation are apolitical and that prohibits them 

from being construed as viable forms of praxis. In the process of reading these authors, each 
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chapter has sought to show that the concepts traditionally associated with post-structuralism can 

be made compatible with more politically-oriented readings without, of course, compromising 

the linguistic density of the literature studied.  

As a transformative practice or re-orientation of one’s views on reality, the critical 

function of gesture can also be placed in relation to other twentieth century art practices, such as 

the détournements of the Situationniste Internationale, and the historical progression of modern 

and avant-garde art towards tactical and participatory art that takes place on the streets of 

everyday life. Indeed, as a creative and artistic impulse, gesture invites thinking about art from a 

comparative perspective. In light of the continuity of thinking between art forms it inspires, it 

would be interesting to extend the study of gesture to address other types of art objects, including 

so-called tachiste painters, participatory art, and more generally, to investigate art that challenges 

the traditional distinction between conceptual and material art practices. More in keeping with 

the theoretical questions this project explores, however, one logical extension of this work would 

be to incorporate other twentieth-century writers whose writing reflects on the limits of life and 

death and the affective dimensions of writing, such as Antonin Artaud, Hélène Cixous, and Raúl 

Zurita.  

A longer study could also trace the linguistic materialism implicit in the gestural 

aesthetics of these works to other authors for whom gesture was also central, beginning with 

Denis Diderot, for example. Although this would broaden the historical period of the project 

considerably, the end of the eighteenth century corresponds to the beginnings of the era of 

biopower and the epistemic break Foucault identifies in The Order of Things, which initiates the 

analytic of finitude, and therefore would be continuous with the theoretical framing of this 

project. One could also delineate further how this writing intersects and diverges with the vitalist 
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tradition, from Henri Bergson's La pensée et le mouvant to the immanent ontology developed in 

Merleau-Ponty’s late lectures, Nature. While the philosophical tradition of vitalism intersects 

with the intellectual history of gesture, we have steered away from a vitalist perspective because 

of what it implies in the context of the critiques of biopolitics and textuality that frame the 

problematic of this study—namely, that the body and its life are more available than they really 

are. Indeed, Vallejo’s Poemas humanos engages this question from precisely the opposite 

direction, consistently pointing to the body’s ability to take on meaning only paradoxically, at the 

limit of its own effacement. 

Indeed, while I have referred to gesture throughout as a paradoxical economy and a 

paradoxical form of evidence, one of the salient questions the writing of gesture stages through 

its suspension of form is the co-existence of a desire to represent the flux and continuum of life, 

and the acute awareness of mortality that drives these authors' ambivalent relation to finished 

forms. While other critics have traced the desire to transcend time in modern literature back to 

the structure of the trace and its inherent dehiscence in time, identifying this 'radical 

destructibility' with a logic of survival,208 this study takes the opposite approach in identifying 

survival as inherently problematic on both scores, insofar as the readings of the inhuman that 

emerge from this context risk reifying the subject into an ineffable or sublime object, and in the 

context of biopolitics, where survival designates the transhistorical condition of 'bare life.' The 

question this literature contends with is how to generate from within the condition of 'bare life' a 

more affirmative relation to life that, in so doing, neither reifies it nor ignores the difficulties of 

such a proposition. Further discussions of the technē of language, as well as Walter Benjamin's 

                                                            
208 I am referring to Martin Hägglund's argument in Dying for Time, but one can also note the resonance 
of his idea of "radical destructibility", informed by Derrida, with the notion of the "indestructible" in 
Blanchot's L'Entretien infini, the latter of which refers directly to the context of post-humanist humanism 
after Auschwitz.  
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philosophy of history and his readings of gesture, which relates the time of reading and history, 

would supplement and enrich the theoretical position taken in this work.  

Like his days of silence or ‘jours de contemplation’, Michaux will progressively lengthen 

the interval between the time of observation and the act of writing, suspending the time of 

composition: “Observer de l’apathie avec de l’apathie, pas facile….S’aggrave une difficulté à 

trouver les mots. Les mots à écrire. / Ce récit, à se former, comme il traînait, comme nous avons 

traîné ensemble” [To observe apathy with apathy, not easy…Aggravates the difficulty of finding 

words. The words to write. / This narrative, forming it, how it dragged, how we have dragged 

together.] (Déplacements, dégagements, Oeuvres Complètes III 1354). Eltit, too, draws attention 

to this delay; what’s more, she situates it at the center of the practice of literature:  

 ...existe un componente de fracaso al que arrastra el hacer literario. [...] He tenido 
sucesivos sueños literarios incumplidos. En verdad he anhelado conseguir una estética 
perfecta, lo he deseado a pesar que en realidad detesto la perfección. Sin embargo por qué 
renunciar o escamotear las paradojas. [...] Es la escritura misma—como historia—la que 
impide, la que no propicia, la que evade. La escritura, por supuesto, es pragmática, ese es 
su punto de partida y quizás su punto de llegada. La literatura es su excepción o su 
infracción, intercepta el pragmatismo ("Tiempo y Literatura" Redes 346).  
 
[...there is a component of failure that literary work drags along. [...] I have had 
consecutive unfinished literary dreams. In truth I have longed for a perfect aesthetic, I 
have wanted it in spite of the fact that in reality I detest perfection. Nevertheless, why 
renounce or cover over the paradoxes. [...] It is writing itself—as history—that prevents, 
that doesn't bring about, that evades. Writing, of course, is pragmatic, that is its point of 
departure and perhaps its point of arrival. Literature is its exception or its infraction, it 
intercepts pragmatism.] 

 
But the constraint that the idea of form, or the desire for a perfect aesthetic, imposes on the 

pragmatics of this process also proves transformative:    

Ajenidad profundizada por subterfugios y carencias de mi propia mano, por el titubeo de 
la palabra que elegí y que, sin embargo, no consigue anular la sílaba que hube de 
descartar... 
 Pero es una incertidumbre que también conduce hasta el placer. Placer de 
construir artesanalmente con la palabra el escenario material de un deseo de palabra. 
(Emergencias 178). 
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[Alienation deepened by the subterfuges and deficiencies of my own hand, by the 
stumbling of the word that I chose and that, nonetheless, does not succeed in annulling 
the syllable that should have been discarded...  
 But it is an uncertainty that also carries one to the point of pleasure. The pleasure 
of constructing artisanally with the word the material scene of a desire for the word.]  
 

The hand stumbles as it goes forward, composing from these rhythmic breaks and 'enjambments,' 

out of which a style is made. In the spacing of its impulsion, the errant line of drawing embodies 

the élan of gesture as a departure without arrival. Always drawing further outside of itself, the 

extension of the line unveils something “more profound and more secret than all aim at form,” 

namely, “a search or an attempt” (Nancy 121). As Jean-Luc Nancy writes in Le Plaisir au dessin 

(50-51): 

Ce geste dont le dessin nous propose même, faudrait-il dire, le dessin (l’épure, le schème, 
la dynamique), mais qui appartient aussi bien au danseur, au musicien, au cinéaste, ce 
geste, donc, est avant tout ce qu’est le plus proprement un geste : une signifiance 
immanente…mais un sens offert à même le corps, à même un corps qui se fait moins 
actif, efficient ou opératoire qu’il ne se prête à une motion—et à une émotion—qu’il 
accueille, venant de plus loin que de sa corporéité fonctionnelle. Ce corps gestuel est un 
autre corps que le corps organique, sans être pour autant un corps sans organes : il 
devient plutôt le corps-organon de l’art, donc de la technique (ars – techné) mise en jeu, 
ici graphique, là vocale ou colorée, tactile ou verbale.  
 
[The gesture of which drawing proposes, one could say, the design (the sketch, the 
schema, the dynamic), but which belongs too to the dancer, the musician, the filmmaker, 
this gesture, then, is above all what it most properly a gesture: an immanent 
signification…but a sense offered from the body, from a body that makes itself less 
active, efficient, or operational than it lends itself to a motion—and to an emotion—that it 
receives, coming from beyond its functional corporeality. This bodily gesture is another 
body than the organic body, without nonetheless being a body without organs: it becomes 
rather the corps-organon of art, hence of the technique (ars-technē ) put in play, here 
graphic, there vocal or colored, tactile or verbal.] 
 

As the in-definite formation of a form, or a “form-in-formation,” gesture facilitates the formation 

of the self. Like the circle of the child drawer in “Dessins d’enfants, Essais d’enfants” that 

facilitates the continuation of the act, or the daydreamer, who finds everything in the virtual 

world of his interior, it is the practice of the act that counts and that informs his path; it is the 
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'real game', the pure art that “takes the place of all the rest”: "dessin-destin" [drawing-destiny] 

(Michaux III: 521). If the plasticity of the line of drawing materializes time, it is also through the 

suspension it affords that language becomes the site for the autopoietic emergence of the subject, 

for the "sujeto escritural" in its heterogeneous multiplicity.209  

 Against the time of survival, which effaces the distinction between 'now' and 'posterity', 

the organic and inorganic body, the writing of gesture thus establishes a difference between life 

and a life of mere survival. Though it would seem impossible to create vital signs without also 

presuming to define the contents of the self—were it in a minimal sense, to the extent that 

vitality is affirmed, the mutability of form in this writing should not be confused with a species 

of hedonism or the unbounded play of vitalism. Rather, as Timothy Campbell asserts, "the object 

of a practice of bíos would not necessarily be virtuous either. If there is a question of virtue, it 

concerns the virtue of the nonvirtue of bíos—a virtue in seeing the self as too limited and 

limiting" (Campbell 155). Given the imprecision of words, the ‘multitude of being-human’ can 

only be seized through an oeuvre whose terms are in constant superposition, evolution and 

movement—an oeuvre that, as such, is necessarily fragmented.  

 Through the final meaning of composition, offered in Eltit's writing—as an immanent 

relationality of elements (Deleuze and Guattari)—form becomes a mode of praxis. In this sense, 

though the writing assembled here does not aspire to any immediate political ends, it performs a 

political function in creating a political desire, since, as Angela Puttino writes, politics "departs 

from an indemonstrable...to the extent that [it] expresses an interest that is non-objectified."210 In 

demanding that language do something other than what it does, to open a new space of 

                                                            
209 Or, what in other terms Deleuze will refer to as the ontogenetic emergence of the self in processual art. 
210 Puttino cited in oral presentation by Chiara Zamboni, "Politique et pouvoir. Une valise légère" 
(EHESS, November 19, 2009).   
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freedom,211 the insubordinate gesture of this writing addresses itself not only to the future, but to 

the given enclosures of the present, enjoining its readers to recognize, from within, the affective 

life, the alphabet that "could have served in the other world, in any world."  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
211 To paraphrase, and modify, Foucault's statement on Pierre Boulez: "De la pensée, il attendait justement 
qu'elle lui permette sans cesse de faire autre chose que ce qu'il faisait. Il lui demandait d'ouvrir...un nouvel 
espace libre" (Dits et Écrits II 1041). [Of thought, he expected rightly that it allow him unceasingly to do 
something other than what it did. He demanded that it open...a new free space.] 
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APPENDIX 

 

Chapter Two, English Translation 

(De Disturbio en Disturbio)  

"From Disturbance to Disturbance"  

From disturbance to disturbance 
you come up to accompany me to be alone; 
and I understand it going on tiptoes, 
with a loaf in my hand, a road in my foot 
and my profile playing, black until it spews foam,       5 
its hair-raising role. 
 
You had already fired backwards your violence 
pneumatic, another epoch, but then 
you support me now in the arm of funereal honor 
and you support the course of things in the arm of funereal honor,   10 
the death of things summarized in the arm of funereal honor. 
 
But, really, and since 
it's life that we're dealing with, 
when the fact of then gives off mane in your hand, 
on following your rumor like watering,      15 
when you suffer in the sum of a kangaroo, 
forget me, support me still, companion of small amount, 
lashed by dates with thorns, 
forget me and support me by the chest, 
donkey that you stand up in two to embrace me;     20 
doubt your excrement a few seconds, 
observe how the air begins to be sky raising itself up, 
little man, 
old man, 
man with heel, love me, accompany me...      25 
 
Hold in mind that one day 
a blackbird of cassock will sing 
over my finally naked ton. 
(A blackbird sang carrying the ribbons of my gram in its beak) 
It will sing clothed in this innate sobbing,      30 
man with heel, 
and, simultaneously, painfully, 
it will sing clothed in my step, 
and not to hear it, old man, will be bad, 
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will be insult and blade,        35 
sorrow, braid, motionless smoke. 
 
Dog stopped at the border of a stone 
is the flight in its curve; 
also hold it in mind, mannest man to the top. 
They will remind you of it, the low weight, from the adverse side,   40 
the temporal weight, of great silence, 
plus that of the months and that which returns from the years.  
 
 
 
NB: As the editor notes, many of the parenthetical lines in other poems were handwritten in the 
margins. While they are included in standard editions of the text, given their content, which relates 
to the previous line, in my opinion it is likely that these lines, such as line 29 in the present poem, 
were handwritten notes either as an aide-memoire to develop an image (in this case), or an editorial 
comment Vallejo wrote to himself, and not intended to be included in the verse itself. 
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